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PREFACE 

To deal with the unique conditions of the northern frontier 

of New Spain and the problem of pacifying and colonizing the vast 

area, the Spanish Crown turned to the Church. Through the Patronato 

Real the Crown could name priests to positions in the New World, and 

in essence financed Church activities. 

Following Las Casas' experiment of peaceful conquest of 

hostile Indians in Verapaz, Guatamala, mendicant and Jesuit 

missionaries took up the task of settling, converting and assimi

lating the Indians living in northern New Spain in villages modeled 

on Spanish towns. The Crown, for its part, financed the missionaries 

in the hope of conquering the north for as little expenditure of 

scarce resources as possible. From the point of view of the Crown, 

then, the mission as an institution served the dual purpose of 

controlling potentially hostile Indian groups and preparing the 

Indians for life in Spanish society as productive taxpaying citizens. 

The process of congregating Indian populations into compact 

settlements in order to facilitate control and assimilation had its 

negative side effects. Newly introduced Euro-Asiatic diseases to 

which the Indians had no immunities or cures, and literally died by 

the thousands was one such effect. The net result in many frontier 

areas was the near extinction of missionized Indians within some 

100 - 150 years of the opening of the missions. This present study 

i i i  
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examines the process of Indian depopulation and its causes in two 
• 

mission groupings in northwestern New Spain, the Pimeria Alta region 

of Northern Sonora and Baja California. 

At this point I would like to thank a number of people who 

facilitated the writing of my thesis. Dr. Donna Guy and Dr. Charles 

Polzer read and commented on the first draft of the thesis. Dr. 

Bernard Fontana and Dr. Kieran McCarty kindly provided me with 

copies of documents used in the project. And finally Dr. Murdo J. 

MacLeod, who directed my masters program, listened to my ideas as 

I developed them, and made many suggestions and corrections to the 

drafts of the thesis which improved it. To all of these people I 

owe a debt of gratitude. 
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The opening of the mission frontier in northwestern New 

Spain served the double purpose of spreading Catholicism and 

pacifying the region at little expense to the Crown. The 

northern expansion of the Spaniards also saw the spread of Euro-

Asiatic diseases to which the Indians had no prior contact or 

immunities, and resulted in dramatic population decline. In two 

mission groupings in the region, in Baja California and the 

Pimeria Alta of northern Sonora, depopulation was pervasive, 

but the degree and manifestations of population decline differed 

in the two areas because of a number of factors. Non-Indian 

settlers followed the establishment of the missions in both 

regions, and transformed the society of Baja California and 

northern Sonora. Whereas the two regions had been Indian 

societies centered on rancherias and later the missions, by 

the time of Mexican independence in 1821 settlers had changed 

the two areas into predominately mestizo societies with a small 

remnant Indian population. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the northern frontier provinces of New Spain a number of 

colonial institutions developed, but the Indian mission was the most 

important by far. The mission played a vital role in the process of 

social restructuring, yet its nature as an institution and its impact 

on Indian societies and on social change has generated debate. 

Furthermore, the development of a "romantic myth" or "mystique" of 

the missions and an apologetic view popularized by amateur historians 

and some church historians, has only clouded the picture of the role 

of the missions on the frontierJ 

On closer examination, one sees that the mission had two basic 

natures or goals; one religious, and one secular or related to govern

ment. The missionaries themselves sought to save souls, while the 

Crown financed the missions, at least in part, for reasons of state. 

Missions provided a means to assimilate, manipulate and exploit Indian 

populations on the frontier with little expenditure of scarce 

resources. "The missions, then," wrote Herbert Eugene Bolton, "were 

agencies of the state as well as of the Church. They served not alone 

1. The writings of Zephyrin Engelhardt, O.F.M., Francis Guest 
O.F.M., and Peter Masten Dunne, S.J., are examples of apologetic views 
of the missions or narrative studies which are biased in one way or 
another, or provide little analysis. An example of a popular history 
of the missions in The California Missions A Pictorial History 
published by the Lane Publishing Company, Menlo Park, California in 
1965. 
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to christianize the frontier but also to aid in extending, holding, and 

civilizing it."^ 

The missions contributed to the pacification of the northern 

frontier, but were more important as agents of social restructuring. 

The Spanish crown assumed responsibility for directing the integration 

of Indians into the colonial society, and this was best achieved under 

the auspices of Jesuit or mendicant missionaries. The close church-

state relationship formalized by the patronato real provided the 

context within which the missions operated. According to Mexican 
* 

historian Ignacio del Rio, the missions were "Established as a result 

of joint action, although clearly differentiated, of missionaries and 

soldiers, the missions inherently constituted a first and persistent 

form of integration of the immigrant (Spanish) groups with the native 

communities."3 

A study of the missions, then, would document a large part of 

demographic and social change on the northern frontier. The basic 

elements involved in social change were the same, but geographical 

and cultural differences in frontier provinces modified the form in 

which the mission system operated, and hence the process of social 

change. Two mission groupings in northwestern New Spain, the Pimeria 

Alta and Baja California, exhibited such differences, and a study of 

2. Herbert Eugene Bolton, "The Missions As A Frontier Insti
tution in the Spanish-American Colonies," American Historical Review 
volume XXIII (October, 1917), p. 43. 

3. Ignacio del Rio, "Repartimientos De Indios En Sonora Y 
Sinaloa," a paper presented at the Septimo Symposio de la Historia 
de Sonora, Hermosillo, Novembre 1981. 
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the two regions will reveal the workings of social and demographic 

change within the framework of the mission as a colonial institution. 

The net result of missionization, however, was the same in 

both mission groupings, but the process of demographic change differed 

because of the factors enumerated above. Under the impact of newly 

introduced Euro-Asiatic diseases which periodically reached epidemic 

proportions, the Indian population declined in numbers. A significant 

cause of the depopulation was the inability of the Indian population 

to reproduce in sufficient numbers to make up losses from recurring 

epidemics. By the end of the colonial period only a small percentage 

of aboriginal population levels remained in the Pimeria Alta and 

Baja California. 

The second aspect of Spanish colonialism in northwestern New 

Spain was settlement by gente de razon (non-Indian settlers), and the 

establishment of a viable economy in the region. Geographical factors, 

however, greatly influenced patterns of non-Indian settlement in both 

areas. Whereas mining laid the basis for the economy of northern 

Sonora, and attracted numbers of settlers, the absence of rich mines 

in Baja California, coupled with shortages of land and labor, served 

to discourage settlement until after Mexican independence. 

Some 120 years of demographic change in northwestern New Spain 

radically transformed the societies of northern Sonora and Baja 

California. This study examines the process of demographic change 

within the context of Spanish colonialism. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE PIMERfA ALTA AND BAJA CALIFORNIA: 
THE LAND AND PEOPLES 

/ 

The Pimeria Alta can best be described as the area occupied by 

speakers of mutually intelligible dialects of the Pima language 

classified within the larger Uto-Aztecan linguistic familyJ Socially 

the region was divided into two to three dozen independent groups.2 

The basic social unit was the rancheria (aboriginal Indian village). 

Larger organizations embraced little more than several villages.3 

Within the Pimeria Alta the Spaniards recognized distinct 

groups identified primarily by different adaptations to the environ

ment. In the most arid section of the Pimeria Alta in northwestern 

Sonora and southwestern Arizona lived Pimans who supported themselves 

by hunting and gathering food plants. The Papagos lived and continue 

to live in the desert west of the river valleys and practiced a mixed 

economy of hunting, gathering food plants, and limited agriculture. 
/ 

In the winters Papagos occupied rancherias located near springs at the 

base of mountains, and in the summers moved to intermontane valleys to 

plant corn, tepary beans, and other crops, taking advantage of the 

1. Daniel Matson and Bernard Fontana, translators and editors, 
Friar Bringas Reports To The King (Tucson, 1977), p. 23. 

2. Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of Conquest The Impact of Spain 
Mexico, and the United States on the Indians of the Southwest, 1533-
1960 (Tucson, 1962), p. 119. 
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summer rains.4 Jesuit missionary Luis Velarde wrote in 1716: "... 

those that inhabit there [the western desert] , called papabotas, that 

is bean eating [frijoleros] pimas-their principal crop is [a] bean 

called papavi-they are content with very little to go through life."5 

Some Papago groups migrated on a seasonal basis to the river pueblos 

to trade and work in the riverine Pima harvests. This pattern 

facilitated the incorporation of Papagos into the missions. 

The main missionary effort focused on the riverine Pima, who 

lived in rancherias located on the rivers in the region; the upper 

Santa Cruz, Magdalena, Altar, Concepcidn and upper San Miguel. The 

riverine Pima were agriculturalists growing corn, squash and beans 

supplemented by hunting. Furthermore, the riverine Pima exploited 

seasonal food resources, such as cactus fruit and seeds, away from 

their agricultural villages, and spent only a part of the year in the 

river valleys. During one of Kino's visits to the eastern Pimeria 
• 

Alta, for example, only a handful of people were at Pitiquin because 

the men were out hunting.^ As late as the 1760's numbers of Pimans 

left Bac seasonally to collect agave in the mountains.^ 

4. Matson and Fontana, Bringas Reports, p. 23. 

5. Luis Gonzalez Rodriguez, editor, Etnologia Y Mision En La 
Pimeria Alta, 1715-1740 (Mexico, D.F., 1977), p. 50. 

6. Herbert Euguene Boston, translator and editor, Kino's 
Historical Memoir of the Pimeria Alta (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1948), 
p. 167. 

7. Kieran McCarty, D.F.M., translator and editor, Desert 
Documentary (Tucson, 1976), p. 13. 
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Seasonal Pima transhumance, however, provoked consternation in 

the Jesuits, and made it even more difficult to keep the Indians in 

one place. "All of them," complained Bac missionary Espinosa in 1764, 

"are an unsettled rancheria. At this time they live in their fields, 

and at the termination of what they have, in other towns in the 

mountains."8 

The Sobaipuri Pimas lived in the northern Santa Cruz Valley and 

the San Pedro Valley. Although the San Pedro Valley Sobaipuris were 

not effectively incorporated into the missions until the 1760's, they 

did play a vital role in the defense of the region, as Apaches and 

their allies made their presence felt as early as the 1690's. 

Missionary Velarde wrote in 1716 that in the northeast live the 

Apache, 

enemies of the province of Sonora in which, accompanied by 
the Jctcomes and some Janos (and previously also by the 
Sumas) [they] make many and large thefts of horses, and 
sometimes kill [Spaniards and mission Indians] , without 
the two presidios of Janos and Sonora [Fronteras] having 
been able to contain [them] in their limits.9 

Sobaipuris served as a buffer against raids, and provided warriors 

for punitive expeditions. 

In Kino's time Coro, from Quiburi, was the principal Sobaipuri 

war chief. Quiburi itself was a populous village "for it has more 

than four hundred souls assembled together, and a fortification or 

earthen enclosure, since it is on the frontier of the hostile 

8. Quoted in Henry Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson A Demo
graphic History, (Tucson, 1976), p. 25. 

9. Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologia, p. 33. 
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Hocomes."1® in 1697 and 1698, for example, Coro's warriors inflicted 

defeats on the marauders, killing more than 300 in two battles.11 

Disease and constant warfare took their toll and by the 1760*s 

the remnant Sobaipuri population was ready to evacuate the San Pedro 

Valley. Under the direction of Sonora governor Joseph Tienda de 

Cuervo the Sobaipuris moved to the Santa Cruz River Valley missions 

with grave consequences for the Spaniards.1^ 

Baja California, the second region under study here, is a 

desert peninsula that extends for some 1,000 miles south of today's 

international frontier, and embraces a wide range of climate and 

ecologies. It would not be incorrect to say that the climate and 

availability of water greatly influenced mission development. To 

attract converts the missionaries provided food from surpluses grown 

at the missions. As such, the missionaries by necessity established 

missions near water, and in at least one case, Santo Domingo - 1775, 

the Indians did not live where the water was which slowed the 

conversion process.1^ 

Availability of water in an arid environment ranges from the 

oases on the southern tip of the peninsula to the few water holes in 

10. Bolton, Historical Memoir, p. 165. 

11. Ibid., Pp. 178-181. 

12. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, Pp. 20-21. 

13. In the case of Santo Domingo, the Dominicans established 
the mission at the only source of water,, but some twenty miles from the 
Indian populations living on San Quintin Bay. The Dominicans later 
relocated the mission two miles further inland. Peveril Meigs. Ill,The 
Dominican Mission Frontier in Lower California (Berkeley, 1935), Pp. 
65-67. 
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the Central Desert. In the mountainous core area around Loreto where 

missionaries opened the first missions after 1697, water collects in 

small streams at the bottom of canyons which enabled limited agricul

ture to be practiced. Only a few water holes existed in the Central 

Desert in the middle of the peninsula, leaving two sites suitable 

for the establishment of missions and poor prospects for agricultural 

self-sufficiency. Jesuits, and later Franciscans and Dominicans, 

imported grain to support the large Indian populations of Santa 

Gertrudis (est. 1752) and San Francisco de Borja (est. 1762) missions. 

In the coastal desert of northern Baja California facing the Pacific 

Ocean for some 200 miles south of the United States - Mexico border, 

rainfall increases and dry farming of wheat was possible at the 

northernmost mission, San Miguel (est. 1787). The most productive 

mission in the north, however, was Rosario (est. 1774) located in a 

wide valley with a good water supply. It is only in the far south 

of the peninsula that the climate is humid enough to grow such 

specialty crops as cotton and sugar, both introduced during the 

mission period J 4 

The Baja California Indians were hunter-gatherers who lived 

in semi-permanent rancherias and collected food from a roughly 
• 

defined area. The basic social units were the family and rancheria, 

and a limited degree of power was vested in a group of elders and a 

14. For a more complete discussion of the climate and ecology 
of the peninsula see Homer Aschmann, "The Central Desert of Baja 
California, Demography and Ecology," Ibero-Americana:42 (1959); and 
Meigs, Dominican Mission Frontier. 
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cacique. Furthermore, the shaman or religious leader had some 

influence on Indian society.^ 

Anthropologists have identified a number of linguistic groups 

in Baja California. In the southern third of the peninsula lived the 

Pericues, Coras, Huchitis, Aripes, Periues and Guaicuras. In the 

central third of Baja California and the area of earliest Jesuit 

activity around Loreto (est. 1697) the Blackrobes encountered the 

Monquis, Didus, Laymons, and Cadegome?ios (named for the rancherias 

where Jesuit Nicolas Tamaral established la Purisima Concepcion 

mission c. 1718-1722). In the Central Desert north of San Ignacio 

lived speakers of dialects classified into two languages named for 

as many missions, the Ignacienos and Borjenos. In the northern 

section of the peninsula Dominicans converted Borjeno speakers at 

Rosario mission, and to the north Digueno (Ipai) speaking triblets.16 

Survival in a harsh environment was difficult for Baja 

California Indians, and life expectancy generally remained low. 

In a given year there were periods of abundance during the ripening 

of fruit and seeds, and periods of starvation or food shortages. 

Indian diet varied according to the distance from important marine 

food resources and the nature of vegetation, but an estimate can be 

made of consumption in one area, the Central Desert. In one year, 

15. For a discussion of Indian society in Baja California see 
Aschmann, "Central Desert." 

16. William Massey, "Tribes and Languages of Baja California," 
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 5:3 (Autumn, 1949), Pp. 275-300. 
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according to Homer Aschmann, Indian diet consisted of 57% vegetable 

foods with agave making up 28% of this, land animals - such 

delicacies as insects, reptiles and mammals - 18%, and marine food 

25%.17 

Numbers of Indian settlers, both voluntary and involuntary, 
• 

settled in the Pimeria Alta missions. Yaquis and Opatas from central 
• 

and southern Sonora and Nijora and Apache war captives, played a 

significant role in the development of Sonora. There was also a 

significant role in the development of Sonora. There was also a 

small Yaqui presence in Baja California. In fact Yaqui, and to a 

lesser extent Opata tribesmen, were the most important non-native 

Indian group in both areas. From the earliest period of conversion 

Yaqui catechists and foremen played an important role in the Jesuit 

programJ^ 

Yaquis and Opatas also participated in the civilian sector 

of society in the northern Sonora mines and farming and ranching 

settlements. Yaquis left their homeland as early as the 1630's and 

1640's to find work outside of the missions, and by the 1680*s were 

established on the southern fringe of the Pimeria Alta in the 

northern Opata missions. In 1687, for example, Jesuits at Cucurpe 

mission baptized twenty Yaqui children. In the previous year two 

"Yaqui servants of Captain Juan Lopes" served as godparents at the 

same mission.^ 

17. Aschmann, "Central Desert," p. 103. 

18. Edward Spicer, "Yaqui," from Perspectives in American 
Indian Culture (Chicago, 1961), p. 28. 
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By the 1730's, Spanish farmers and ranchers had settled as 

far north as the headwaters of the Santa Cruz River, and mines had 

been discovered on the Altar River. Yaquis and Opatas worked in the 

mines and estancias. In December of 1741, for example, Jesuit Joseph 

de Torres Perea baptized a child of "Opata vezinos of Santa Barbara," 

an estancia located south of Perea's mission Guevavi.^0 In 1729, 

Gaspar Stiger baptized a child of two "Yaquis, servants of Diego 

Romero. 

More than a casual employer-worker relationship may have 

existed with Yaquis in northern Sonora, and a form of peonage existed 
/ / 

•in the Pimeria Alta. In December of 1758 Ati missionary Ignacio 

Pfefferkorn, S.J., baptized a child whose godparents were "two Yaqui 

peons of the Captain of Terrenate [presidio] in the mine of 

Huquitoa."^ Peonage in the context of colonial Mexico implied a 

degree of involuntary servitude, possibly based on debt. 

The Yaquis also formed a mobile labor force in the Pimeria 

Alta, settling where there was work. A 1796 Tubutama census records 

19. Ms. Los Santos Reyes de Cucurpe Baptismal Register, 
Magdalena Parish Archive, Magdalena de Kino, Sonora (hereinafter 
cited as MPA). 

20. Ms. Los Santos Angeles de Guevavi Baptismal Register, 
Diocese of Tucson Chancery Archive, Tucson, Arizona (hereinafter 
cited as DTCA). 

21. Jjs. San Ignacio de Caborica Baptismal Register, "Collec-
cion de Pimeria Alta," The Bancroft Library, University of California, 
Berkeley (hereinafter cited as CPA). 

22. Ms. San Antonia de Oquitoa Baptismal Register, 
CPA. 
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forty-three Yaquis at the cabecera and its visita Santa Teresa, people 

who may have been attracted by a major church building project.23 

Within five years, however, only thirteen remained.24 Similarly, only 

twenty-nine Yaquis lived in the jurisdiction of San Ignacio in 1801,25 

yet in 1816 and 1817 267 died during a major smallpox epidemic.2® 

Throughout the colonial period Apache war captives taken 

during punitive expeditions found their way into the Sonora frontier 

community, but evidence (see Table 1-1) suggests that only a small 

number of people were involved. Colonial officials, however, faced a 

dilemma in trying to decide how to deal with war captives. One option 

was to deport Apache captives to Mexico City and Cuba, but this 

involved considerable expense and resulted in the death of many of 

the captives.27 The alternative was to assign Apache children to 

23.^Ms. Francisco^Yturralde, O.F.M., Tubutama, November 4, 
1796, "Padron de esta mision de San Pedro y San Pablo de Tubutama y 
su visita de Santa Theresa, hecho el dia 20 de Octobre de 1796," The 
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley (hereinafter 
cited as BLUC). 

24. Ms. Francisco Yturralde, O.F.M., Tubutama, December 26, 
1801, "Padron de los Yndios del Pueblo^de S. Pedro Y S. Pablo de 
Tubutama," Archivo del Gobierno Eclesiastico de la Mitra de Sonora, 
Hermosillo, Sonora (Hereinafter cited as AGEMS). 

25. Ms. Josef Perez, O.F.M., "Padron de los^Naturales, y 
Vecinos que^estan al cargo de P. Ministro de la Mision de San Ygnacio 
en la Pimeria Alta," AGEMS. 

26. Ms. S.an Ygnacio de Cabo'rica Burial Register, CPA and MPA; 
and Ms. Santa Maria Magdalena Burial Record Books, CPA and MPA. 

27. Max Moorhead, "Spanish Deportation of Hostile Apaches, 
The Policy and The Practice," Arizona and the West 17:3 (Autumn, 
1975), Pp. 205-220. 
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"responsible" settlers who could christianize and care for them. 

Although not sanctioned by official policy, many Apache children were 

distributed to frontier families. 

Table 1.1 Baptisms of Apaches at Selected Pimeria Alta Missions 

Mission Years Apache Baptisms Documentary Source 

San Ignacio 1721-1758 10 CPA 

Soamca 1738-1755 11 CPA 

Guevavi 1741-1760 10 DTCA 

Tumacacori 1774-1823 18 DTCA 

Total 49 

Most of the Apaches worked as servants. In 1749, for example, 

Gaspar Stiger baptized the daughter of an Apache servant of the widow 

of Alfonso Ochoa.2® Seven years later Joseph Och, S.J.,,who tempo

rarily replaced Stiger at San Ignacio, baptized the daughter of "an 

Apache servant of Josepha Urias."^ in Arispe, the capital of the 

intendance of Sonora, the military found homes for many Apaches. In 

1796, 370 "Apache Indians and other castes known as laborers" lived in 

the households of people identified as Spaniards.30 Missionaries also 

• 
28. Ms. Santa Maria Magdalena Baptismal Register, CPA. 

29. Ibid. 

^ 30. Ms. Jose Cayetano Salcido, Arizpe, October 3, 1796, "Pad-
ron de la Ciudad de Arispe y su£ Anexsos Chinapa, Bacanuche^y 
Huepaverachi. A'rTo de 1796," Lopez Collection, Ciudad Obregon, Sonora. 
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cared for some Apache children and no doubt used them as domestics. 

In 1796, Yturralde at Tubutama had five Apache orphans in his house

hold."^ 
/ 

The final group to be discussed are Nijoras, slaves purchased 

throughout the colonial period from Colorado River Indian groups. 
/ / 

Most Nijoras lived in the Pimeria Alta, but some found their way 

further south. In 1731, the priest at Nacosari baptized "Juana 
**  ̂ «« 

Maria, Indian of the Nijora nation."32 

In the early eighteenth century most Spaniards believed 
• 

Nijora war captives to be a separate tribe. In 1720, for example, 

Augustin de Campos baptized "Juan de Dios, nijor of nation.As 

the Spaniards familiarized themselves with the Colorado River Indians, 

however, they recognized Nijoras as a class of slaves. In 1761 

Francisco Pauer baptized a "Nixora of five years [of age] recently 

ransomed and brought [here] by Sr. Juan Garcia.34 "The reason why 

these tribes," wrote Jacobo Sedelmayr in 1746, 

although of the same language and customs had been given 
out as different is [because of] the little wars which 
they have one with the other, which amount to no more 
th^n lying in wait for those who leave the enemy ranch-
eria and killing them, covetousness leading them to save 
the boys and girls whom they sell to the Pimans for 
things of little value. The latter sell them to 
Spaniards for ten things thus: the things must be ten, 

31. Ms. Yturralde, "Padron de esta Mision," BLUC. 

32. Ms. Nacosari Baptismal Register, Arizpe Parish Archive, 
Arizpe, Sonora (hereinafter cited as APA). 

33. Ms. San Ignacio de Caborica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

34. Ibid. 
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although they [must] include a knife, a yard of ribbon, 
etc. All of these captives are called Nijoras around 
here [Sonora].35 

When the Franciscans arrived in Sonora they faced a complex 

social situation, but recognized in some instances the identity and 

legal status of the Nijoras. In April of 1769, Joseph del Rio, 
• 

O.F.M., stationed at Tub.utama, baptized "a Nijora (how they are 

called, those that they, the children of this pueblo, ransom)."36 

Three years later, in April of 1772, Esteban de Salasar, O.F.M., 

"baptized a boy of about five years [of age], whom Melchor, 

Governor of Santa Teresa pueblo [de visita] of this Mission, bought 

or ransomed from the Papagos."^ 

Nijoras brought into the Pimeria Alta received baptism in 

the missions. Nijora baptisms at selected missions are recorded 

in the following table. Indicative of patterns of Nijora purchase 

is the absence of baptisms at Tumacacori after 1775, shortly 

after the removal of nearby Tubac presidio to Tucson. 

35. Quoted from Henry Dobyns, et. al., "What Were Nixoras?" 
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 16:2 (Summer, I960), Pp. 
230-258. 

36. Ms. San Pedro Y San Pablo de Tubutama Baptismal 
Register, CPA. 

37. Ibid. 

38. Ms. San Jose de Tumacacori Baptismal Register, 
DTCA. 



Table 1.2 Baptisms of Nijoras at Selected Missions 

Mission Years Nijora Baptisms Documentary Sources 

San Ignacio 1720-1760 70 CPA 

Soamca 1736-1757 8 CPA 

Geuvavi 1741-1760 20 DTCA 

Bisani 1776-1792 23 CPA 

Pitiquito 1773-1844 36 CPA, APA 

Total 157 

Papagos monopolized the Nijora slave trade, serving as 

middlemen between the Colorado River Indians and the Spaniards. 
/ 

Once in the settlements Nijoras found employment as servants in 
OQ • 

the homes of settlers. In 1746, Stiger baptized a son of "Nijoras 

servants of Don Miguel de Mendoza."^ Three years later Stiger 

baptized "Maria Rosa Adult Nijora servant of Francisco Valenzuela. 1 

• 
Whereas large numbers of Indians entered the Pimeria Alta 

during the colonial period, only one group, the Yaqui, played a 

significant role in Baja California. Yaquis went to the peninsula 

39. Dobyns, et. al., "What Were Nixoras?" Pp. 248-250. 

40. Ms. San Ignacio de Caborica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

41. Ibid. 
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in small numbers to work in the missions as catechists and laborers. 

Furthermore, agricultural surpluses from the Yaqui missions on the 

mainland sustained the Baja California missions in times of food 

42 shortages. 

Yaquis settled in the Cape missions as laborers in the last 

decades of the eighteenth century. In a 1774 census of servants 

working at Todos Santos mission there are listed four Indians whose 

wives were on the mainland, possibly Yaquis.^ Some forty years 

later five Yaquis continued to work at Todos Santos.44 

The influx of peoples into northern Sonora contributed to 

the process of social change in the region. Yaquis and Opatas 

came into the Pimeria Alta as assistants to the missionaries and 
* 

laborers for the civilian population. Apaches and Nijoras 

42. On the use of Yaqui warriors in Baja California during 
the 1734-1737 revolt see Ms. MiqueJ Venegas, "Empressas Apostolicas 
De Los PP Misioneros De La Compania De Jesus De La Provincia De Nueva 
Espafta Obrados En La Conquista De Californias," book VII, Chapters 
18-20. On the Jesuit economic regime in the Yaqui missions see Evelyn 
Hu-DeHart, Missionaries Miners and Indians. Spanish Contact With the 
Yaqui Nation of Northwestern New Spain (Tucson, 1981). One factor 
contributing to the 1740 Yaqui revolt was the refusal of the Jesuits 
to release surpluses during a period of food shortages in the Yaqui 
Valley. 

43. Ms. Jose^ Salcedo, O.P. and Josef Armento, O.P., "Padron 
de los,Sirvientes Espanoles, Mulatos a Yndios existentes en esta 
Mission de Nra Sra Del Pilar, o de Todos Santos, y en sus ranchos de 
Ganado," Archivo General de la Nacion, Mexico, D.F., (hereinafter 
cited as AGN), Provincias Internas 166. 

x 44. Ms. Jacinto Tiol, O.P., Todos Santos, December 31, 1813, 
"Padron de las Almas de esta Mn formado en 31 de Dizre de 1813," 
BLUC. 



involuntarily entered the region in smaller numbers, and largely 

worked as settlers' servants. Only one non-native Indian group, 

the Yaqui, lived in Baja California, and only in small numbers at 

several missions in the southern section of the peninsula. As 

was the case in northern Sonora, Yaquis in Baja California worked 

as catechists in the missions or as laborers. 



CHAPTER 3 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
JESUIT MISSIONS IN NORTHWESTERN NEW SPAIN 

The Jesuit missions in the Pimeria Alta and Baja California 

represented the northernmost extension of a missionary effort which 

had its beginnings in Sinaloa in the last decade of the Sixteenth 

Century. The -.onquest and conversion of Sinaloa and Sonora was 

oriented to the major valleys with an east-west flow originating 

in the Sierra Madre and ending in the Gulf of California. The 

Jesuits added a vast land to the Spanish Crown, inhabited by some 

505,000 Indians at contact in Sinaloa and Sonora south of the 

i Pimeria Alta.1 

The first Jesuits arrived in Sinaloa in 1591 to revitalize 

a faltering Spanish settlement and convert the Suaqui Indians 

living on the Sinaloa River.2 Three years of success led to 

opposition within the native community, and in 1594 an Indian 

faction murdered missionary Gonzalo de Tapia. The murderers, led by 

a shaman who had been flogged on Tapia's orders, represented 

opposition to change, but a number of factors which contributed to 

the uprising would be repeated a number of times on the west coast 

1. Carl Sauer, "Aboriginal Population of Northwestern Mexico," 
Ibero-Americana:10 (Berkeley, 1935), p. 5. 

2. Peter Masten Dunne, S.J., Pioneer Black Robes on the 
West Coast (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1940), p. 22. 

19 
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and in Baja California. An epidemic in 1593 provided the traditional 

religious leaders with potent propaganda in their struggle with 

Christianity. Furthermore, the Jesuits resorted to corporal 

punishment to suppress any opposition and discredit the shaman.3 

Order was quickly restored and the mission system expanded 

northward. The Jesuits moved to the Rio Fuerte in 1605, and to the 
<" n 

Rio Mayo in 1614. The Spaniards established a military presence in 

the region in 1610 with the founding of the Presidio of Montesclaros 

by Captain Diego Martinez de Hurdaide. The military was instrumental 

in the advance to the next major river in 1617, the Rio Yaqui. A 

number of unsuccessful military campaigns against the Yaquis damaged 

Spanish prestige, but the prospect of further warfare convinced one 

Yaqui faction that accomodation with the invaders on favorable terms 

was desirable.5 In 1617 the Jesuits began converting the Yaquis, 

and had baptized the bulk of the Indian population in some six 

years.6 At the same time the Jesuits reduced the number of Yaqui 

settlements from eighty rancherias to eight pueblos.' 

3. Ibid., Pp. 31-36. 

4. Ibid., Pp. 80, 144. 

5. Ibid., p. 145. 

6. Edward Spicer, The Yaquis, A Cultural History (Tucson, 
1980), p. 15. 

7. Ibid., Pp. 17, 19. 
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The results of the first years of Jesuit work in Sinaloa 

and Sonora were indeed impressive. Between 1591 and 1631 the Jesuits 

baptized 151,240 Indians, and in the mid 1620's twenty-seven 

Jesuits worked with an Indian population of 67, 375.8 There were 

abuses in the system, however, and disease disrupted mission life. 

In 1615, Jesuit Andrea Perez de Ribas reportedly gave three Sinaloa 

Indians to a Spanish ship captain to dive for pearls, continuing the 

tradition of exploiting Indian labor for the benefit of the 
Q 

conquerors. Epidemics of Euro-Asiatic diseases ravaged the Indian 

population, and one common reaction was flight to escape the unseen 

killers. By 1603, some 4,000 Indians had died in the Sinaloa River 

area as a result of disease and warfare, and in 1617 Indians in the 

Guasavas region fled their villages to escape an epidemic J® The 

Spaniards introduced new technologies and material benefits to the 

Indians, but at too high a cost for some. 

Once the Jesuits had converted the Yaquis they advanced into 

Sonora proper, an area characterized by rivers with a north-south 

orientation, with numerous tributary streams. The geographical 

realities contributed to a less uniform pattern of conversion.^ The 

first Jesuits ventured into the area occupied by the Nebomes (lower 

8. Dunne, Pioneer Black Robes, Pp. 217, 220. 

9. Ibid., p. 110. 

10. Ibid., p. 75. 

11. John Francis Bannon, S.J., The Mission Frontier in Sonora, 
1620-1687 (New York, 1955), p. 10. 
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Pima) in 1620,12 and the conversion of the Opatas began in 1628.13 By 

1653 the Jesuits had established a mission at Cucurpe, the northern

most Opata village bordering on the Pimerfa AltaJ4 

As early as the 1640's the Jesuits stationed in Sonora 

proposed converting the Upper Pimas, and decided to concentrate their 

efforts on the Hymeris group located in the area of San Ignacio. The 

missionaries, however, had to suspend plans because of trouble in the 

Opata missions.^ In the same decade (1645-1652) Franciscans from 
• 

New Mexico made an entrada into the northern Opateria following the 
/ 

creation of the jurisdiction of Nueva Andalusia embracing the area 

north of the Rio Yaqui. In 1645, the alcalde mayor of Nueva Andalusia, 

Pedro de Perea, made an unsuccessful entrade to the Upper Pima J6 

Several years later, in 1650, two Jesuits visited the Hymeris 
• 

rancherias and baptized some 160. This group relocated closer to 

Cucurpe with its resident missionary.^ It is possible that the Pimas 

12. Ibid., p. 28. 

13. Ibid., p. 45. 

14. Ibid., p. 101. 

15. Ibid., p. 98. 

16. Charles W. Polzer, S.J., translator and editor, "The 
Franciscan Entrada Into Sonora 1645-1652: a Jesuit Chronicle," 
Arizona and the West 14:3 (Autumn, 1972), Pp. 253-278. 

17. Bannon, Mission Frontier, p. 102. 
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who relocated to Cucurpe at this time formed the nucleus of Kino's 

Dolores mission established in 1687. 

Despite the interest demonstrated by both Franciscans and 

Jesuits, some forty years elapsed following Perea's ill-fated visit 
• 

to the Himeris rancherias before missionaries began the systematic 

conversion of the Upper Pimas. Shortages of missionaries and the 

need to consolidate the Opata missions precluded any major expansion 

northward. That is not to say that the Jesuits stationed in the 
• 

Opata missions did not visit the Pimeria Alta and baptize people 

there. The missionaries at Arispe certainly did, but it was not 

until 1687 that there was a missionary assigned specifically to the 

Upper Pimas J® 

The north Italian Jesuit Eusebio Francisco Kino received his 

first practical missionary experience in Baja California in the 

mid 1680's. Following the debacle of the Atondo expedition to Baja 

California (1683-1685), Kino returned to Mexico City only to be 
* 

assigned to open a new missionary frontier, the Pimeria Alta. Kino 

reached the northern Opateria in the early Spring of 1687, and in 

March of the same year established Dolores mission north of Cucurpe 

on the San Miguel River.^ 

Exploration and attempted colonization of Baja California 

began as early as ten years after the successful completion of the 

18. Ibid., p. 102. 

19. Bolton, Historical Memoir, p. 110. 
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Spanish conquest of the Aztec tributary state in 1521, and continued 

throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Formal coloni

zation schemes failed, however, because of the aridity and poverty of 

the peninsula, which dashed the hopes of the colonists for quick 

riches, and most contacts were between peninsula Indians and pearl 

fishermen, both licensed and illegal.^ 

The last crown sponsored conquest of the peninsula was the 

aforementioned unsuccessful expedition of Isidro de Atondo. Atondo 

landed at La Paz and later at San Bruno just north of Loreto. 

Defeated by the aridity of the peninsula and hostile Indians Atondo 

evacuated the colony. The expense of the expedition, an estimated 

30,000 pesos per year, strained the crown's willingness to back 

further ventures in Baja California, and relegated the peninsula to 
pi 

the status of a foundling. 

Kino did not abandon California, however, and for some twelve 

years he recruited support from other Jesuits. By 1697, Kino, Juan 
• 

Maria Salvatierra and their supporters had convinced the provincial 

and Viceroy, but received permission to reenter the peninsula with 

the stipulation that the Jesuits themselves finance the operation, 

including the costs of a small military detachment and crews for 

20. For a discussion of early colonization attempts in Baja 
California see Venegas, Ms. "Empressas Apost'olicas," Book 1, Chs. 1-14. 

21. Ibid., Book 1, Chapters 15-18. 
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small boats that maintained contact with the mainland.^ With 

donated money and supplies from Mexico City, Guadalajara and 

Sinaloa, Salvatierra sailed to Loreto in October of 1697, and founded 

the first permanent mission in the peninsula. 

22. Peter Masten Dunne, S.O., Black Robes in Lower California 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1952), p. 41. 

23. Venegas, "Empressas Apostolicas," Book 11, Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE PROCESS OF CONVERSION AND DEPOPULATION 

The process of converting or incorporating the riverine Pima 

into the missions can be chronologically divided into four periods, 

based upon the availability of missionaries and changes in the 

political climate and official policy; first expansion during the 

Kino years (1687-1711), retrenchment in the face of shortages of 

missionaries (1711-1732), expansion of the missions as the government 

sent more missionaries to northern Sonora and the subsequent expulsion 

of the Jesuits from New Spain in 1767 (1732-1767), and the Franciscan 

period (1768-c.1830). While the Jesuits converted the riverine Pima, 

a process largely completed by the 1750's if not before, the 

missionaries continued to reduce Papagos to mission life during the 

colonial and to a lesser extent in the early national periods. The 
/ 

missionaries entered the Papagueria to bring converts back to the 

missions. Some Papagos voluntarily sought baptism, or the Jesuits 

and Franciscans "convinced" Papagos, who came to work in the riverine 

villages on a seasonal basis, to remain. As the riverine population 

declined under the impact of Euro-Asiatic diseases and other factors, 

the Papago formed an increasingly larger percentage of the mission 

populations. 

The primary sources used in this discussion are the extant 

mission sacramental registers, primarily of baptisms, which have 

survived in a fragmentary and incomplete state. The use of these 

documents is further limited by the type of information the 

27 
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missionaries recorded, or the lack of information. The Jesuits were 

not required to record the ethnicity of the people they baptized, and 

the Franciscans later did so on the specific orders of their 

superiors. Some scholars argue that certain biases or deficiencies 

in mission sacramental registers might lessen their value, but they 

do over the long run adequately document demographic patterns. 

Very few sacramental registers survive from the Kino years 

because of their destruction during the 1695 Pima revolt and the loss 

of many documents relating to the history of northern Sonora following 

Mexican independence. Nevertheless, a number of generalizations can 

be made. With the assistance of several other Jesuits, Kino began 

the process of converting the riverine Pima from his base at Dolores 

mission (est. 1687), and conducted numerous explorations of the 
s ** 

Pimeria Alta, Papagueria, and Gila and Colorado River areas. Kino s 

contemporaries included AugustTn de Campos, stationed at San Ignacio 

between 1693 and 1736,^ Daniel Januske, stationed at Tubutama from 

1694 to 1696, who later wrote an important report on the state of 

the Sonora missions,^ and Francisco Xavier Saeta, stationed at 

Caborca, who died at the hands of rebels from Oquitoa in 1695 

In twenty-four years of active missionary work in the 

Pimeria Alta, Kino established the basis of a rather extensive 

1. Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologia, Pp. 277, 244. 

2. Ibid., p. 192. 

3. Ibid., p. 71. 
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network of missions and subsidiary settlements. Kino assigned 

cabecera status to a number of Pima villages, and designated pueblos 

de visita. The following table records the organization of the 
• 

Pimeria Alta and the dates of the first recorded baptisms at a given 

village. 

Table 2.1 Kino Missions in the Pimeria Alta^ 

Cabecera Est. Visita Est. 

Deolores de Cosari 1687 Remedios 1687 
Cocospera 1687 

San Ignacio 1687 Magdalena 1687 
Imuris 1687 

Tubutama 1689 Santa Teresa 1689 
Oquitoa 1689 

Caborca 1689 Busanic 1689 
Pi ti qui 1689 

Saric 1689 Aquimiri 1689 
Busanic y Tucubavia 1698 

Guevavi 1691 Sonoita 1691 
Tumacacori 1691 

Bac 1692 Tucson 1692 
Cuyoabagum 1699 

Soamca 1689 San Lcizaro 1689 
Bacoancas 1689 

San Marcelo de Sonoyta 1697 

Only one sacramental register survives from this early period, 

Santa Maria Magdalena baptisms for the years 1698-1718. A notation 

on the first page of the record book states that between 1693 and 1695 

missionary Campos had baptized 223 people at San Ignacio and its 

4. Charles W. Polzer, S.J., Rules and Precepts of the Jesuit 
Missions of Northwestern New Spain (Tucson, 1976), p. 37. 
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visitas, and that the register for the two years had been burned 

during the 1695 revolt. It appears that the Pima population had not 

completely settled back to mission life until 1698, or that at least 

Campos did not resume the conversion of the Pima until that year. 

The record of baptisms for the years 1698 to 1711 is suggestive 

of patterns of conversion in the first years of missionary activity 

in the region. One important aspect of the conversion program was 

the instruction and baptism of adults. Indeed, in ten years (1698-

1708) Campos baptized 106 adults (roughly age eleven and above), 

forty-three in 1700 and twenty in 1708. Baptisms of children 

continued, and the total reached 105 between 1698 and 1711. No 

evidence in the register indicates a large influx of Papagos into 

Magdalena in these years, so it can be assumed that in 1698 Campos 

took up the conversion of the Magdalena Pima interrupted by rebellion 

in 1695.5 In ten years then, Campos baptized the bulk of the local 

Pima population. 

Several individual mission reports from 1744 indicate the 

numbers of baptisms from the beginning of the conversion at each 

establishment to that date. Caspar Stiger, S.J., who replaced 

Campos at San Ignacio, reported a total of 3,071 baptisms at the 

cabecera and 651 at its visitas Magdalena and Imuris. Between 

/ 
5. Santa Maria Magdalena Baptismal Register, CPA. 

6. Ms. Gaspar Stijger, S.J., "Ynforme de la Mision de N. Pe. 
Sn. Ygn. sita en la Pimeria Alta," Mateo Collection, Barcelona, Spain 
(hereinafter cited as MC). 
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1721 and 1744 Campos had baptized 1,422 people,^ and Campos reported 

1,004 at the three villages from 1716 to 1720.8 From 1693 to 1720 

Campos baptized some 1,649 people, and at least 700-800 during the 

Kino years. 

Similarly, Domingo Cossio, S.J., stationed at Dolores., 

reported a total of 2,435 baptisms from 1687 to 1744.9 In 1720, 

Luis Velarde, S.J., who replaced Kino at Dolores, noted that between 

1716 and 1720 he had baptized sixty-six children and thirteen adults 

in three villages under his jurisdiction, and 129 in the northern 

settlements,^ or an average of thirty-two per year. In the years 

following Kino's death Campos assumed responsibility for attending to 

the spiritual needs of the riverine Pima living in villages without 

priests, especially those in the Santa Cruz Valley. As such, and 

assuming that the trend demonstrated at Dolores between 1716 and 1720 

continued, then the bulk of the 2,400 baptisms occurred during the 

Kino years. As was the case at Magdalena the Jesuits at San Ignacio, 

the cabecera of Magdalena, and Dolores converted the local Pima 

population fairly quickly, and also baptized at villages without 

missionaries. Although less systematic, the Jesuits did expose 

increasing numbers of Pimans to the rudiments of Christianity. 

7. Ms. San Ignacio de Cabo'rica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

8. Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologia, p. 237. 

9. Ms. Domingo Cossio, S.J., "INforme de Esta Misio'n de 
Nuestra Senbra de la Pimeria Alta, advocacio de Dolores," MC. 

y 10. Francisco Javier Alegre, S.J., Historia de la Compania de 
Jesus en Nueva Espana (1566-1766), 3 vols. (Rome, 1960J, vol. 3, p.505. 
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Despite the success of Kino in beginning the process of conver-

sion in the Pimeria Alta, not all Pimans accepted the missionaries. 

In the first years of the missionary travail the Soba Pima, occupying 

the area around Caborca, resisted the Spanish advance and caused some 

problems. In 1716, Velarde wrote that, 

. . . the Soba Indians of the west not only maintain the 
war with the Seri, but . . . [they] came to the Opodepe 
Valley to steal horses and excute other hostilities: for 
which, now 28 years ago [c.1688], said Captain Fuente, with 
soldiers from his presidio and settlers, made an entrance 
to Caborca.n 

The expedition, however, never reached Caborca, and Kino intervened 

to prevent further hostilities. 

Latent hostility to the new regime and resentment of the 

activities of Opata catechists erupted into a full blown revolt in 

1695. The uprising, initiated by Indians from Tubutama and Oquitoa 

in the Altar Valley, began at Tubutama with the murder of three Opata 

servants, and missionary Januske barely escaped along a little used 

trail. The rebels caught up with Francisco Xavier Saeta at Caborca 

and killed him, while Campos reached safety at Dolores. Peace was 

eventually restored, but it took several years to bring the missions 

to normalcy.^ 

Kino died at Magdalena in 1711 while visiting the village to 

participate in the dedication of the chapel of San Francisco XavierJ3 

11. Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologia, p. 64. 

12. Ibid., Pp. 69-76. 

13. Ibid., p. 81. 
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For the next twenty years the Pimeria Alta was in essence a forgotten 

frontier. Shortages of Jesuits in New Spain made it difficult for 

the provincials to meet requests for Black Robes in central Mexico, 

let alone provide missionaries for the northwestern frontier. For 

at least eight years, 1712 to 1720, only two missionaries worked in 

the Pimeria Alta, Campos at San Ignacio and Luis Velarde (1714-1737) 

at Dolores.^ In this period the Pima population remained relatively 

large. Velarde wrote in 1716 that, 

. . . despite the illnesses and epidemics that have con
sumed many peQple, there are about ten thousand souls 
[in the Pimeria Alta] of both sexes.15 

In 1720, Luis Maria Gallard, S.J., and Luis Maria Marciano, S.J., 

arrived to assist Campos and Velarde, but Marciano left soon after

wards. Gallard, after replacing Campos for a short time at San 

Ignacio, went to Caborca, and later moved to Tubutama where he died 

in 1736J® while there remained an insufficient number of mission

aries in the region for twenty-one years after Kino's death, the few 

Jesuits in the Pimeria Alta gradually introduced most riverine Pimas 

to Christianity and Spanish culture. 

Campos was most active during this period in baptizing the 

riverine Pima north and east of San Ignacio. In April and May of 

1720, he baptized eighty-one at Tubutama, Oquitoa and Caborca, all 

14. Ibid., p. 18. 

15. Ibid., p. 82. 

16. John A. Donohue, S.J., After Kino, Jesuit Missions in 
Northwestern New Spain (Rome and Saint Louis, 1969), Pp. 12,66, and 72. 
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villages without missionaries.^ The following year Campos visited 

Guevavi, San Cayetano, Xoporica and Bac in the Santa Cruz ValleyJ® 

In late winter of 1724, the Jesuit journeyed to the Santa Cruz and 

San Pedro Valleys during a major smallpox epidemic, and baptized 157 

people J9 

Campos also maintained close contacts with the Gila Pima living 

to the north on the Salt and Gila Rivers. In 1726, for example, he 

visited the Santa Cruz Valley and penetrated to the Gila.2^ Despite 

Campos' efforts, however, a more complete conversion of the Santa Cruz 

Valley Pima awaited the arrival of more missionaries. 

In 1731, following the efforts of the Bishop of Durango and 

the missionaries in the Pimeria Alta, four Jesuits arrived to open 

new missions; Phelipe Segesser (Bac), Gaspar Stiger, Ignacio Keller 

(Soamca), and Juan Bautista Grazhofer (Guevavi). Two of the Jesuits 

left the scene fairly quickly, however. Grazhofer died and Segesser 

retired because of poor health.21 The commitment was there, and 

officials in Mexico City attempted to replace those Jesuits who died 

or had to leave the frontier, Jacobo Sedelmayr, for example, arrived 

at Tubutama in 1736, and remained for the next sixteen years. In 

17. Ms. San Ignacio de Cabo'rica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

18. Ibid. 

19. Ibid. 

20. Ibid. 

21. Donohue, After Kino, p. 69. 
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many ways Sedelmayr continued the tradition of western exploration 

begun by Kino.22 Alexander Rapicani arrived at Guevavi in 1737, and 

Jose Molina went to Dolores in the same year.2** 

The first major mission expansion within the Pimeria Alta was 

to the Santa Cruz Valley. Three of the newly arrived Jesuits 

reestablished missions; Soamca, Bac and Guevavi. The Jesuits did not 

1 consistently serve Bac until the 1750's, however, and the village 

operated as a distant visita of Guevavi. Consequently, the conversion 

of the Pima living there was superficial at best, and in 1751 Sedelmayr 

reported that the Indians were not well instructed and had no 

temastianes (catechists) there.24 The baptismal registers of Soamca 

and Guevavi survive, and shed light on the process of conversion in 

the area. Ignacio Keller assumed responsibility for groups without 

missionaries, and counted the San Pedro Valley and Gila Pima within 

his district. In three visits to the Gila River in 1736, 1737 and 

1743, Keller baptized 104, 139 and 106 Gila Pima respectively.2^ 

In 1735 and 1743, Keller recorded the population of the visitas of 

22. Peter Masten Dunne, S.J., translator and editor, Jacobo 
Sedelmayor Missionary Frontier Explorer in Arizona and Sonora (Tucson, 
1955), p. 4; and Donohue After Kino, p. TT2. 

23. Donohue, After Kino, Pp. 80 and 82. 

24. Ms. Jacobo Sedejmayr, S.J., May 10, 1751, "Visita de la 
Nueva Provincia de la Pimeria Alta 1751," Galvin Collection, Dublin, 
Ireland (hereinafter cited as GC). 

25. Ms. Santa Maria Soamca Baptismal Register, CPA. 
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his mission.^6 The data are presented in the following tables showing 

the villages located on the San Pedro River and the area between the 

two rivers as being affiliated with the mission. 

Table 2.2 Population of the Soamca Pueblos de Visita in 1735 

Pueblo Male Female Total 

San Pedro 34 31 65 

Santa Cruz Bavisi 21 30 51 

San Juan de Quiburi 59 56 115 

Santiago Optuavo 82 54 136 

San Andres de Seug Baag and San 
Cisnas de Seug Tubaris 120 120 240 

San Pablo de Baihca 119 116 235 

San Thadeo de Babocomarig 56 56 112 
Total 491 463 954 

Table 2.3 Population of the Soamca Pueblos de Visita in 1743 

Pueblo Male Female Total 

Tavarison 36 36 72 

Bavisi 37 35 72 

Quiburi 41 42 83 

Optuavo 81 59 140 

Seug Tubaris and Seug Vaag 126 79 205 

Babocomarig 132 137 269 
"435 3B8 S4T 

26. Ibid. 
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While occupied with the Sobaipuri Pima and Gila Pima, the 

Jesuits also began a process of reducing the riverine Pima living in 

the Santa Cruz Valley to a smaller number of settlements, and eventually 

to the cabecera and designated pueblos de visita. Using the Guevavi 

baptismal register, Dobyns documented the consolidation of the Indian 

population on the middle Santa Cruz River. In some thirty years the 

Jesuits at Guevavi congregated the population of twelve rancherTas, 

an estimated 2,400 people, into four settlements; Guevavi, Tumac^cori, 

71 
Calabazas, and Sonoita. This process was typified by the settlement 

and baptism of both adults and children from Toacuquita (Doacuquita) 

rancheria at Calabazas visita in 1756.^8 

The 1744 reports for Soamca, Guevavi, and Bac record the total 

number of baptisms at the three Santa Cruz Valley missions, reflecting 

twelve years of reduction and conversion of the riverine Pima. Keller 

at Soamca reported more than 2,000 baptisms,^ but a count from two 

extant baptismal registers gives only 1,473.30 Torres Perea prepared 

the reports for both Guevavi and Bac; some 978 baptisms at the first 

named mission, and 2,142 at the second.3^ In using the figures from 

27. Henry Dobyns, "Indian Extinction in the Middle Santa Cruz 
River Valley, Arizona," New Mexico Historical Review 38:2 (1963), 
Pp. 163-181. 

28. Ibid., p. 173. 

29. Ms. Ignacio Keller, S.J., Soamca, June 9, 1744, MC. 

30. Ms. Santa Maria Soamca Baptismal Register, CPA. Keller 
used one register for his visits to the pueblos de visita. 

31. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, p. 8. 
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the Soamca registers, we arrive at a figure of some 4,593 people 

baptized during the first twelve years of the conversion in the Santa 

Cruz Valley. By the end of the Jesuit period the total reached 2,044 

for Soamca and 2,122 for Guevavi ,3^ while the population of the three 

missions and their visitas, eight villages in all, was only 1,100.33 

Thus in a period of some thirty years the Jesuits in the Santa 

Cruz Valley missions largely completed the conversion process. Baptisms 

in the three missions reached some 6,000, but this total is somewhat 

inflated by including Gila Pima in the count. Nevertheless, at least 

4,000-5,000 Pimans received the waters of baptism, yet only some 1,000 

remained in the missions at the time of the Jesuit expulsion. 

The second major expansion in the Pimeria Alta, excluding the 

ill-fated establishment of a mission at Sonoyta east of Caborca in 

1751, occurred in 1757. In the previous year five German Jesuits 

reached the Pimerfa Alta; Bernardo Middendorf, Francisco Hlava, 

Miguel Gerstner, Ignacio Pfefferkorn, and Joseph Och.3^ Despite the 

German Jesuit effort, however, the expansion failed. Assigned to 

Tucson, Middendorf lasted several months before hostile Pima and Gila 

Pima ran him off.3^ Hlava and Gerstner, sent to the San Pedro Valley, 

/ 

32. Ms. Santa Maria Soamca Baptismal Register, CPA; and Ms. 
Los Santos Angeles de Guevavi Baptismal Register, DTCA. 

v 33. Robert H. Jackson, "The Last Jesuit Censuses of the 
Pimeria Alta Missions," The Kiva 46:4 (Summer, 1981), Pp. 243-272. 

34. John Kessell, Mission of Sorrows, Jesuit Guevavi and the 
Pimas, 1691-1767 (Tucson, 1970), p. 146. 

35. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, Pp. 18-19. 
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encountered opposition from a group accustomed to Christianity from a 

distance; access to the material benefits of Spanish society and 

military aid against their enemies, but not the social and economic 

changes which would have resulted had they allowed a resident priest 

and military escort to remain. To them Keller was the only missionary 

they wanted. Following their failure, Gerstner went to Guevavi and 

Hlava to Cocospera.3® 

Assigned to Ati and Oquitoa, Ignacio Pfefferkorn enjoyed more 

37 
success than did his companions of 1756. Earlier Jesuits had long 

since converted the Pimans living in the Altar Valley, and his duties 

involved baptizing gentile Papagos and children born at the two 

villages. Significantly, Pfefferkorn began baptismal registers for 

both Ati and Oquitoa in 1757, and the record books which survive 

cover the end of the Jesuit presence in the Pimena Alta and the 

Franciscan period. Typical of patterns in the other Pimeria Alta 

missions during this period, the bulk of the baptisms the Jesuits 

recorded were of children born at the missions. Between 1757 and 1827, 

Ati missionaries baptized 357 people, of whom 266 were children born 

at the mission.38 Baptisms at Oquitoa reached 545 from 1757 to 1841, 

and 376 births.Aside from the influx of pagan Papagos, the task 

36. Donohue, After Kino, p. 142. 

37. Ibid., p. 142. 

38. Ms. San Francisco del At^ Baptismal Register, CPA. 

39. Ms. San Antonio de Oquitoa Baptismal Register, CPA. 
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of converting the Pima had largely been completed. All that remained 

for the Jesuits in the central Pimeria Alta was to baptize and educate 

the children of the recent converts. Political considerations inter

vened, however, and it was left to another missionary group to continue 

in the Pimeria Alta. 

In 1767, King Carlos III ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits 

from the Spanish empire for reasons of state, and the Franciscans of 

the Apostolic College of Santa Cruz de Queretaro assumed responsibility 
• 

for the Pimeria Alta missions. The region had changed considerably 

during the eighty years of Jesuit tenure. Euro-Asiatic diseases had 

greatly reduced the original riverine Pima population in numbers, 

and Papagos increasingly comprised the bulk of the converted Indians.. 

In 1773, Tumacacori missionary Bartholome Ximeno, O.F.M., reported 

that three of every four inhabitants of the four villages under his 

jurisdiction were Papagos.^ The pattern continued throughout the 

Franciscan period, and in fact the Papago formed an increasingly 

larger percentage of a diminished Indian population. A series of 

detailed censuses prepared in 1801 identifies the ethnicity of the 

inhabitants of the missions (see Appendix 1). A total of 1,099 Pimans 

, 40. John Kessell, translator and editor, "San Jose de 
Tumacacori 1773 A Franciscan Reports From Arizona," Arizona 
and the West 6:4 (Winter, 1964), Pp. 303-312. 
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(riverine Pima and Papago) lived in fifteen settlements.^ Typical 

was Tucson, a pueblo de visita of San Xavier del Bac mission with 

a population of 246; 213 Papagos, twenty-six people identified as 

"Pima," and seven Gila Pimas.^2 After more than a century of mission

ary activity in the region, the ethnic composition of the missions 

had changed. 

While the Jesuits and Franciscans converted the riverine 

Pima and baptized their children, they also increased mission 

populations by recruiting Papagos from the western desert. The 

process involved attracting individuals or groups from the desert. 

Sometimes the missionaries convinced Papagos who had come to the 

riverine pueblos to work and trade to remain. 

41. The 1801-1802 padrones of the Pimeria Alta missions are 
found in^the^rchivo del Gobierno Eclesiastico de la Mitra de Sonora: 
Ms. Andres Sanche^, O.F.M., Caborca, December 21, 1801, "^adrdn de 
las Familias, y numero de Almas en e>ta pueblo de la Puri^ma 
Concepc[io]n de Caborca;^1 Ms. Joaquin Goita, O.F.M., Cocospera, 
Decembejr 7, 1801, "Padron dejas Familias de los hijos del Pueblo 
de Cocospera;" Ms. Josef Perez, O.F.M., San Ygnacio, December 31, 
1801, "Padron de los,Naturales y vecinos que estajj al cargo de P. 
ministroj^e la Mision de San Ygnacio en la Pimeria Alta;"^,Ms. 
Bartolome Socies, O.F.M., Saric, December 14, 1801, "Padron de los 
Yndios y vecinos de esta Mision de Nra Sra de los Dolores del Saric;" 
Ms Francisco Yturralde, O.F.M., Tubutama, December 26, 1801, "Padron 
de los Yndios del Pueblo de S Pedro y S Pablo de Tubutajpa;" Ms. 
Francisco Mayano, O.F.M., Athi, January 3, 1802, "Padron de las 
Familias qui tiene esta Pueblo de N P San Francisco del Athi, 
cabecera de la Mision, tiene Yglesia y Pila bautismal Ms. Juan 
Bautista Lorens, O.F.M., Bac, December 12, 1801, "Padron del Pueblo 
y Mision de S/rancisco Xavier del Bac;" and Narciso Gutierrez, 
O.F.M., Tumacdcori, December 9, 1801, "Padro'n de la Mision de Propa-
gacidn de la Fe de San Joseph de Tumacdcori: Ano de 1801." 

42. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, p. 137. 
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Most Papagos entered the missions in small numbers, but the 

missionaries did at times baptize large groups. In 1724, for example, 

Campos baptized 112 Papagos at San Ignacio, and Gaspar Stiger another 

107 at the same mission in 1756.43 During the Franciscan period, in 

1796, Bac missionary Juan Bautista Llorens settled 134 Papagos at 

Tucson pueblo de visita.44 

Tubutama missionary Jacobo Sedelmayr, S.J. was active in 

reducing Papagos to mission life. In 1745, Sedelmayr settled 140 

Papagos from one rancheria at Tubutama and Santa Teresa, and left 

two youths at a second rancheria to instruct the Indians.^ In the 

next year Sedelmayr again penetrated the desert and convinced 250 

Papagos to settle at his mission.4® In 1747, Sedelmayr took 200 

people from a rancheria located near the Gulf of California west of 
t/ 

Caborca mission to Ati, pueblo de visita of Tubutama.4'7 

In addition to settling Papagos from the Papagueria, the 

missionaries also converted Papagos who came to the missions on a 

seasonal basis. The seasonal migration of Papago to the riverine 

pueblos not only contributed to the local economy and mission labor 

43. Ms. San Ignacio de Cabo'rica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

44. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, p. 46. 

45. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Christoval de Escobar y Llamas, 
Tubutama, May 29, 1745, GC. 

46. Donohue, After Kino, p. 118. 

47. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Juan Antonio Balthasar, 
Tubutama, March 22, 1747, GC. 
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force, but also gave the missionaries an opportunity to "persuade" the 

Papago to remain. In 1729, Campos noted in the San Ignacio baptismal 

register that "on January thirteenth [I] baptized without solemnity, 

for being sick from the measles, the following [22] adults . . . [they] 

are from various inland rancherias, and had come here to work."^® 

These Indians [Papagos]," wrote Father Visitor Juan Antonio Balthasar, 

. from sheer hunger, leave their native haunts in order to work 

in the missions and steal whatever they can. With this they go back 

to their own land and remain there for the rest of the year."^ As 

late as the 1790's Papagos continued to work seasonally in the 

missions.50 

Jesuits not only settled Papagos at the riverine villages, 

they also hoped to convert the Indians in their desert home. In 

1751, they established a short-lived mission at Sonoyta in the desert 

west of the riverine villages, the site described as the only one 

suitable for placing a mission in the Papaguerfa.^ This was the 

48. Ms. San Ignacio de Cabo'rica Baptismal Register, CPA. 

49. Peter Masten Dunne, S.J., translator and editor, Juan 
Antonio Balthasar, Padre Visitador to the Sonora Frontier 1744-1745, 
(Tucson, 1957), p. 78. 

J50. Ms. Joseph Mora, la Cieneguilla, June 12, 1793, "Plan de 
la Mision de. Caborca . . .," Archivo Franciscano 36/795, Biblioteca 
Nacional, Mexico, D.F. (hereinafter cited as AF). Mora reported that 
some 250 Papagos lived and worked on a seasonal basis at Caborca. 

51. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr, S.J., "Relacion de la Entrada que 
se hizo el ano jle 1750 por el mes de Noviembre y Diciembre a las 
naciones del Rio Xila y Colorado,,por mi Jacobo Sedelmayr Misionero 
Jesuita de Tubutama en la Pimeria Alta," GC. 
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only systematic attempt to reduce the Papagos to mission life in their 

own land. Kino was perhaps the first to recognize the potential of 

the site. "The post and rancheria of San Mareelo," he wrote in 1700, 

"is the best there is on this coast. It has fertile land, with 

irrigation ditches for good crops, water which runs all the year, good 

pasture for cattle, and everything necessary for a good settlement, 

for it has very near here more than a thousand souls. . . .1,52 Kino 

estimated a population of 280 people at San Marcelo itself.53 

Despite the favorable description and Kino's desire to 

establish a mission there, it was not until forty years later after 

his death that a Jesuit founded a mission at Sonoyta. Plans to 
/ 

expand the number of Pimeria Alta missions circulated in the 1740's, 

and officials finally decided to suppress the moribund Dolores 

mission and transfer its stipend to a new establishment.5^ Kino's 

headquarters mission had deteriorated following his death. Visitor 

General Balthasar reported a total of only thirty families at 

Dolores and its visitas Remedios and Cocospera in 1745. He proposed 

closing the first two settlements and moving the entire population to 

52. Bolton, Historical Memoir, P. 255. 

53. Ibid., P. 245. 

54. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Juan Antonio Balthasar, Tubutama, 
March 22, 1747. GC. 
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Cocospera.55 Sedelmayr favored establishing the mission in the San 

Pedro Valley or at the Gila Pima rancherias located near Casa 

Grande.56 

By 1750, however, officials decided that Sonoyta was to be 

the site of the new mission, and Sedelmayr made efforts to have 

the rancheria properly prepared for its first resident missionary. 

In January of 1751, Sedelmayr reported that the Indians had already 

built and prepared a house and kitchen, and he assigned Caborca 
C -I 

missionary Thomas Tello the task of seeing to the planting of wheat. 

In May of the same year Sedelmayr sent Tello to Sonoyta to check on 

the progress of the wheat crop, and possibly to plant a little corn. 

Tello took two youths to Caborca for training as temastianes, and 

at the same time returned 150 fugitives to Caborca.5® In the spring 

of 1751, a missionary arrived at Sonoyta. 

The German Jesuit Enrique Rhuen barely had a chance to 

establish himself at the new mission before being caught up in a 

major rebellion. The Pima attempted to wipe out all of the 

Spaniards in the region, and among the victims were Tello and eleven 

55. Dunne, Balthasar, Pp. 79-80. 

56. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Christo'val de Escobar y Llamas, 
Tubutama, May 29, 1745, GC. 

57. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Juan Antonio Balthasar, Tubutama, 
January 9, 1751, GC. 

58. Ms. Jacobo Sedelmayr to Juan Antonio Balthasar, Tubutama, 
May 21, 1751, GC. 
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others who died at Caborca.^ The rebellion spread to Sonoyta on 

November 21, 1751, when a group of Indians killed Rhuen and two 

others.®^ 

The destruction of Sonoyta mission in 1751 ensured the 

continued survival of the Papago as a people possessing a unique 

culture. The Jesuits and their Franciscan replacements never 

mounted a systematic effort to reduce them to mission life in the 

riverine villages, and as a consequence many avoided mission life 

and prolonged contact with Euro-Asiatic disease. Sonoyta itself 

continued to exist until at least the 77701s as a Papago settlement. 

In October of 1775, Altar presidio Captain Bernardo de Urrea visited 

a number of Papago rancherias, including Sonoyta. Urrea and his 

company remained there for several days, and counted the number of 

people living there - a total of eighty-three.®^ 

Although they made no real effort to convert the Papagos in 

the Papagueria, the Franciscans continued to settle Papagos at the 

missions. They baptized numbers of Papagos as late as the early 

national period, and even following the collapse of the mission 

59. Russell C. Ewing, "The Pima Uprising, 1751-1752: A Study 
in Spanish Indian Policy," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University 
of California, Berkeley, 1934, p. 83. 

60. Ibid., p. 85. 

61. Ms. Bernardo de Urrea, Altar, November 7, 1775, "Diario 
que manifiesta las operaciones practicada^ por mi Don Bernardo de 
Urrea Capitan de la Compania de Caballeria que quarnece el,,Real Pres
idio de Santa Gertrudis del Altar de la march que emprendi a lo 
interior de la Papagueria. . . ," AF 34/729. 
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system. The records indicate Papago baptisms in 1825 at Ati, 

Oquitoa in 1840, 1836 at Caborca, 1824 at Tubutama, 1845 at Pitiqui, 

and at Tumacacori in 1825.^ 

It is difficult to estimate the total number of Papagos who 

entered mission life. As previously noted, the missionaries, 

especially during the Jesuit and early Franciscan periods, were not 

required to identify the ethnicity of the people they baptized in 

the sacramental registers. A 1797 report, however, recorded 

gentile baptisms at selected missions between the time of the 

arrival of the Franciscans in 1768 to 1796. Although not as 

accurate as the original baptism record books, the data are a 

good indicator of the number of people involved. Franciscans 

recruited Papagos and baptized Nijoras brought into the region. 

Moreover, small numbers of Apaches, Seris, Gila Pima, and 

Colorado River Indians found their way into the missions. Signi

ficantly, most Papagos went to the missions located closest to 

the Papagueria, and these missions in turn generally had larger 

populations because of the influx of Papagos. 

62. Ms. ^an Francisco del Ati'Baptismal Register, CPA; la 
Purisima Concepcio'n de Caborca Baptismal Register, Alter Parish 
Archive, Altar, Sonora (hereinafter cited as APAS); Ms. San Pedro y 
San Pablo de Tubutama Baptismal register, APAS and CPA; Ms., San Diego 
de Pitiquito Baptismal Register, APAS and CPA; and San Jose de 
Tumacacori Baptismal Register, DTCA. 
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Table 2.4 Gentile Bap 
1768-179663 

tisms at Selected 
/ 

Pimeria Alta Missions, 

Mission Papago Pima 
s 

Nijora Apache Seri Pima Yuma 

Jal-
che-
d6n 

Caj-
uen-
che 

Caborca 111 23 117 2 17 1 3 2 1 

Bac 209 5 58 32 

Tubutama 44 21 

Saric 7 5 3 4 

San Ignacio 1 7 3 

Tumacacori 65 9 12 7 

Total 437 23 143 20 17 59 67 2 1 

Indian Conversion in Baja California 

Differences in the social and economic organization of the 

Baja California Indian groups, and the aridity of the peninsula 

modified the way in which the missionaries developed the mission 

system there. Semi-sedentary hunters and gatherers lived in small 

groups in scattered rancherias, and the missionaries had to accomodate 

to the dispersed population and to the general inability of agricul

tural production at the cabeceras to maintain the entire Indian 

population. 

63. Matson and Fontana, Bringas Reports. 
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In response to the dual problems discussed above, the 

missionaries developed a rotational system whereby neophytes came 

to the cabecera on a regular basis to receive religious instruction 

fid ^ 
from temastianes. While in their rancherias Indians supported 

themselves by traditional hunting and food gathering supplemented at 

some sites by agriculture. Six years following the establishment 

of Guadalupe mission, in 1726, Jesuit missionary Everard Helen 
^ £C 

administered 1,707 neophytes in thirty-two rancherias. 

In sites with agricultural potential or pasturage for 

livestock grazing missionaries organized formal pueblos de visita; 

ordering improvements by adding chapels and related buildings, and 

possibly irrigation systems. San Miguel Cadandogomo, for example, 

a visita of San Francisco Xavier mission, involved a rather ambitious 

program of improvements. Indian laborers filled a gorge with rock 

and earth to create an orchard, and added buildings and an irrigation 

system. The visita served as a base for the establishment of la 

Purisima mission (1717-1720), and the Jesuits relocated Comondu to a 

site several leagues east of San Miguel in 1737 following the 

failure of the water source at the original mission site.®® 

64. Dunne, Black Robes in Lower California, p. 222. 

65. Venegas, "Empressas Aposto'licas," p. 329, paragraph 1004. 

66. Ms. Robert H. Jackson, "The Baptismal Register From A 
Little Known Baja California Mission Settlement: San Miguel Cadan
dogomo," unpublished manuscript, 1980. 
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As the Indian population continued to decline under the impact 

of Euro-Asiatic diseases the missionaries congregated the survivors in 

a smaller number of settlements, and eventually relocated the remnant 

population at the cabecera. The population of Guadalupe both 

declined in numbers and underwent a shift in jurisdiction. With the 

founding of San Ignacio mission to the north of Guadalupe in 1728, 

twelve rancherias were transfered to the new establishment leaving 

the first named mission with twenty.*^ Sixteen years later, in 1744, 

701 people living in five villages remained under the jurisdiction of 

the mission.68 in 1771 the entire population lived at the cabecera, 

although some crops were still grown at two former visitas.®^ 

During the course of some 150 years of active missionization 

in Baja California the three missionary groups that worked in the 

peninsula established twenty-seven missions, although the 

missionaries relocated several to new sites; the Jesuits (1697-1767) 

with seventeen, Franciscans (1768-1773) with one, and the Dominicans 

67. Venegas, "Empressas Apostolicas," 

68. Ms., Joseph Gasteiger, S.J., Guadalupe, November 21, 1744, 
"Informe y Padron de la Mission de Na Sa de Guadalupe in la California 
21 de Nove de 1744," BLUC. 

69. Zephyrin Engelhardt, O.F.M., Missions and Missionaries of 
California, Volume 1 (Santa Barbara, 1929), p. 477. 
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(1774-1840) nine in the northern section of the peninsula.70 The 

actual process of converting and incorporating the Indian populations 

probably followed patterns observed in several establishments in 

the northern Dominican missions, and here lies one of the basic 

differences between the two regions included in this present study. 

The Baja California missionaries converted the people living in a 

given mission district, but had no further source of recruits within 

the peninsula to maintain population levels. Civil officials brought 

Yaquis into Baja California, but on a very limited scale. In the 

Pimeria Alta, on the other hand, Jesuits and Franciscans recruited 

semi-sedentary Papagos from a population "pool" in the desert west 

and north of the missions throughout the colonial period and, on a 

smaller scale, following Mexican independence. 

The situation was such that the Indians in Baja California 

proved incapable of maintaining population levels in the face of high 

disease related mortality, and the expansion of the mission population 

depended upon the recruitment of gentiles from outside the missions. 

Rosario mission (est. 1774) in the northern section of the peninsula 

is a good example of the trend. In seventy years, 1774-1844, 

70. The missions were: Loreto-1697; San Francisco Xavier-
1699; San Juan Bautista Malibat-1705; Mulege-1705; Comondu-1708; la 
Purisima-1718/1720; Guadalupe-1720; La Paz-1720; Dolores del^ Sur-
1721; Santiago de los Coras-1721; San Ignacio-1728; San Jose del Cabo-
1730; Santa Rosa (Todos Santos) - 1733; San Luis Gonzaga-173J; Santa 
Gertrudis-1751/1752; San Francisco de Borja-1762; Santa Maria-1766/ 
1767; San Fernando-1769; Rosario-1774; Santo Domingo-1775; San Vicente-
1780; San Miguel-1787; Santo Tomas-1791; San Pedro Martir-1794; Santa 
Catalina-1797; Descanso-1814-1817/1830; and Guadalupe-1834. The last 
two missions actually developed as subsidiary settlements of San Miguel 
mission, and replaced it as cabecera. 
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Dominicans baptized 1,360 Indians, of whom only some 428 were children 

born at the mission — an average of six births per year. During 

the first twenty-one years, 1774-1795, missionaries recorded 1,212 

baptisms; 903 gentiles, 419 in the year 1775 alone, and 309 births. 

During the same period they buried 836 people, leaving an excess of 

376 baptisms. One hundred and forty-eight received the waters of 

baptism in the next forty-nine years, 118 natal baptisms and twenty-

nine gentile baptisms; but burials between 1796 and 1822, when the 

burial register ends, totaled 365, an excess of 217 deaths.^ 

A similar pattern is observable for Santo Domingo mission 

(est. 1775), located some sixty miles north of Rosario. In a period 

of sixty-four years Dominicans baptized 923 Indians, of which 308 

were natal baptisms -- an average of five births per year. In the 

first twenty-one years of its operation, 1775-1796, 685 received 

baptism, 589 gentiles and 116 children born at the mission. In the 

same period recorded mortality reached 319, leaving an excess of 

366 baptisms. In the next forty-two years the missionaries baptized 

a mere forty-six gentiles and 192 children. Burials totaled 389, 

leaving an excess of 151 deaths. 

Evidence suggests that the earliest conversion in the penin

sula followed the pattern described above. Within several years of 

71. Ms. Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario Baptismal and 
Burial Registers, Saint Albert's College, Oakland, California 
(hereinafter cited as SAC). 

72. Ms. Santo Domingo Baptismal and Burial Registers, SAC. 
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establishing missions at Loreto and San Francisco Xavier Jesuits had 

contacted the bulk of the Indian population, and had begun religious 

instruction. Salvatierra reported a total of 1,000 Indians receiving 
70 

instruction, and another 2,000 people in the region. Baptisms at 

the two missions totaled 2,925 by 1744, close to the early estimates 

of the population of the area in the first years of the missionization 

indicating that the Black Robes had completed the process of conversion 

73. Venegas, "Empressas Apostolicas . . .," BLUC. 
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by that year, if not earlier.74 In a 1762 report San Francisco Xavier 

missionary Miguel del Barco, S.J., noted a total of 448 baptisms 
/ yc 

between 1744 and 1762, all parvulos or very young children. 

^ 74. Ms. Gaspar Truxillo, S.J., Loreto, 1744, "ynforme de la 
Mision de Na Sa de Loreto en Californias sus progresos y estado hasta 
el ario presente de 1744, en que la tiene su carga el P Gaspar de Trux
illo," BLUC; Miguel del Barco, S.J., Historia Natural Y Cronica De La 
Antigua California, edited by Miguel Leon Portilla (Mexico, D.F., 1973), 
p. 426. A fragment of the Loreto baptismal register indicates patterns 
of conversion at that mission between 1702 and 1717. 

Baptisms at Loreto, 1702-1717 

Year Adults Children Total 
1702 5 20 25 
1703-1704* 89 18 107 
1705 1 49 50 
1706 3 15 18 
1707 32 22 54 
1708 7 20 27 
17O90 23 9 32 
1710 14 13 27 
1711 16 8 24 
1712 4 9 13 
1713 6 17 23 
1714 5 9 14 
1715 1 8 9 
1716 8 14 22 
1717 1 6 7 
Total 215 ro

 
C

O
 

452 
* The break between 1703 and 1704 was difficult to ascertain in the 

register. 
@ Epidemic year. 

Although incomplete, it appears that large numbers of adults were 
baptized only after several years of instruction, beginning in 
1702 and 1703. The conclusion that can be made is that twenty 
years following the establishment of Loreto mission the conversion 
was incomplete, although it was nearing completion. Most of the 
children baptized in 1715,-1717 appear to have been born at the 
mission. Ms. Nuestra Senora de Loreto Baptismal Register, "Coleccion 
Cuevas," Associacion Historica Americanista, Mexico, D.F., (herein
after cited as CC). 

75. Del Barco, Historica Cronica, p. 429. 
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A strong relationship existed between the recruitment of non-

Christian Indians and the size of the mission population. In times 

of active gentile recruitment mission populations grew or remained 

stable, while the opposite was true when demographic expansion 

depended on natural reproduction. Such a pattern is clearly 

observable at both Rosario and Santo Domingo missions (See Appendices 

2 and 3). Once the source of potential recruits was exhausted, the 

population of the missions invariably declined. Both missions 

reached the point of "decadence" around 1800 or shortly afterwards, 

or within twenty-five to thirty years of their establishment. The 

point at which the other Baja California missions faced population 

decline in the face of shortages of recruits varied, but they did 

inevitably face near depopulation. 

A second fundamental difference between the Baja California 

and the Pimeria Alta mission groupings was the continued expansion 

northward of the mission frontier in the peninsula. Missionaries 

expanded the conversion effort northward from established missions, 

creating a favorable climate for the founding of new missions. One 

result was the transfer of rancherias from the jurisdiction of one 

mission to that of another, one example of which has already been 

cited. Evidence of the laying of the groundwork for future 

missions exists in several mission sacramental registers. Between 

1743 and 1750, for example, Fernando Consag, S.J., stationed at 

San Ignacio mission, baptized at least 246 gentiles in the 
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7 c / 
territory of the future Santa Gertrudis mission.'0 In the Pimeria 

Alta, on the other hand, the mission frontier did not advance beyond 

the limits established by Kino despite the desire of the missionaries 

to convert the Gila Pima and Colorado River Indians. 

Process of Indian Depopulation in the Pimeria Alta 

• 
"From the said year of its foundation [la Purisima mission 

in Baja California] until the present there have been baptized 1,890, 

[but] this poor people having suffered [in] this, and other years, 

great epidemics . . . there now remain alive only 535 [people] . . ."77 

/• 

At first it appears that the depopulation in the Pimeria Alta 

missions was gradual and perhaps did not occur to the same degree 

as in neighboring regions. An examination of the census materials 

shows that while fluctuations in the population of the missions did 

occur throughout most of the eighteenth century, significant numbers 

of people continued to live there. The names of key villages appear 

in the records as populous communities. 

A closer look, however, reveals that the mortality in the 

missions was high, and the total number of people living in the 

76. Ms. San Ignacio Baptismal Register, Archivo Eclesaistico, 
La Paz, Baja California Sur (hereinafter cited as AELP). 

7J. Ms. Jacobo Druet, S.J., "Informe y Padron de la Purisima 
Concepcion Missio'n En California De Noviembre de 1744," BLUC. 
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region had declined by the end of the eighteenth century. From an 

estimated pre-hispanic population of 32,000, the numbers dropped to 

some 9,100 by about 1800.^® 

Related to depopulation were shifts in pre-hispanic 

settlement patterns. As previously discussed, numbers of Papagos 

left the desert and entered the missions, thus enabling the 

78. Sauer, "Aboriginal Population . . Sauer estimated 
a population of 30,000 people broken into four basic groups: 
Riverine Pima, 16,500; Sobaipuri (San Pedro Valley), 2,500; Gila 
Pima, 1,000; and Papago, 10,000; for a total of 30,000 people. 

Paul Ezell estimated a population of at least 3,000 Gila Pima, 
which increases the pre-hispanic population of the region to 32,000. 
Paul H. Ezell, "The Hispanic Acculturation of the Gila River Pimas," 
American Anthropological Association 63:Part 5, #2 (October, 1961), 
Pp. 15-19" The estimate of 9,100 for 1800 is based upon 1,100 
Pimans living in the missions, 5,000 unconverted Papago, and 3,000 
Gila Pima. The figures for the missions is derived from the 1810-
1812 censuses; that for the Papago is a conservative estimate based 
primarily on Bernando de Urrea, Altar, November 7, 1775, "Diario 
que manifiesta las operaciones . . .," AF 34/729, a report giving 
a population of 1,390 for eight Papago villages, and a population 
estimate of 6,300 Papago made by Bureau of Indian Affairs Officials 
taken from Spicer, Cycles of Conquest, p. 136. 
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missionaries to repopulate the riverine villages. Furthermore, as 

disease reduced the Indian population, the missionaries consolidated 

the survivors into a smaller number of settlements.^9 

Kino and his companions were not required to prepare formal 

censuses of the new missions, but both Kino and the soldier, Juan 

Mateo Manje, estimated village populations on a number of trips they 

made through the region. A composite of the figures recorded by 

the two frontiersmen provides us with an indication of the size of 

the Indian population during the first years of the conversion, and 

serves as a suitable base population for the Pima villages 

incorpora ted  in to  the  miss ion  sys tem (See  Appendix  4 ) .  

Perhaps the best way to document Indian depopulation is to 

present a detailed case study of one group of missions in the 
y 

Pimeria Alta, those located in the Santa Cruz Valley. The actual 

process of conversion began in 1732. 

Sauer estimates the aboriginal population of the valley to 

have been in the neighborhood of 5,500, and Dobyns proposes a figure 

79. Henry Dobyns has documented the process of consolidating 
the Indian population into a smaller number of settlements. 
Missionaries at Tubutama reduced the population of,five rancherias 
into that mission, and the people of nine rancherias into Saric. 
Dobyns, "Indian Extinction . . p. 181. The process of 
consolidation also involved the closing of both cabeceras and 
pueblos de visita. The suppression of Dolores mission and its 
visita Remedios is an example of this. At the time of the 
Jesuit expulsion the Pimeria Alta mission grouping counted eight 
cabeceras and fourteen visitas. This number declined to eight 
cabeceras and six visitas by the end of the eighteenth century. 
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s on 
of 2,400 for the Guevavi-Tumacacori section. u Although no Jesuits 

served in the Santa Cruz Valley missions until the 1730's, the Pima 

nevertheless came into contact with Christianity and Spanish material 

culture. Furthermore, disease reduced the Indian population. An 

estimate made in 1732 when the Jesuits reestablished the three 

missions (Soamca, Guevavi, and Bac) indicated a population of 4,200, 

but this total included the pueblos de visita of Soamca mission 

located in the San Pedro Valley.8^ The missionaries converted the 

bulk of the Pima population within ten to fifteen years, but 

continued to settle Papagos into the riverine villages. 

Despite the infusion of new blood into the missions the 

Indian population declined significantly. In 1761, a total of 

1,361 lived in seven villages.®2 In the same year that Visitor-
• 

General Ignacio Lizasoain visited the Pimeria Alta missions, the 

governor of Sonora relocated the surviving Sobaipuri Pimas from 

the San Pedro Valley to the Santa Cruz Valley missions.®"* The 

abandonment of the San Pedro Valley, however, proved disastrous to 

the Spaniards. With access to the San Pedro Valley, Apaches were 

able to penetrate deeper into Sonora, and the Santa Cruz Valley now 

80. Sauer, "Aboriginal Population . . p. 32; and Dobyns, 
"Indian Extinction . . p. 181. 

81. H. H. Bancroft, History of the North Mexican States and 
Texas, 2 volumes (San Francisco, 1884-1889), vol. 1, p. 524. 

82. Jackson, "Last Jesuit Censuses . . .," 

83. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, Pp. 19-21. 
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became the battlefield. Within several years, for example, settlers 

living in estancias south of Guevavi had left because of increased 

Apache raiding.®^ Several years later, in 1768, an Apache war party 

85 
burned Soamca mission, forcing its closure. 

The relocation of the Sobaipuri did contribute to the 

continuing process of repopulating the missions. The largest group, 
pC 

some 250-400 people, settled at Tucson, and another thirty at Soamca. 

On the other hand, the inclusion of Sobaipuris in the population of 

the Santa Cruz Valley missions did not reverse the trend of 

depopulation. Individual mission censuses prepared in 1766 recorded 

87 a population of 953 for the three missions and their visitas. 

This total indicates a short term population decline of 30% over five 

years, but more importantly forms the basis of an estimate of 

depopulation among the riverine Piman population during the Jesuit 

period. The 1766 population included not only a large number of 

Papago converts, but also the survivors of the people who lived in 

both the Santa Cruz and San Pedro Valleys. From an aboriginal 

population level of some 8,000, the numbers had dropped by at least 

88% over a period of seventy-nine years. 

84. Ibid., p. 22. 

85. Ms. Francisco Roche, O.F.M. to Juan de Pineda, Terrenate, 
November 21, 1768, AF 40/913. 

86. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, Pp. 20-21. 

87. Jackson, "Last Jesuit Censuses ..." The total 
population of 21 pueblos was 2,738. 
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While the missionization of the Santa Cruz Valley missions 

was unique in relation to the other sections of the Pimeria Alta, 

the basic trend of steady depopulation during the Jesuit period 

was common to the entire region. As a result of Euro-Asiatic 

disease, Apache raiding and population shifts related to other 

factors, the mission populations declined despite the Jesuits' 

attempts to repopulate them. 

During the Franciscan period both the repopulation and 

depopulation of the Pimeria Alta missions continued. Diseases and 

warfare continued to reduce the numbers of people living in the 

missions, while the missionaries recruited Papagos and consolidated 

the population in a smaller number of settlements. The Franciscans 

stationed at Bac successfully attracted people to the cabecera and 

its visita, Tucson. (I have already presented evidence concerning 

this earlier in this chapter.) The situation was different, however, 

at Guevavi. Father Crisostomo Gil de Bernabe, the first Franciscan 

at Guevavi, preferred to reside at more populous Tumacacori, which 

was a bit closer to Tubac presidio. By 1773, the Franciscans 
QQ 

had abandoned the former cabecera. Sonoita visita declined 

because of pressure from the Apache. An attack on the village in 

July of 1770 left nineteen dead, and only served to stress the 
on 

isolation and vulnerability of the settlement. The continued 

88. John Kessell, Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers, Hispanic 
Arizona and the Sonora Mission Frontier 1767-1856 (Tucson, 1976), p. 88. 

89. Ms. Los Santos Angeles de Guevavi Burial Register, DTCA. 
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operation of Sonoita proved to be too dangerous, and the Franciscans 

ordered it closed. Calabazas, the last visita, closed in the 

middle 1780's.90 

As the missionaries reduced the number of settlements the 

population of the Santa Cruz Valley missions continued to fluctuate 

with the conversion of Papagos, short term population growth, and 

the impact of disease. At no point did the number of Indians 

exceed 700. The most accurate accounting comes from the 1801-1802 

censuses previously discussed in this chapter. In 1801, 417 

Upper Pimans (Papagos and Pimas) lived at Tumacacori, Bac and 

Tucson. The censuses also reflect the penetration of non-Pimans 

into the mission villages. Sixty gente de razon (non-Indian 

settlers) lived and worked in the pueblos, and non-Piman Indians 

included Yaquis, Yumas, Opatas, and Apaches.^ 

At the end of the Spanish period only three mission villages 

remained in the Santa Cruz Valley; Bac, Tucson, and Tumacacori. 

The population of the three totaled 431 in 1820, indicating a 

92 
decline of at least 95% from pre-hispanic levels. 

The general trends described above also occurred in the 
/ 

other Pimeria Alta missions. As already discussed, the number of 

90. Kessell, Friars, p. 170. 

91. Ms. Juan Bautista Lorens, O.F.M., "Padron del Pueblo Y 
Mision. . AGEMS; and Ms. Narciso Gutierrez, O.F.M., "Padron de la 
Mision. . .," AGEMS. 

92. Ms. Francisco Gonzalez,x0.F.M., Oquitoa, January 4, 1821, 
"Estado de las Misiones de la Pimeria Alta . . .," AGEMS. 
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mission villages declined as the missionaries reduced the surviving 

Indian population to a more manageable number of settlements from 

the point of view of the missionaries. Furthermore, the numbers of 

Indians living in the missions declined, and the majority of 

survivors were Papagos. The last reliable census of the missions 

prepared on the eve of Mexican independence sheds considerable 

light on the state of the Indian population. A total of 1,127 Indians 

lived in thirteen villages, an average of eighty-nine per pueblo. 

The Franciscans stationed at such missions as Bac and Caborca located 

on the edge of the Papagueria and with fairly good access to 

Papago converts, managed to maintain relatively large populations, 

but by and large few Native Americans remained. Saric with a mere 

eighteen, and San Ignacio with forty-seven divided between two 

pueblos, had the lowest populations. Indicative of general social 

change, a process which will be discussed in more detail in a later 

chapter, was the growth of a large settler population, 2,291 people, 

l i v ing  wi th in  the  ecc les ias t ica l  ju r isd ic t ion  o f  the  Franc iscans .  

The majority, 1,471, lived in the neighborhood of San Ignacio in 

93 such communities as Santa Ana, San Lorenzo, and Terrenate. 

Indian Depopulation in Baja California 

The case of Indian depopulation in Baja California is much 

easier to document. While missionaries expanded the number of 

missions and incorporated larger numbers of people into the system, 

93. Ibid. 
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the total Indian population of the peninsula declined. Estimates 

vary for the aboriginal population of the peninsula, but a range of 

50,000 to 60,000 excluding the Colorado River Delta and Desert, 

seems reasonable. For the purpose of this discussion we will use 

the figure of 60,000, based upon my own calculations from earlier 

research, for the base population.94 

Between 1697 and 1800 the Indian population of the peninsula 

dropped from some 60,000 to 5,900, a decline of 90% in roughly a 

century.®5 The first accurate accounting of the population of the 

missions comes from a 1755 report, recording a total of 5,975 

neophytes.An estimate of 16,700 gentiles in the same year gives 

a total population of 22,674 in the peninsula. In subsequent 

years the peninsula population dropped; 21,000 in 1762, 12,300 

in 1773, 9,300 in 1782, and 5,900 in 1800.97 

Depopulation can be discussed in different terms. A series 

of individual reports from 1744 record both the mission population 

94. Robert H. Jackson, "The Demographic Decline of the Indians 
of Baja California as a Consequence of the Introduction of the Mission 
System," unpublished manuscript, 1978. 

95. Robert H. Jackson, "Epidemic Disease and Indian Depopula
tion in the Baja California Missions, 1697-1834," forthcoming, 
Southern California Quarterly. 

96. Ms. Urera, "Nuevo Estado de las Misiones," WBS #67. The 
population of individual missions was: Lj)reto-91; San Francisco 
Xavier-380; Mulege-294; Comondu-387; Puri'sima-320; Guadalupe-472; 
Dolores-624; Santiago-232; San Ignacio-1,012; San Jose"del Cabo-73; 
Todos Santos-151; San Luis Gonzaga-352; and Santa Gertrudis-1,586. 

97. Robert H. Jackson, "Epidemic Disease . . . ." 
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and baptisms from the date of foundation to 1744. This date, however, 

must be handled with care. Missionaries preparing the reports may have 

erred in tabulating baptisms from the record books, and transfers of 

Indians to different jurisdictions at several missions also reduced the 

numbers. Nevertheless, data in the following table is indicative of 

trends. 

By 1744, Jesuits stationed at the six missions had baptized 

more than 10,000 people. Yet, accounting for population redistribu

tions at two missions, a mere 2,513 Indians remained in 1744. 

Table 2.5 Baptisms from Foundation and Population at Selected Baja 
California Missions in 1744 

Mission 
From 

Foundation Years Population % Decline 

Loreto 1,199 1697-1744 150 87 

San Fran. Xavier 1,726 1699-1744 352 80 

Mulege* 1,358 1705-1744 326 76 
• 

Purisima 1,890 1718-1744 535 72 

Guadalupe* 2,599 1720-1744 701 73 

Santiago 1,791 1721-1744 449 75 

Total 10,563 2,513 76 

* Portion of population transferred to jurisdiction of other mission 
prior to 1744. 

Estimates of aboriginal population levels by two authors 

allow a calculation of the percentage of decline at the end of the 

colonial period. Peveril Meigs estimated contact population levels 
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in the Dominican area to have totaled 6,745 in missionized districts.^* 

Homer Aschmann arrived at a figure of 21,000 for the five missions 

of the Central Desert.99 Yet only a small percentage of the aboriginal 

population remained when Dominicans prepared the last censuses of 

each mission. 

Table 2.6 

Mission 

Aboriginal Population and % of Population Decline at 
Selected Baja California Missions 

Aboriginal 
Population Year % Decline 

Guadalupe* 3,500 74 1794 98 

San Ignacio 6,500 81 1808 99 

Santa Gertrudis 4,000 137 1808 97 

San Fran, de Borja 3,600 192 1808 95 

Santa Maria -
San Fernando 3,500 19 1829 99 

Rosario 1,095 38 1829 96 

Santo Domingo 840 73 1829 91 

San Vicente 780 80 1829 90 

San Miguel -
Descanso 665 154 1829 77 

Santo Tomas 1,000 121 1829 88 

Santa Catalina 1,000 239 1834 76 
•Population transfers to other missions prior to 1794 

98. Meigs, Dominican Mission Frontier, p. 140. 

99. Aschmann, "Central Desert," p. 178. 
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Indian depopulation was not unique to the Pimeria Alta or 

Baja California, but occurred throughout New Spain. One difference, 

however, was the number involved. In the region of Central Mexico, 

the area from Tehuantepec to the Chichimec frontier, the pre-contact 

Indian population totaled an estimated 25.2 million, and had 

declined to an estimated 1,069,255 in 1608, a drop of 96%. 

Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah made studies of two areas within 

the larger Central Mexico region; West Central Mexico (Jalisco, 

Aguascalientes and southern Zacatecas, Colima, and coastal 
r 

Michoacan), and the Mixteca Alta of western Oaxaca. The 

population of West Central Mexico totaled some 294,904 in 1548 

100. Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah, Essays in Population 
History, 3 volumes (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1971-197977 vol. 1, 
Pp. viii and 82. 

Indian Population of Central Mexico in Selected Years 

Year Population 

1518 25.2 millions 
1532 16,871,408 
1548 6.3 million 
1568 2,649,573 
1580 1,891,267 
1595 1,372,228 
1608 1 ,069,255 
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and declined to 37,625 in 1659, a decrease of 87%.^ The Mixteca 

Alta, the seat of one of the high cultures of Mexico, suffered a 

population decline of 92% from 700,000 in 1520 to 57,000 in 

1590.102 

Outside of Central Mexico the same demographic disaster 

overtook the Yucatan peninsula. The effect, however, was delayed 

by the later completion of the conquest, and the ability of 

101. Ibid., p. 310. 

Population of West Central Mexico in Selected Years 

Year Population 
T548 294,904 
1570 115,569 
1610 50,850 
1640 39,150 
1650 37,625 

102. Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah, "The Population of 
the Mixteca Alta, 1520-1960," Ibero-Americana :50 (1968), p. 32. 

Population of the Mixteca Alta in Selected Years 

Year Population 
T520 700,000 
1532 528,000 
1569 100,000 
1590 57,000 



disgruntled Maya to escape to jungle areas. The course of 

depopulation was pervasive, however, and the number of Maya 

decreased by 84% from some 800,000 in 1528 to 127,000 in 1736.^ 

Within 100 to 150 years of contact the populations of 

Central Mexico and the Yucatan reached an equilibrium with the 

new diseases, and began a slow recovery in the late seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries.^ In 1810, the population of six 
/ 

Central Mexican intendancies (Mexico, Puebla, Oaxaca, Michoacan, 

Veracruz and Tlaxcala) had increased to 2,505,000,1°5 and that of 

the Yucatan to 254,000 in 1794.^ 

103. Cook and Borah, Essays in Population History, vol. 11 
p. 114. 

Population of the Yucatan in Selected Years 

Year Population 
T558 800,000 
1610 190,000 
1639 210,000 
1700 182,500 
1736 127,000 

104. Charles Gibson, The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule, A 
History of the Valley of Mexico7^519-1810, (Stanford, 1964), 
p. 139. 

105. William B. Taylor, Drinking, Homicide and Rebellion 
in Colonial Mexican Villages, (Stanford, 1979), p. 26. 

106. Cook and Borah, Essays In Population History, vol. 11 
p. 114. 
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The situation in northwestern New Spain was different. The 

smaller populations in Baja California and the riverine Pima in 

the Pimeria Alta never recovered. In 1800, roughly 110 years 

after the opening of the mission frontier, the Indian population 

of the two regions totaled 15,000 and continued to decline. Eight 

Dominican missions in northern Baja California, for example, had 

a population of 1,935. in 1800, and 636 in seven villages twenty-

nine years later.^ Within the peninsula no more than 2,000 

Indians survived. The Mexican government closed the mission 

system in the 1830's and 1840's, leaving the Indians to their own 

devices in dealing with the dominant mestizo society. Within the 

Pimeria Alta Papagos and Gila Pimas survived the end of Spanish 

rule in the region and experienced population growth in the 

nineteenth century, but these were groups which had escaped 

incorporation into the mission system and prolonged contact with 

disease. 

107. Jackson, "Epidemic Disease . . . ." 



CHAPTER 5 

CAUSES OF INDIAN DEPOPULATION 

A number of factors contributed to Indian depopulation in 

both regions, but newly introduced Euro-Asiatic diseases to which 

the Indians had no natural immunities were by far the most important. 

Other scholars, however, have maintained that the Apaches were a 

significant causal factor, if not the most important, in depopulation 

in the Pimeria Alta. Apache raiding, however, would not account 

for depopulation in Baja California, which existed in relative 

isolation from inter-tribal warfare when compared to northern 

Sonora. 

In a recent study of the general impact of the Apache wars 

on settlement in the northern provinces of New Spain, anthropologist 

Jack Williams argued that Apache raiding effectively reduced the 

area of Spanish settlement by restricting the area available for 

agriculture. The threat or fear of death at the hands of Apaches 

or other hostile Indians compelled settlers and their Indian allies 

to remain closer to the safety of the protective walls of their 

haciendas or missions. This in turn caused malnutrition which 

contributed to the spread of disease among a weakened population. 

72 
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Furthermore, the danger of attack forced the abandonment of isolated 

ranches and villages, and so disrupted the economy that collapse 

ensued J 

Williams proposes an interesting model that can be used to 

test Spanish reactions to Apache raiding in different sections of 

the frontier and is applicable in some provinces, but which has 

limited application in northern Sonora. Apache raiding, in part, 

prevented further expansion of settlement in Sonora and forced the 

abandonment of some ranches and villages, but did not necessarily 

reduce agricultural potential in the region. Indian depopulation 

and the reduction of the number of mission villages left vacant 

lands within the area of Spanish settlement which settlers claimed. 

- 1. Jack WiVJiams, "A Fuego Y A Sangre: The Impact of the 
Wars of the Apacheria on Northern New Spain," unpublished manuscript, 
1981. A number of authors have documented the relationship between 
famine and disease. Eric Van Young, for example, shows the relation
ship between a famine in the Guadalajara region in 1758 and 1786 which 
followed a drought and disease. Eric Van Young, Hacienda and Market 
in Eighteenth-Century Mexico The Rural Economy of the Guadalajara 
Region, 1675-1820, (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1981TT"Pp. 94-103. 
Charles Gibson also documents the impact of the 1785-1786 famine in 
the Mexico City area. Furthermore, Gibson tabulates the history of 
epidemics and agricultural conditions between the sixteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. The great epidemic of 1576-1581 was associated 
with drought, poor harvests, and famine from 1576-1579. Other 
epidemics also followed droughts. Two in the seventeenth century, in 
1641-1642 and 1653, for example, were associated with droughts. 
Gibson, Aztecs Under Spanish Rule, Pp. 316, 448-459. There is 
insufficient data on agricultural production in the Pimeria Alta, 
however, to document fluctuation in output from either droughts or 
destruction of crops by hostile Indians. 
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By the end of the eighteenth century there probably was still land 

available for expansion of agriculture. Furthermore, a continued 

pattern of Indian depopulation and a slow growth of the settler 

population precluded a critical nutritional crisis in northern 

Sonora. Apaches did not kill large numbers of people, nor did 

they so disrupt food production that chronic famine and malnutrition 

resulted. 

Apache raiding did not necessarily intimidate settlers and 

mission Indians to the point that they stayed behind protective 

walls. Some patterns of Piman transhumance continued throughout 

the eighteenth century, and a number of seasonal labor relationships 

developed between mines and the missions. Moreover, the threat of 

Apache raiding did not stifle occasional mining strikes, nor prevent 

numbers of Yaquis from migrating to northern Sonora on both a 

permanent and seasonal basis. Death at the hands of holstile 

Indians was real, but the profit motive was more pervasive. 

The question remains, however, as to what impact the theft 

of mission livestock had on the Indian diet, and how dependent 

Pimans were on meat as a source of protein. Slaughtered livestock 

provided needed protein, but other sources were available. One 
• 

crop grown at the missions, frijoles (beans), provided protein, and 

hunting and gathering was always a viable alternative. 
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Patterns of Apache Raiding 

The nature of Apache raiding precluded a mass slaughter of mis

sion Indians. The Apache generally lived and waged war in small bands, 

and had no large scale political organization. Bands might cooperate 

on specific raids, but only on a short term basis. Most raiding par

ties in Sonora probably numbered between ten and forty warriors.^ 

There were instances, however, of attacks by large bands 

against both the missions and the military. In most cases these 

actions resulted in few deaths, but there are several examples of 

raids which killed significant numbers of people. In September of 

1768, for example, a force of 200 Apaches attacked the Terrenate 

presidio horse herd and its guard of sixteen soldiers. In the 
O 

resulting battle only one soldier died. Several months later, on 

November 19, 1768, the Apache attacked and burned Soamca mission 

forcing its abandonment, but wounded only four Pima.^ 

As noted above, on several occasions Apaches scored signifi

cant victories in raids against the missions and civilian settle

ments. In 1757, for example, the Apache and their rebel Pima 

allies killed thirty-two people at San Lorenzo, a farming village 

2. Kieran McCarty, O.F.M., Desert Documentary, Pp. 11-15. On 
February 20, 1769, for example, some 30 Apaches attacked San Francisco 
Xavier del Bac mission. Within a matter of minutes the marauders ran 
off most of the mission livestock. In the attack the Apache wounded 
only one Pima. 

3. Ms. Juan de Pineda to the Marques de Croix, Horcasitas, 
September 17, 1768, AGN Provincias Internas 47. 

4. Ms. Juan de Pineda to the Marques de Croix, Pi tic, Decem
ber 19, 1768, AGN Provincias Internas 47. 
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located near Magdalena visita of San Ignacio mission.5 Thirteen years 

later, in 1770, the marauders killed nineteen people at the Sonoita 

visita of Guevavi mission. It was shortly after this attack that the 

Franciscans moved the survivors from Sonoita to the villages located 

on the Santa Cruz River, but only after the 1770 raid had proven the 

indefensability of the site.6 

One document records in detail patterns of Apache, Seri and 

rebel Pima raids on Sonora between 1755 and 1760. Although some raids 

were directed against the Pimeria Alta missions, non-Indian settlements 

apparently were the favorite targets of the Apache and their allies. 

Deaths in the region totaled some forty-nine settlers, nine Pimans, 

and four Yaquis and Nijoras. The most successful attack occurred at 

San Lorenzo, as previously mentioned, a farming village near Magdalena. 

The raiders' favorite target was the herds of livestock. In 1759 and 

1760, for example, Apaches raided San Luis, Buenaventura, and Santa 

Barbara, three estancias south of Guevavi mission, and killed one Tubac 

resident in November of 1758. Similarly, the marauders stole eighty 

horses from Cocospera, and 100 horses and mules from Soamca in 1758. 

In 1758 and 1759, settlers living at Terrenate presidio lost livestock 

to the raiders.^ 

5. Ms. Santa Maria Magdalena Burial Register, CPA. 

6. Ms. Los Santos Angeles de Guevavi Burial Register, DTCA. 

7. Ms. Anonymous, "Breve resumen de los desastres, muertos, 
robos, y asolamentos ocaezidos en la Provincia de Sonora ostijizada 
de Apaches, Seris, y Pimas alzados, y en particular desde elano de 
1755 hasta el presente de 1760," AGN AHH Temporalidades. 
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Aside from the one attack on San Lorenzo, most victims were 

travelers caught on one of the roads between the relative safety 

of the settlements. In November of 1758 "un Yndio Zimaron" killed a 

Yaqui woman near Santa Ana.® The woman's death also appeared in the 

1760 report. In 1759 and 1760, five more people died near the village. 

In February of 1759, one Spaniard was killed near Tubac presidio.9 

Indian hostilities took their toll on settlements in the 

region. According to the 1760 report, settlers had abandoned 

Tucubavia ranch and Ocuca and Arituaba since 1751, and the population 

of Santa Ana was greatly reduced. 

Spanish military forces were not impotent in the face of 

Indian raiding, although the Apache and their allies were skillful 

practitioners of hit and run tactics. One Spanish victory appears 

in the 1760 report. Sixteen rebel Pimas died during a 1756 attack 

on Pitiquito visita of Caborca mission, at the cost of one soldier 

killed.11 

The missionaries generally identified the people killed by 

the Apache in the sacramental record book of burials, and as such 

we can get an idea of the total number of Apache related deaths over 

8. Ms. Santa Maria Magdalena Burial Register, CPA. 

9. Ms. "Breve resumen ..." 

10. Ibid. A more detailed discussion,of the impact of Indian 
raiding on non-Indian settlement in the Pimeria Alta will follow in 
the next chapter. 

11. Ibid. 
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a period of time. An examination of the registers of two missions, 

Guevavi and Tumacacori located on the Santa Cruz River and hence one 

of the most exposed sections of the frontier, indeed shows that Apache 

related deaths were only a small percentage of the total. Between 

1743 and 1766 the Jesuits stationed at Guevavi buried a total of 43g 

people, but only five killed by the Apaches — a mere 1% of the 

total.In the Franciscan period the Tumacacori missionaries recorded 

the burials of 653 people, and forty-one victims of the Apache including 

the nineteen killed at Sonoita in 1770 — 6% of the total J3 

A more casual examination of extant burial registers from 

the Pimeria Alta missions substantiates the patterns observed above. 

The conclusion, therefore, is that the Apache, while posing a major 

problem for colonial officials in Sonora, played only a small role in 

Upper Piman population decline. Apaches probably killed some Pimans 

and settlers whose deaths were not recorded in the burial registers, 

but it probably was a small number of people. 

Disease and Depopulation 

With the arrival of the Spaniards in the New World, Old World 

diseases spread to an Indian population which had no natural 

immunities to them. Isolated from the Eurasian land mass during the 

12. Ms. Los Santos Angeles de Guevavi Burial Register, DTCA. 
There are hiatuses in the register. 

13. Ms. San Jose de Tumacacori Burial Register, DTCA. There 
are hiatuses in the register. 
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rise of urban civilization and the resulting development and spread 

of disease throughout Europe and Asia, the Indians were especially 

vulnerable to the new diseases and literally died by the millions. 

High mortality in Central Mexico, discussed in the previous chapter, 

not only disrupted Indian society, but forced the Spaniards to adjust 

their systems of labor extraction to meet the new realities of smaller 

Indian populations.^ 

Whereas the Indian population of Central Mexico adjusted to 

the new diseases in the early seventeenth century and experienced 

growth in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries J5 demographic 

conditions in the northern frontier precluded a recovery following 

the introduction of disease. Central Mexico maintained a large 

enough population to enable such diseases as measles and smallpox 

to become established as endemic "childhood" diseases, flaring up 

as epidemic outbreaks once there were enough susceptible people with 

no prior contact or immunities to maintain a "chain of infection."^ 

14. Gibson, Aztecs Under Spanish Rule documents the adjust
ments made in the labor systems in the Valley of Mexico in response 
to Indian depopulation. 

15. William McNeil estimates that some twenty to 150 years 
lapse before a population reaches an equilibrium with a new disease; 
William McNeil, Plagues and Peoples (Garden City, 1976), p. 58. In 
Central Mexico recovery began roughly a century after the Spanish 
conquest. 

16. Ibid., Pp. 59-60. 
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The situation in the Pimeria Alta and Baja California was 

entirely different. The smaller Indian populations were unable to 

maintain disease organisms in an endemic form. Certain diseases, 

such as smallpox or measles, attacked a small population and then, 

once all susceptible people had been either infected or died, 

r e c e d e d . ^ ?  As such epidemics were periodically introduced into both 

regions from Central Mexico and generally affected the most susceptible 

segment of the population, the generation which had grown since the 

last epidemic outbreak. The reduction of the Indian population to a 

smaller number of settlements, both a goal of the mission system and 

a consequence of depopulation, only served to facilitate the spread 

of disease. 

One can argue that most, if not all, major epidemics in 

northwestern New Spain were general pandemics in the northern frontier 

provinces. The 1781 smallpox outbreak, for example, broke out in 

1ft 
Baja California and the Pimeria Alta at roughly the same time.10 The 

table of epidemics in Baja California and the Pimeria Alta (See 

Appendix six), based primarily on data extracted from extant sacra

mental records and missionary histories, shows that both regions 

shared many epidemics. 

17. Ibid., p. 49. 

18. Robert H. Jackson, "The 1781-1782 Smallpox Epidemic in 
Baja California," Journal of California and Great Basin Anthropology 
vol. 3, no. 1 (1981), Pp. 138-143. 
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There are certain problems with documenting the epidemiologic 

history of northern Sonora. Disease predated Kino's entry into the 

Pimeria Alta, and the process of depopulation may have already begun 

before his arrival. No barrier prevented epidemics from spreading 

into the Pima villages from the nearby Opata missions. The process 

had also begun in Baja California soon after first Spanish contact. 

Furthermore, the record for the early Jesuit period is fragmented 

and incomplete, therefore, documentation for early epidemics is 

limited. 

The use of burial records to document epidemics also has 

certain limitations. Not all Indians who died during a given 

epidemic entered the death count; either their bodies were never 

found, or they were cremated according to traditional Indian practice. 

Nevertheless, a good idea of the mortality associated with an epidemic, 

and its duration, comes from an examination of burial registers. 

Once again, however, the extant burial registers are incomplete. 

The pattern of mortality helps to explain, in part, the 

inability of the Indians to maintain their population size. Children 

with no prior exposure to disease and no natural immunities generally 

suffered a higher mortality than adults. An extreme example of high 

child mortality, and one which can be documented because the 

officiating priest gave ages for the disease victims, is the impact 

of the 1826 measles epidemic on the population of Pitic presidio 

in Central Sonora. A total of 606 people died, of whom only fourteen 

were over the age of twenty-one. Furthermore, the vast majority, 
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19 476, were under the age of ten. Other epidemics in Sonora and 

Baja California did not kill as many people or as high a percentage 

of children, but by and large more children did die in the major 
on 

epidemics. 

Rather than try to present a summary of all identified 

epidemics in the Pimeria Alta and Baja California, I shall make a 

more detailed study of selected outbreaks. For purposes of 

comparison, pertinent data from the missions of central Sonora, 

the Opataria and Pimeria Alta will be introduced. 

Most, but certainly not all deaths occurring during a given 

outbreak resulted from the disease. As already discussed, any 

19. Ms. Pitic Presidio Burial Register, Hermosillo Parish 
Archive, Hermosillo, Sonora. 

20. In 1764, for example, forty-eight children and fourteen 
adults died at Caborca during a major smallpox epidemic. Ms. la 
Purisima Concepcion de Caborca Burial Register, APAS. In the same 
year fifty-eight children and thirty-eight adults died at San Ignacio. 
Interestingly, most of the adults died during the summer, when the 
smallpox apparently tailed off, and in the fall when the disease flared 
up again. During a 1749 measles outbreak at San Ignacio which lasted 
for most of the year, eighty-one children and fifty-eight adults died. 
The high mortality among adults can be explained by the presence of 
recently congregated Papagos who had no prior exposure to the disease. 
Ms. San Ignacio de Caborica Burial REgister, CPA. One example from 
Baja California shows the opposite of the pattern described above. 
During a severe epidemic outbreak of what may have been typhus at San 
Francisco de Borja among a recently missionized group, 218 adults and 
145 children died over a five month period (December 1771-April 1772). 
Ms. San Francisco de Borja Burial Register, on microfilm BLUC. An 
example of an older mission, San Jose'de Comondu, more closely follows 
the pattern described above and documented in Sonora. During a 
measles outbreak in the last three months of J769, sixtj^-one adults 
and seventy-nine children died. Ms. San Jose"de Comondu Burial 
Register, CC. 
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given disease agent generally infected the generation which had 

grown since the last outbreak and recently congregated gentiles, 

and in most cases mortality was high. It is conceivable that some 

people survived an initial bout with a disease, but being left in a 

weakened condition, succumbed to another disease. In this case they 

should be considered secondary casualties of the epidemic. Since 

the missionaries rarely identified each epidemic victim, estimates 

of mortality are based on a monthly count of the total number of 

burials recorded in the sacramental registers. Although not 

completely accurate the methodology does clearly show when the 

outbreaks began and ran their course and the months of highest 

mortality. The first epidemic to be examined is a 1748-1749 measles 

outbreak in both the Pimeria Alta and Baja California. 

The decade of the 1740*s was extremely difficult for Baja 

California Indians. Rebellion in the Southern Cape disrupted 

mission life in the 1730*s and 1740's, and two major epidemics 

followed in 1742 and 1744-1745. In describing the impact of the two 

epidemics Santiago missionary Anton Tempis, S.J., wrote: 

when all were peaceful a second time [following a second 
uprising] God disclosed a new field of endeavor as 
customarily exists during general contagious epidemics. 
His Divine Majesty sent two successive [epidemics], 
punishment for repeated apostasy and transgressions. This 
was so catastrophic that of a thousand and some souls 
there remains but 449, reduced from three neighboring 
pueblos.21 

2 1 .  Ms. Antonio Tempis, S.J., Santiago, 1744, "Informe de 
la Missio'n de Santiago," BLUC. 
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An anonymous Jesuit author reported that "in the year 1748 

on the 25th of December began another disease, measles, of which in 

the mission of [San Jose d]El Cabo alone, 150 persons died."22 At 

Mulege Pedro Nascimben, S.J., wrote at the end of 1748 that "The Last 

24 [people] died of the measles epidemic and curses," and at the 

beginning of 1749 "the same epidemic continued."23 

The data from two Baja California missions indicates that 

measles may have broken out in central Baja California, and then 

spread both north and south along the mission trails. At Comondu, 

for example, the epidemic may have begun as early as June or July 
O A  /  

of 1748. Measles only reached Mulege, located off of the main 

mission trails, several months later, in October.25 

22. Quoted from Sherburne Cook, "The Extent and Significance 
of Disease Among the INdians of Baja California From 1697 to 1773," 
Ibero-Americana #10 (1937), p. 24. 

23. Ms. Santa Rosalia de Mulege Burial Register, Richard 
Gleeson Library, University of San Francisco (hereinafter cited as 
GLUSF). 

« 

24. Ms. San Jose de Comondu Burial Register, CC. 

25. Ms. Santa Rosalia de Mulege Burial Register, GLUSF. 
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Table 3.1 Burials by Month at Selected Baja California Missions in 
1748 and 1749 

Mission Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun J1y Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Comondu 1748 2 2 5 0 

1749 23 0 0 0 

Muleg/ 1748 1 0 0 0 

1749 14 6 1 2 

0 5 15 7 9 6 3 13 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 2 1 1 4 7 8 

1 2 1 0 0 0 3 0 

In the Pimeria Alta the epidemic seems to have broken out in 

the late summer and fall of 1748, but did not reach the Santa Cruz 

Valley until January or February of 1749. Measles flared up at some 

missions in the fall of 1749, such as at San Ignacio. 

Table 3.2 Burials Recorded by Month in 1748 and 1749 at Selected 
Pimeria Alta Missions 

Mission Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jl.y Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

San Ig
nacio 1748 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 8 6 13 3 2 

1749 6 47 26 12 5 1 0 14 9 11 2 4 

Magda-
lena 1748 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 5 4 4 

1749 2 10 8 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 

Guevavi 1748 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 

1749 2 26 12 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 

The second epidemic is a 1764 smallpox outbreak which is 

clearly identified in the sacramental registers. Francisco Pauer at 
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at San Ignacio buried a woman in March who died "of smallpox," and in 

the same month "the following [25] children died in this month and in 

26 / 
April and May from the same smallpox." Antonio Maria Bentz at 

Caborca recorded that on September 7, 1764 "Luis, 5 year old child, 

died of smallpox. 

The epidemic was a province wide pandemic in Sonora, but 

there is insufficient data for Baja California to say if smallpox 

reached there. In a July 1764 letter to fellow Jesuit Francisco 

Zeballos, Juan Nentvig, stationed in central Sonora, wrote: 

I do not know how I could care for so many afflicted with 
smallpox, more than sixty in Oputo alone [Oputo had a 
population of forty-eight families and 193 people in 1761] 
and just as many, whom Father Och is attending physically 
as well as spiritually in Guasabas, eleven leagues away. 
Without his care most of them would have died.28 

Evidence indicates that the smallpox first began in the 

Pimeria Alta at San Ignacio and nearby pueblos in the early spring 

of 1764, and then spread west and north to the other missions. At 

the same time the contagion receded at San Ignacio for several months, 

but then flared up again in the late summer. This pattern suggests 

an introduction of the infection from the south. 

26. Ms. San Ignacio de Coborica Burial Register, CPA. 

27. Ms. la Pun'sima Concepcion de Caborca Burial Register APAS. 

28. Juan Nentvig, S.J., Rudo Ensayo, A Description of Sonora 
And Arizona in 1764, translated and edited by Alberto Pradeau and 
Robert R. Rasmussen (Tucson, 1980), Pp. xxiii-xxiv. 
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Table 3.3 Burials Recorded By Month in 1764 at Selected Pimeria 
Alta Missions 

Mission Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jly Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

San Ignacio 3 1 3 25 11 6 4 5 13 10 4 

Magdalena 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 0 1 0 2 

Caborca 4 4 4 6 5 3 2 3 17 29 12 

Guevavi 0 2 2 4 3 0 2 2 11 0 0 

A second indicator of the impact of smallpox in 1764 is the 

degree of short-term population decline between 1761 and 1766. 

The smallpox epidemic falls in the middle of this period, and the 

Jesuits apparently prepared the 1766 censuses when an epidemic of 

"peste" had broken out in the missions. A factor which might modify 

the results of this analysis is flight by the neophytes to escape 

the horror of the unseen killer. Having seen friends and family 

members die a horrible and painful death many Indians attempted to 

escape by fleeing to the mountains. Some may have died there and 

never entered the death count. Frightened Indians and others may have 

spread the contagion to non-Christian Indians, increasing mortality. 

Nevertheless, the population of the missions did decline because of 

disease related mortality and population shifts. 
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Table 3.4 Short Term Population Decline at Selected Pimeria Alta 
Missions, 1761-1766* 

Mission Population in 1761 Population in 1766 % Decline 

San Ignacio 322 204 37 

Caborca 556 302 46 

Tumacacori 199 122 39 

Pitiqui to 269 132 51 

Tucson 311 138 56 

Total 1,657 898 46 
* The total population of the Pimeria Alta missions dropped by 33% 

from 4,088 in 1761 to 2,738 in 1766. 

The next outbreak is a major smallpox pandemic which spread 

from central Mexico to the northern frontier provinces in 1781 and 

1782. Evidence suggests that infected members of the Rivera y 

Moncada expedition of colonists bound for Alta California carried 

the disease to Baja California. Dominican missionary Luis Sales 

reported that "... there entered the port of Loreto a bark which 

brought families from Sonora infected with the smallpox. Through 

the Commandant's lack of precaution they went into the town and 

immediately it [the smallpox] spread like lightning through all the 
90 

missions. . . . 

29. Luis Sales, O.P., Observations On California, 1772-1790, 
translated and edited by Charles N. Rudkin (Los Angeles, 1956), p. 60. 
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Once introduced into the peninsula the contagion once again spread 

north and south along the major mission trails. Mulege, located off 

the trails, was spared for a number of months until January of 

1782.30 

The most complete data on smallpox related mortality comes 

from Mulege and Comondu missions. Jose Naranjo, O.P., stationed at 

Mulege, identified smallpox victims at his mission in the burial 

register, fifty-three individuals and another five who died of "side 

pains" which usually means pneumonia or typhus. The first death 

occurred on the last day of January, and the last victim, a girl 

named Maria Montenar, died on May 6. From the one death in January, 

the mortality increased to thirteen in February, peaked at thirty-

seven in March, and subsided with no deaths in April and the one in 

May.3^ 

Comondu missionary Domingo Gimes, O.P., recorded the deaths 

at his mission in a unique way, a single large entry for burials 

"In the months of May, June and July." In three months Gimes 

buried fifty-nine people.32 Mortality in the other missions was 

equally high, such as Santa Gertrudis where 296 people died. 

30. Ms. Santa Rosalfa de Mulege'Burial Register, GLUSF. 

31. Ibid. 

32. Ms. San Jose de Comondu Burial Register, CC. 



Table 3. 5 Burials by Month at Selected Baja California Missions 
in 1781 and 1782 

Mission Year Jan Feb Mar Apl May Jun Jly Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Comondu 1781 2 2 2 1 3 — 59 5 5 6 0 0 

Pun si ma 1781 2 1 3 0 3 13 48 5 0 0 0 0 

Santa Ger
trudis 1781 16 4 5 7 7 4 6 2 5 49 40 58 

1782 51 24 57 25 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 

Rosario 1781 4 2 2 0 1 0 1 4 9 8 4 10 

1782 16 9 3 1 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 36 

Santa 
Domingo 1781 3 3 2 1 0 1 0 4 3 8 20 5 

/ 

Mulege 1782 3 19 41 3 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 

San 
Vicente 1782 1 12 10 4 10 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

* A notation in the Santa Gertrudis burial register records a total 
of 296 smallpox deaths at that mission in 1781 and 1782. 

Luis Sales, O.P., stationed at San Vicente at the time of the 

epidemic, records in some detail the reaction of the Indians at his 

mission. According to Sales "some threw themselves into the sea, 

others scorched themselves with firebrands to lower the fever 

associated with the infection, and relieve the pain of the poxes." 

A common reaction to the outbreak of epidemics was flight, and 

Sales went into the mountains and barrancas with soldiers to rescue 

the sick and bury the dead. Fleeing to the mountains served to 

spread the smallpox, and some Indians, incapacitated by the infection, 

died of starvation. "At a place called San Jacinto I found six dead 
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adults in a cave and by their sides five boys and three girls, dying, 

of hunger rather than of smallpox.1,33 The deaths of the people at 

San Jacinto are confirmed by entries in the San Vicente burial 

register.3^ 

The outbreak in the Pimeria Alta began in the spring and 

summer of 1781, and had run its course by the end of the year. 

Data for the Pimeria Alta are less complete, therefore no definite 

conclusions as to the nature of the outbreak and reactions to it 

can be made. 

Table 3.6 Burials by Month at Selected Pimeria Alta Missions in 
1781 

Mission Jan Feb Mar Apl May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Tumacacori 3 0 0 0 2 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 

San Ignacio 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 3 36 8 0 0 

Atf 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 9 6 0 0 

Magdalena 021 000000 7 5 0 

The final epidemic that we will examine is the 1816-1817 

smallpox outbreak. I have chosen this particular epidemic because 

there is abundant evidence from both the Pimeria Alta and central 

Sonora which shows that it was a province-wide outbreak and probably 

33. Sales, Observations, Pp. 168-169. 

34. Ms. San Vicente Ferrer Burial Register, SAC. 
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originated in Central Mexico. Furthermore, it was also the last 

severe episode prior to Mexican independence. The epidemic killed 

few Pimans, but many settlers and other Indians from southern 
/ 

Sonora living in the Pimeria Alta died. In 1816 and 1817, for 

example, some 267 Yaquis died in the jurisdiction of San Ignacio 

mission, which included the ranching and farming communities in 

the Magdalena Valley.^ There is no conclusive evidence, however, 

that smallpox broke out in Baja California. The number of Dominicans 

in the peninsula was low and some missions did not have resident 

priests. Furthermore, some of the extant sacramental registers end 

between 1810 and 1820, so there is a smaller data base. 

The epidemic began in central Sonora in the spring and early 

summer of 1816, and spread to the Pimerfa Alta by the summer and 

early fall. The contagion slacked off for several months, but then 

broke out again with force in the spring of 1817. In June of 1817, 

for example, Luis Romero at Nacameri buried six children "who died 

of the plague. Joaquin Goita, stationed an Nacameri in the previous 

year, reported "that in this pueblo of Nacameri and Opodepe [there] 

have died of smallpox and plague 210 and 2 Indians between Llaquis 

35. Ms. San Ignacio de Cabo"rica Burial Register, CPA and 
MPA; Ms. Santa Maria Magdalena Burial Registers, CPA and MPA, and 
Ms. San Miguel de Ures Burial Registers, Ures Parish Archive, Ures, 
Sonora. 

36. Ms. Nacameri Burial Register, Rayon Parish Archive, 
Sonora. 
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and Opatas.""^ Mortality at the other missions was equally high, as 

evidenced by data presented in the following table. 

Table 3.7 Burials Recorded by Month in 1816 and 1817 at Selected 
Sonora Missions 

Pueblo Year Jan Feb Mar Apl May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Ures 1816 1 1 1 5 1 1 6 4 0 0 0 0 

1817 6 2 3 3 4 6 7 19 0 0 0 0 

Pi tic de 
Seris 1816 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 

1817 3 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pitic 
Presidio 1816 11 6 5 4 8 16 53 40 18 3 16 5 

1817 9 9 31 32 30 7 16 4 1 4 3 7 

Arizpe 1816 2 1 7 6 5 6 12 16 24 18 11 10 

1817 0 4 3 0 2 3 4 6 4 3 1 5 

Macameri 1816 0 1 - - 212 died during the epidemic - -

1817 0 0 5 5 2 7 2 4 2 1 1 3 

Bacoachi 1816 0 0 0 2 10 17 16 17 14 10 7 7 

1817 14 4 2 1 1 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 

San 
Ignacio 1816 6 9 1 4 2 4 5 24 68 90 51 18 

1817 13 8 1 5 1 5 8 8 19 17 8 11 

Magda-
lena* 1816 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 5 0 1 4 1 

1817 2 0 1 1 2 1 7 7 6 4 1 1 

37. Ibid. 
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Table 3.7, Continued 

Pueblo Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Magda-
lena# 1816 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 5 0 1 4 1 

1817 2 0 1 1 2 1 7 7 6 4 1 1 

Ati 1816 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 

1817 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1 1 0  

Piti-
quito 1816 - six smallpox deaths in October and November — 

Tumaca-
cori 1816 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 9 7 8 

1817 3 4 1 0 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 

•Register kept for the Indian population. 
#Register kept for the settler population. 

No one epidemic caused the drastic population decline in the 

Pimeria Alta and Baja California missions, but it was the cumulative 

effect of periodic epidemic outbreaks. As the children continued to 

die in the recurring epidemics, the population "aged" as only the 

adults survived and grew older. 

Evidence also suggests that there was no significant "rebound" 

effect, births compensating for a high disease related mortality, 

following epidemics. After the 1764 outbreak, for example, the 

Jesuits stationed at Caborca recorded only seventeen births over a 

period of three years, 1765-1767. Burials in 1764 totaled ninety-six 
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and 107 from 1765 to 1767."^ The low birth rate at Caborca in no 

way compensated for the high mortality. 

The Impact of Syphilis 

Syphilis played a role in the process of Indian depopulation 

in the Pimeria Alta and Baja California; not through direct mortality, 

but by increasing the susceptibility of an individual to other 

diseases by weakening him. Furthermore, syphilis may have contributed 

to infertility among women and increased infant mortality. Trans

mitted to the fetus through the placenta, syphilis in a congenital 

form reduced the prospect of survival of infected children. The 

disease contributed to a general debility among the Indian population, 

especially in Baja California, and became endemic in the missions. 

Most of the available data on syphilis comes from Baja 

California, but there are several references from the Pimeria Alta. 

A 1774 report from Terrenate presidio gave "Pains from Calico 

[syphilis]" as the cause of disability of soldier Josef Nevares. 

The report identified Nevares as a thirty-four year old "coiote" 

with two years military service, and a native of Santiago 

38. Ms. la Purisima Concepcion de Caborca Baptismal and 
Burial Registers, CPA and APAS. 
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Papasquiaro.39 In a report written some twenty years later another 

soldier commented on the impact of syphilis on the Indian population, 

"The Indian families have diminished [in number]," wrote Altar 

presidio commander Josef Saenz Rico in 1795, "as much from the 

Apaches, Seris, and Piatos, as by the morbo qchico [syphilis] which 

abounds, spreading from fathers to sons.40 

In Baja California, syphilis first became endemic to the Cape 

region, most likely as a consequence of contact with sailors and 

soldiers being introduced into the peninsula to suppress the 1734-

1737 Indian revolt. The Jesuits had been fairly successful in 

screening personnel who came to the peninsula prior to the revolt, 

but the intervention of civilian-military officials meant that the 

Jesuits had no control over the soldiers. The Sinaloa soldiers 

ranged across the Cape and came into contact with submissive 

groups of Indians. The net result was the spread of syphilis. 

39. Ms. Antonio Bonilla, "Revista pasada por el capitan de 
Infanteria D. Antonio Bonilja Ayudante Inspector de los Presidios 
Internos de esta Nueva Espana a la compania de dotacion del expresado 
Presidio [Terrenate]," AGI Audiencia de Guadalajara 272 (hereinafter 
cited as Bonilla, "Revista). The report on Navares' condition is from 
Ms. Juan Josef Lumbreras, Terrenate, May 1 , 1774, ^R^lacio'n de los^, 
Sarjentos, Cavos, y Sol dados qui de la dicha compania se hall an inutiles 
para continuar el servicio con expresion de la causa," contained within 
Bonilla, "Revista." 

40. Ms. Josef Saenz Rico, Altar, September 25, 1795, "Noticia 
de las Mjsiones que ocupan, los Religiosos del Colegio de la Santa Cruz 
de Queretaro en la Pimeria Alta de la Provincia de Sonora," AF 36/802. 
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"The number of natives is so slight," a scientist and royal 

official Joaquin Velasquez de Leon wrote after the Jesuit expulsion, 

in 1768, 

that in^the three missions of this country of the south -
San Jose del Cabo, Santiago de los Coras and Nuestra Serfora 
del Pilar, which is also called Todos Santos - there are 
scarcely one hundred individuals of all sexes and ages 
[actually 332 in 1768], the majority of whom have syphilis. 
Many are extremely castrated and others are contagious . . . 
because it is caught by some and is spread to all by not 
avoiding in time the uncleanliness of their [sexual] 
communications, or by separating and curing the sick ones. 
In fact, even the children here are born infected.41 

In the Dominican period syphilis spread throughout the peninsula 

and increasingly became a matter of extreme concern for civil and 

religious officials. "Some are of the opinion," Luis Sales wrote, 

that this French disease [syphilis] is endemic, based on the 
fact that the most remote heathen (and I have seen many) show 
it. But I have also noticed that this is a mistake, because 
it is not ulcers that they show but tumors [chancres] that 
appear in the groin and then disappear. But that which shows 
up only in the converted pueblos are malignant ulcers which 
make them useless for work which are promptly transmitted, 
and which end up with almost all infected . . . but of the 
Christians, no matter how many remedies are used, few are 
those who are cured.42 

In 1824, at the end of the mission period, Francisco Troncoso, O.P., 

wrote that the "frightful mortality which its sons [the Indians of 

Rosario Mission] have suffered from very active galico has caused 

its almost total ruin."^ 

41.^ Iris,W. Engstrand, Royal Officer in Baja California 1768-
1770 Joaquin Velazquez de Leon (Los Angeles, 1376), Pp. 51-52. 

42. Sales, Observations, Pp. 55-56. 

43. Quoted from Meigs, Dominican Mission Frontier, p. 57. 
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The process of depopulation resulted from a combination of 

factors, Euro-Asiatic disease being the most important. The intro

duction of an exploitive colonial system coupled with a forced 

change in lifestyle, especially in Baja California, and the use of 

coercion to maintain that system, possibly contributed to a sense 

of malaise among many Indians. The inability to deal with the horror 

of epidemic disease further contributed to a depression among some. 

The mission regime initiated change with which many failed to cope. 

Those infected with syphilis probably found it even more difficult 

to deal with change. 

Demographic Patterns 

A number of patterns were symptomatic of the decline of the 

Indian population. The Indian birth rate was low and in many cases 

did not match the death rate. Furthermore, the Indian family 

generally remained small. An examination of these patterns, however, 

is hampered somewhat by the fragmentary nature of the mission 
y 

sacramental registers from the Pimeria Alta, and the absence of 

complete runs of baptisms and burials from any Baja California 

missions established prior to 1752. 

One pattern observable in the Baja California missions may 

be equally applicable, with modifications, in the Pimeria Alta. The 

majority of the Indians living in a given mission were gentiles and 

not "Christians" born into the system. At Rosario in the northern 

peninsula only thirty-one percent of baptisms were of children born 
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at the mission, 428 of 1,360 baptisms. A similar situation existed 

at nearby Santo Domingo mission, where natal baptisms made up 33% of 

all baptisms, 308 of 923 baptisms.^ As long as the missionaries 

continued to recruit gentiles into the missions, the population 

remained at reasonable levels and had a large enough labor force, but 

once the source of recruits had dried up the population inevitably 

declined in numbers. 
y 

The Pimeria Alta missions followed a slightly different 

pattern. The riverine Pima population declined under the impact of 

disease and other factors, but the missionaries successfully 

maintained mission population levels, in part, by recruiting Papagos 

from the desert. Data from the sacramental registers, primarily from 

the Franciscan period, shows that the majority of recorded baptisms 

were of children born at the missions. In two cases, Tumacacori and 

Ati missions, we can make a rough comparison of baptisms and burials 

on a long term basis. The Franciscans stationed at Tumacacori 

recorded 239 natal baptisms and 106 gentile baptisms (there are gaps 

in the records between 1769 and 1825. In the same period some 653 

people died, leaving an excess of 308 deaths. Burials averaged 11.6 

per year as against 4.3 births and two gentile baptisms. 

44. Ms. Nuestra Sefiora del Santisimo Rosario Baptismal 
Register, SAC; and Ms. Santo Domingo Baptismal Register, SAC. 
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Jesuits and Franciscans at Atf noted ninety-one gentile 

baptisms and 266 natal baptisms from 1757 to 1827, as compared to 

327 burials between 1766 and 1826. Natal baptisms averaged 3.8 per 

year and gentile baptisms 1.3 per year, in contrast to an average of 

5.5 burials per year.45 The following table presents data on natal 

and gentile baptisms from five Pimeria Alta missions. 

Table 3.8 Natal and Gentile Baptisms at Selected Pimeria Alta 
Missions 

Mission Years Natal Baptisms Gentile Baptisms 

Tumacacori 1769-1825 239 106 

Tubutama 1768-1806 138 45 

Bisani 1768-1803 210 109 

Oquitoa 1757-1841 376 169 

Atf 1757-1827 266 91 

If the basic assumption of a low birth rate in relation to 

the death rate is correct, then the size of the Indian family in the 

missions would generally have remained small. One methodology useful 

in this context is the average family size. For a population to 

remain stable or grow the average family would have to average four 

to five people and two to three children. A declining population, 

45. Ms. San Jose'de Tumacacori Baptismal and Burial 
Registers, DTCA; and San Francisco del Ati Baptismal and Burial 
Registers, CPA and APAS. 
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on the other hand, would average less than four people, and one child 

or no children. (See appendix 7). In both the Pimeria Alta and 

Baja California missions at specific points in time the Indian family 

averaged a size of 2.7 to 4.2. 

A more accurate methodology for describing the size of the 

Indian family is the actual family size; an analysis prepared from 

censuses which record both individuals and family groupings. Using 

these documents we obtain a detailed look at the state of the 

Indian population at one point in time. If the methodology 

describing the average family size is correct, then the number of 

families with no children or one and two children should be large 

(See appendix 8). In the Pimeria Alta the pattern described above 

applied. In 1766, 88% of the families in two missions had a size 

of two to four, and it was 93% of four missions in 1768, 82% of two 

missions in 1796, and 96% of two missions in 1801. Similarly, 95% 

of the families of five Baja California missions had a size of two 

to four, and 92% of the families of five missions in the following 

year. 

Another indicator of the long term demographic state of the 

Indian population is a comparison of crude birth and death rates 

(See appendix 9). This methodology, however, is limited by a lack 

of complete runs of baptisms and burials for any of the Pimeria Alta 

missions, and especially for the period immediately following the 

establishment of the missions. Furthermore, most census figures 

come from the period following the Jesuit expulsion. Therefore, in 
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the case of the Pimeria Alta the figures represent a much diminished 

population which may have had some immunities to the new diseases. 

Furthermore, continued recruitment of Papagos from the desert which 

modified demographic patterns in the missions. The crude birth and 

death rates at Tumacacori reflect both an expanding population with 

births outnumbering deaths. At Rosario mission in Baja California, 

on the other hand, a complete run of baptisms and burials allow a 

more complete analysis of crude birth and death rates for eighteen 

years. In all of the years deaths exceeded births. The Indians 

of Rosario, then, were unable to maintain or expand population 

levels by natural reproduction in the face of high mortality. 

The methodologies examined in this section indicate that 

Indian depopulation resulted, in part, from the inability of the 

population to reproduce in sufficient numbers to make up losses 

resulting.from disease. The Indian population declined under the 

impact of Euro-Asiatic diseases and other factors, and was unable to 

rebound in the face of a heavy mortality. Births did not match deaths, 

and the missionaries maintained reasonable population levels only by 

recruiting non-Christian Indians, as previously noted. In the case of 

the Pimeria Alta, however, the Jesuits and Franciscans continued to 

attract Papagos from the desert west of the missions as late as the 

1840's, whereas the populations of the Baja California missions under

went drastic decline once the missionaries had completed the process 

of incorporating the local Indian population into the missions. 
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Miscegenation and Acculturation in the Pimeria Alta 

The children of some Indians passed from the ranks of the 

republica de indios to the mass of castas through the process of 

mestizaje or miscegenation and inter-ethnic marriage between Indians 

and non-Indians. Miscegenation did occur on a small scale in the 
s 

Pimeria Alta, but it is difficult to document the numbers involved. 

The Church did not legitimize all pairings, and as such the record 

of mixed unions did not always appear in the sacramental records. 

Miscegenation probably occurred most frequently in the mining camps, 

ranches, and farming communities, but only fragments of the 

sacramental registers survive from these settlements.^® 
/ 

An examination of marriage records from selected Pimeria Alta 

missions shows that few mixed marriages took place under the auspices 

of the Church. For the purpose of this discussion we will examine 

in detail ten-year periods of marriages from several missions, 

dividing data into four categories; marriages between Pimans and 

Pimans, marriages involving Pimans and other Indians, marriages of 

Pimans with non-Indians, and Indian marriages which fail to specify 

46. In the "Coleccion de Pimeria Alta," in the Bancroft 
Library are Santa Ana baptisms for 1778-1780 and marriages for 
1778-1795, and la Cieneguilla marriages from 1771-1773; and in the 
Altar Parish Archive are la Cieneguilla burials 1778-1782, marriages 
for January 1784, and baptisms 1774-1777. The priests officiating 
at both Santa Ana and la Cieneguilla generally failed to record the 
ethnicity of their parishoners in the sacramental registers. 
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the ethnicity of the people involved.47 For comparison, data from 

the puesto of Santa Ana located near San Ignacio mission will be 

included. Of the 256 marriages surveyed here, only four (1.6%) 

involved Pimans and non-Indians. There is also no clear evidence 

from Santa Ana of unions between Pimans and non-Indians. 

47. The missions surveyed are Tumacacori (1771-1781), 
Pitiquito (1797-1810), San Ignacio (1768-1778), and Caborca 
(1769-1779, 1790-1800). 
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Table 3.9 Marriages At Selected Pimeria Alta Missions 

Piman- Piman- Piman- Razon-
Mission Years Piman Other Indian Razon Indian Unspecified 

Tumacacori 1771-1781 34 1 1 28 

Pitiquito 1791-1810 17 2 1 1 

San Ignacio 1768-1778 29 5 1 5 

Caborca 1769-1779 54 8 0 16 

Caborca 1790-1800 34 11 1 8 

Santa Ana 1778-1795 0 10 5 7 
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A second source, however, shows mixed unions in the Missions. 

Several 1796 and 1801 censuses record marriages of Pimans and gente 

de razon, and Pimans with other Indians; Yumas, Opatas, and Yaquis. 

Once again the results show a higher instance of Pimans marrying or 

forming relationships outside of their own group. Sixteen unions 

(7%) involved Pimans and other Indians, and there were six (2.6%) 
S  A O  

marriages of Pimans with gente de razon. More so than the 

marriage registers, the data from the censuses presented in the 

following table clearly shows the process of misegenation underway 

in northern Sonora. 

Table 3.10 Mixed Marriages At Selected Pimeria Alta Missions, 
1796-1801 

Total Piman- Piman-
Mission Year Families Razon Indian 

San Ignacio 
and visitas 1801 117 2 4 

Tubutama 1796 47 1 

Tumacacori 1801 26 1 7 

Cocospera 1801 28 2 1 

Saric 1801 9 0 4 

48.^ Ms. Francisco Yturralde, O.F.M., Tubutama, November 4, 
1796, "Padron de estg Mission de S Pedro y S Pablo de Tubutama. . .," 
BLUC; Ms. Josef Perez, O.F.M., San Ignacio, December 31, 1801, "Padron 
de ]os Naturales y vecinos . . . ," AGEMS; Ms. Joaquin Goita, O.F.M., 
Cocospera, December 7, 1801, "Padron de las Familias . . . ,"J\GEMS; 
Ms. Bartolome~Socies, O.F.M., Saric, December 14, 1801, "Padronjde los 
Yndios . . . ," AGEMS; and Ms. Narciso Gutierrez, O.F.M., Tumacacori, 
December 9, 1801, "Padrdn de la Mision . . . ," AGEMS. 
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Miscegenation did occur in the missions on a limited scale, 

but the fluid social conditions in the mining camps contributed to 

and facilitated mixed unions, both legitimate and illicit. Little 

concrete information on the caste system comes from the fragment of 

the Cieneguilla baptismal register, but a comparison can be made with 

several mining camps and one mission in central Sonora. The full 

range of caste identifications used in Sonora appear in the baptismal 

registers of Nacosari (Real de Basochuca), the Real de San Jose de 

los Mulatos, and San Miguel de Sahuaripa. The priests at the three 

settlements generally were not consistent in their use of terminology, 

but the illogical and racist nature of Spanish colonial society 

becomes evident in the assumption that an individual of "pure" 

Spanish blood could detect shades of gradiation of ethnic mixing. 

At Sahuaripa, for example, the priests recognized nine caste types; 

mestizo, mulato, lobo, coyote, morisco, tresalbo, moreno, pardo, and 

negro. 

Miscegenation occurred in the three communities (See 

appendices 10-12). Children were either the offspring of mixed 

marriages between castas and Indians or castas and castas, or of 

immigrants to the mines. Job opportunities in the mines also 

attracted Indians from different ethnic groups. It also seems that 

castas formed the largest group within the society; and that the 

frontier was being transformed from an Indian society with a small 

settler population, to a largely mestizo society with a small 

remnant population. 
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Related to miscegenation is the concept of acculturation, the 
/ 

acceptance of a dominant culture, in the case of the Pimeria Alta 

and Baja California, by the Indians. One aspect of missionization 

was the controlled modification of the aboriginal culture; a process 

of selecting traits acceptable to the missionaries, and blending 

the traits thus preserved into the Hispano-European culture. It 

was much easier, however, for an Indian to "pass" to a higher 

caste or be recognized as being of a higher caste by Spanish 

officials by speaking Spanish and wearing European style clothes, 

and superficially rejecting those traits used to identify an 

"Indian". Indians probably gained some advantages from passing 

into the ranks of the castas, such as exemptions from labor 

drafts, and release from missionary control. Social climbing, 

if it can be called that, probably occurred most frequently in 

the mining camps, where an individual could advance in social 

standing in a community where he or she was not known. 



CHAPTER 6 

PATTERNS^OF CIVILIAN SETTLEMENT IN THE 
PIMERIA ALTA AND BAJA CALIFORNIA 

The missions did not exist in a vacuum. In both the Pimeria 

Alta and Baja California civilian societies developed and coexisted. 

Civilian settlers secured the frontier opened by missionaries and the 

military, and in turn supported both institutions by creating markets 

for surplus agricultural produce from the missions, and backed up the 

frontier military by organizing militias and participating in punitive 

expeditions. Furthermore, the populating of the frontier and the 

resulting economic developments generated potential tax revenues 

for the Crown which theoretically justified continued expenditures 

of scarce resources on frontier defense. In the scheme of colonial 

defense the northern frontier provinces served as a buffer to the 

vital population and mining centers in central New Spain, but the 

continued support of the presidios may have been more palatable to 

the Crown when potential revenues from the mines and other 

enterprises were figured into the equation. 

Patterns of civilian settlement in Sonora and Baja California 

were quite different. Sonora was basically a mining frontier, and 

support industries developed to supply food and other necessities to 

the miners. The presidios served as a second focus of settlement, 

and farmers and ranchers found a ready market for surpluses. 

109 
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The major factor retarding settlement and economic development 
• 

in the Pimeria Alta was continued Apache raiding. While the Apaches 

did not inflict significant casualties on the frontier communities, 

the marauders did affect the economy. Cattle and horse herds were 

their favorite targets, and the theft of animals in turn limited the 

livestock industry which formed one basis of the regional economy. 

The disruption of the cattle industry led to the abandonment of 

some ranches. Apache raiding also had an impact on mining, and one 

mining camp reportedly closed because of Apache depredations. The 

upsurge of mining and ranching after 1800, however, may have 

resulted, in part, from the "pacification" of the Apache in the 

1790's. Although an imperfect peace, with the reduction of the 

threat of Apache raiding the investment of capital in mining and 

ranching probably seemed more attractive. 

The aridity of Baja California and mission control of the 

best watered lands and much of the labor, more than any other 

factors, retarded civilian settlement in the peninsula. Furthermore, 

it would not be incorrect to say that soldiers and ex-soldiers were 

largely responsible for the limited settlement of the peninsula 

until the secularization of the missions in the 1830's. Grants of 

land for agriculture and ranching generally went to soldiers and 

ex-soldiers, and retired soldiers established the mines which 

operated in the peninsula in the eighteenth century. Moreover, 

descendants of soldiers populated the peninsula up to the time of 

Mexican independence. 
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One region in Baja California, the southern Cape, attracted 

settlers because of a more reliable water supply. The heavy decline 

in the Indian population of the southern missions between 1730 and 

1768 facilitated settlement, and Jose de Galvaz made the first 

titled land grants there between 1768 and 1770. Consequently, the 

Cape district up to Mexican independence had the largest settler 

population. 

Mining Camps 

One of the earliest and most important economic activities 

in Sonora in the seventeenth century was mining, and the discovery 

of workable veins followed closely on the establishment of the 

missions. Miners made the first strikes in central Sonora at 

Tuape in 1649 and San Bautista in 1657, and in subsequent years at 

San Ildefonso de Ostimuri (1673) and Alamos (c. 1680). Smaller 

mining camps sprang up at Nacozari about 1660, and in the Tepache 

Valley in the 1670'sJ The establishment of mines also stimulated 

other economic activities. Ranches and haciendas developed to 

provide food and leather goods to the miners, and mission Indians 

found a ready market for agricultural surpluses.^ Indeed, these 

economic activities assumed significant proportions in certain 

sections of Sonora. In the region south of Arizpe on the Rio" Sonora, 

1. James R. Hastings, "People of Reason and Others: The 
Colonization of Sonora to 1767," Arizona and the West 3:4 (Winter, 
1961), Pp. 321-340. 

2. Ibid., Pp. 330-331. 
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for example, there existed in the 1720's four Indian villages, 

fourteen ranches, eleven labores, two mining camps, one of which 

was the Real de San Antonio de Motepori, and eight haciendas de 

3 sacar plata, or smelters, all in a distance of sixteen leagues. 

The development of major economic enterprises in Sonora led 

to a conflict between settlers and missionaries for control of Indian 

labor. A system of repartimeinto de sello evolved in Sonora to 

provide paid Indian labor from the missions for services in the mines. 

Local civil officials required Indian governors to provide a 

stipulated number of workers known as cuasinques or tapisques on 

demand. Under the repartimiento the alcalde mayor or his lieutenant 

made a request to the governors of the mission villages for a 

specific number of workers. The village leaders were then required 

to send the workers to their place of employment by the time stipulated 

4 in the Alcalde's order. 

3. Gonzalez Rodriquez, Etnologia, Pp. 161-163 

4. In December of 1683, Jeronimo Garcia de Teran, Teniente de 
Alcalde Mayor in the Bacanuche and Cucurpe Valleys, sent: 

"this is my order to the governors and constables from the 
pueblo[s] of Cucurpe, Taupa and Popdepe . . . and each 
governor bring fifteen certified Indians for two weeks, 
that [the miners] will pay them for their work and [they] 
will be treated well; that they [are to work] for the 
benefit of the mines and the development of the royal 
income of his Majesty." 

In May of the following year Garcia de Teran ordered the Indian gov
ernor of Arizpe_to send fcyjr Indians to^/ork in the mines of Francisco 
Bautista. Gonzalez Rodriques, Etnologia, Pp. 150-151,ja. 22 (the 
translation is mine). When Kino arrived in the Pimeria Alta in 1687 
he carried an order from the audiencia de Guadalajara, prompted by a 
royal cedula, exempting recently baptised Indians from repartimiento 
labor for twenty years. The order reflected the illegal use of newly 
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This conflict of interest manifested itself in the 1720's in 

an effort to remove the Indians in northern Sonora from the control 

of the missionaries. A public and private junta organized at the 

instigation of Fronteras presidio commander Gregorio Alvarez Tunon 

y Quiros^ and San Juan Bautista Alcalde Mayor Rafael Pacheco Zevallos 

discussed the issue. The meeting held in January of 1722 and 

attended by prominent miners, merchants and hacendados, attempted to 

justify the continued use of Indian labor by the settlers and 

proposed a number of measures which would have benefited only 

themselves.® The settlers called for the exile of the Jesuits from 

the region, a division of Indian land among the vecinos, and an 

abolition of restrictions on Indians living with settlers and 

vice versa.^ 

Tunon Y Quiro's effort failed with the crown's continued 

support for the Jesuit system defended by missionary Guiseppe 

Maria Genovese, but the entire exercise reflected the settler-

baptised Indians for repartimiento, which in turn aliemted the 
non-Christian Indians from the missions. Herbert E. Bolton, R i Of 
Christendom A Biography of Eusebio Francisco Kino Pacific Coast 
Pioneer (New York, 1960), p. 234 

5. TU?KM y Quiros was the captain of Fronteras from 1706-17--, 
and was finally removed from that command because of fraud. He was 
charged with neglecting his military duties in favor of economic acti
vities, such as the development of an hacienda at Jamaica. As a result 
it was claimed the military effectivejjess of the Fronteras presidio 
company declined. Gonzalez, Etnologia, p. 127. 

6. Ibid., p. 125. 

7. Ibid., p. 131, 133, and 146. 
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missionary struggle to control a limited labor supply. Whereas the 

earliest mines in Sonora depended, in part, on corvee labor, a 

"free" labor system developed in the Pimeria Alta. 

A number of mining camps, such as Saracuchi and Bacanuchi, 

operated on the southern fringes of the Pimeria Alta at the time 

of Kino's arrival. The first major mining communities in the Pimeria 

Alta proper, however, the Real de Arizonac and the Real de Agua 
O 

Caliente, were founded on the headwaters of the Altar River in 1733. 

The same area was the scene in 1736 of a fabulous but short-lived 

silver rush known as the planchas de plata. Virgin silver found on 

or just under the surface of the ground at a site named San Antonio 

de Padua attracted numbers of miners and adventurers who, after the 

silver was gone, spread out throughout the Pimeria Alta in search of 
o 

additional veins. By the time of the 1751 Pima revolt settlers had 

established themselves in the Altar Valley at several ranches, mission 

pueblos, and a second mining camp located near Oquitoa mission.^ 

Despite the murder of nineteen people at the hands of rebel Pima in 1751, 

the mining campt at Oquitoa continued to exist in the 1750's. In 1758, 

for example, two Yaqui peons working at the "Real de Huquitoa" acted 

as godparents for a child born at the nearby mission.^ 

8. Donohue, After Kino, Pp. 70, 83. 

9. Kessell, Mission of Sorrows, p. 61; and Patricia Roche 
Herring, "The Silver of El Real De Arizonac," Arizona and the West 
20:3 (Autumn, 1978), Pp. 245-258. 

10. Ms. San Ignacio de Caborica Burial Register, CPA 

11. Ms. San Antonio de Huquitoa Baptismal Register, CPA 
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The evidence seems to indicate that most of the laborers in 

the early Pimeria Alta mines were not mission Indians, but castas, 

12 and Indians from southern Sonora, primarily Yaquis. The entry in 

the San Ignacio burial register recording the number of people 

killed during the 1751 Pima uprising lists a number of settlers, 

Yaquis, Opatas, and Nijora slaves at the Real de Uquitoa and nearby 

13 
settlements. Furthermore, some of the Yaquis may have been unfree 

workers. Two Yaquis working at the Uquitoa mine were described as 

14 peons of the captain of Terrenate presidio. Moreover, the son of a 

Yaqui prospector named Antonio Sirumea discovered the planchas de 

15 plata strike. 

Other mines operated in the Pimeria Alta, and the most impor

tant were those located in the la Cieneguilla district located some 

twelve leagues south of Altar presidio. According to one report, a 

patrol from the army engaged in the Cerro Prieto campaign discovered 

rich placer gold deposits and veins at a depopulated site in 1771. In 

the initial stages of the rush, miners discovered nuggets in abundance 

"from the surface of the soil to only half a vara deep." The strike 

12. Kessell, Mission of Sorrows, p. 61 

13. Ms. San Ignacio de Caborica Burial Register, CPA. 

14. Ms. San Antonio de Huquitoa Baptismal Register, CPA. 

15. Kessell, Mission of Sorrows, p. 61 
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was so rich that miners largely ignored gold and silver deposits at 

two sites located some eighteen leagues from CieneguillaJ6 

The news of the Cieneguilla strike quickly spread throughout 

Sonora, and many miners abandoned established mines to try their luck. 

Within a month of the strike miners had begun working at Cieneguilla, 

and they extracted some 1,000 marcos of gold worth 130,000 pesos in 

the first months. By June of 1771, Governor Corbalan had establishe-

a municipal government, and named Pedro Tueros justicia mayor.^ 

The population of the camp remained fluid, and it was not 

until two years after the initial strike that Tueros prepared a 

formal census. At times as many as one hundred people a day entered 

the Cieneguilla district, and the population continued to grow for 

the first two years. In May of 1771 as many as 2,000 people had 

flocked in. A year later there were some 5,000 people, but only 

4,000 in October of 1772. In January of 1773 the estimated population 

of the mines totaled 7,000 making Cieneguilla the most populous 

18 settlement in the province. 

16. Ms. Anonymous, Mexico City, June 17, 1771, "Noticia Breve 
De La Expedicion Militar de Sonora Y Cinaloa, su exito felix, y 
ventajose estado en que por consequencia de el la se han puesto ambas 
Provincias," AGI Audiencia de Mexico, Legajo 2477. 

17. Ignacio del Rio, "A P retexto De Los Placeres y El Real De 
La Cieneguilla, Sonora," from Simposio de Historia de Sonora: Memoria 
(Hermosillo, 1981), Pp. 162-165. 

18. Ibid., p. 166. 
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Indians formed a large segment of the population, and played 

an important role in rhythms of work in the mines. Yaquis were 

perhaps the most important Indian group present, but the mines 

probably attracted numbers of Opatas and Pimas as well. Indians 

formed the most productive segment of the work force, and when they 

left the mines between May and October to plant crops, production at 

19 the mines declined or stopped entirely. 

A group of seven merchants engaged in commerce at Cieneguilla. 

The group hired rescatadores (itinerant merchants) to travel through

out the district to sell overpriced goods for gold. One merchant 

named Bringas accumulated some six and one half arrobas of gold in 

20 four months in 1771 alone. 

In 1773, Tuerros finally compiled a census of the mines recording 

a population of 786 non-Indians, 100 of who could be classified as 

transients or vagabonds without an established residence, and 1,500 

21 Indians - Sonora Governor Crespo estimated that the number of Indians 

22 
total some 2,000. 

19. Ibid., p. 171 

20. Ibid., p. 173. 

^ 21. Ms. Pedro Tueros, la Cieneguilla, December 25, 1773, 
"Padron General de los vecinos avitantes de esta Nueva Poblacion 
de el Real de Sn Yldefonso de la Cieneguilla," AGN, Provincias 
Internas 247. 

22. McCarty, Desert Documentary, Pp. 22-23. 
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The 1773 census provides detailed information on the miner 

population, and it probably is indicative of demographic patterns 

of newly founded mining communities. Whereas the settlers in other 

parts of Sonora generally had large families, a signifigant percentage 

of married couples at Cieneguilla had no children (36%) or only one 

child (25%). Large families with four children or more (13%) were the 

exception, and not the rule, and most families were small. Many single 

men went to the mining camp at Cieneguilla, and the unstable social 

conditions and general atmosphere of quick wealth and violence were 

23 not ideal for raising a family. 

Of the large Indian population reported at Cieneguilla, Tueros 

identified only one group, the Yaquis. Tueros gave no figures for 

the number of Yaquis present, but evidence from other sources indicate 

the presence of the group. Prior to 1775 the missionaries stationed 

at Caborca married few Yaquis, but between 1775 and 1777 twenty-seven 

Yaqui couples took marriage vows before the Franciscans who tended 

24 Cieneguilla in the absence of a parish priest. 

23. Pedro Tueros, "Padron General de los vecinos . . . ," 
A6N, Provincias Internas 247. The actual family size of the settlers 
was as follows: 

Family Size of: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
36 25 15 12 5 3 3 2 

The family size, however, is a bit misleading. Many households were of 
single men and some families were more characteristic of extended families, 
incorporating both family members and people identified as familiares. In 
this context the term can be taken to mean household servants, and the 
servants comprised some 22% of the censused population. The parish priest 
Jose Nicolas de.mesa, for example, had seven familiares in his household, 
and Juan Martin de Larralde and Domingo Beregana, who apjgarently maintained 
a joint household, employed twenty-one. Josef Miguel Osuna and his wife had 
four children and one servant. The widower Pedro Lebario employed six 
servants to care for him and his two children. 
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It is doubtful that all of the Indians working at Cieneguilla 

were Yaquis, and a safe assumption would be that most were either 

Opatas or Pimas from the nearby missions. Information from one 

report seems to support this hypothesis. "The majority of them 

[the Indians]," reported Governor Crespo, 

leave the mines to tend their crops around the end of 
May and do not return until the beginning of October. 
Obviously, these turn out to be our slack months in 
production because of their absence."25 

The implication is that mission Indians worked in the mines on a 

seasonal basis as "free" laborers. 

The mining technology applied at Cieneguilla required not 

only a large labor force, but was also inefficient and wasteful. 

"When the mining began about a year ago," reported fiscal intendant 

Pedro Corbalan in 1772, 

the gold was quite close to the surface. Now they have to 
dig as much as ten or fifteen feet into the rock formations 
of the arroyos and ridges. There, however, the gold is 
more plentiful and even runs in veins as in shaft mines. 
Some tunnels have been dug where the miners continue 
working day and night.26 

Whereas some miners invested in the construction of shafts to tap 

veins of gold, others depended on simple techniques to obtain 

placer gold. "When the rains are heavy," Corbalan continued, 

 ̂ ,— 
24. Ms. la Purisima Concepcion de Caborca Marriage Register, 

APAS. 

25. McCarty, Desert Documentary, Pp. 22-23. 

26. Ibid., Pp. 20-21. 
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the gold is flushed out of the rocks and congregated in the 
dips and depressions, where it can be easily separated from 
loose sand and dirt. Lack of water, however, is our main 
problem, where there is no water we have to throw the dirt 
and sand into the air. The wind carries the loose material 
away, including the finer gold, and only the heavier 
particles fall back to the ground. A great deal is lost 
this way. Since most of the placers are six to ten miles 
away from available water here at the settlement, it is 
not only difficult to carry the water, but we have nothing 
to carry it in. In most cases we have to resort to throwing 
the dirt in the air, hoping that most of the gold will fall 
back into our wooden trays.27 

Since most miners lacked the capital to invest in more 

sophisticated forms of mining, and perhaps because of the poverty 

of the veins, the Cieneguilla mines rapidly declined. Writing 

in January of 1774, Crespo reported that gold production had 

declined, and that the majority of the miners worked at a distance 

of some ten to fifteen leagues from the community. The miners 

continued to depend on crude techniques to extract gold, primarily 

the method described by Corbalan of throwing gravel and dirt into 
O O  

the air to separate out the gold. 

While gold production declined, miners discovered deposits 

elsewhere which drew people away from Cieneguilla. In 1773, miners 

discovered silver at San Marcial located some twenty leagues east 

of Guaymas, and two years later miners established the Real de Santa 

Rosa de Buenavista at a site located some eight leagues from 

27. Ibid., Pp. 20-21. 

28. Ibid., Pp. 22-23. 
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Cieneguilla known as Palo Ensebado.^9 As late as 1804, four silver 

mines operated at Santa Rosa.30 

Depopulation continued at Cieneguilla, and with a smaller 

population Apache and rebel Pima attacks became a serious threat. 

In 1778, some 775 people remained at Cieneguilla, and in 1783 

officials reported the mines ruined.31 in 1804 a seventy-two man 

militia company existed at Cieneguilla district to defend the mines 

from Apaches, but the militia probably came into being at an earlier 

date.32 

Prospects in the district improved with the discovery in 

October of 1802 of new gold placers at a site some eight leagues 

away. Miners established a new Real named San Francisco de Asis. 

One official described the placers as a second "bonanza," and news 

of the strike attracted large numbers of people.33 in 1806, there 

were some 5,000 people in the Cieneguilla district.34 

29. Del Rio, "Pretexto de los Placeres," Pp. 174-175. 

30. Ms. Pedro de la Serna, San Francisco de Asis del Oro, 
November 25, 1804, "Resultad de lo que comprehene la subdelegacion 
del Real de San Yldefonso de la Sieneguilla, su Jurisdicion en las 
Provincias de Sonora y Sinaloa," AF 37/822. 

31. Del Rio, "Pretexto de los Placeres," p. 176. 

32. Ms. Pedro de la Serna, "Resultad de lo que comprehende 
. . . ," AF 37/822. 

33. Ms. Jose Maria Paz y Goicochea to Francisco Reusot, 
Cieneguilla, November 13, 1803, AGEMS. 

34. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers, p. 203. 
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Ten years later, in 1816, the population was lower, but the 

mines continued to attract large numbers of people. An 1816 census 

recorded a total of 838 full time residents of the curacy of Ciene-
/ 

guilla, including the Real de San Francisco de Asis; identified as 253 

"Spaniards," 288 "castas," and 297 "Yaquis and Nijoras." A note at 

the end of the census, however, states that the population of the 

mines reached 2,000 in the cooler seasons. 

Whereas the pattern of seasonal work at Cieneguilla continued, 

social and demographic conditions had apparently changed among the full 

time residents of the mines. The average family had a size of 5.3,35 

and children roughly between the ages of one and ten made up some 23% 

of the total population."^ A further indication of the stability of 

social relations was the large percentage (38%) of married men and 

women in the community. 

35. The breakdown on the average family size is as follows: 

Group Fami 1 i es Population A.F.S. 
Spaniards 57 253 574 
Castas • 52 288 5.5 
Yaquis and Nijoras 60 297 5^0 

A possible explanation for the lower average family size among the 
Yaqui and Nijora population is a high mortality from the 1816 smallpox 
epidemic. The Yaqui-Nijora population suffered the highest mortality -
213 deaths in 1816 and an excess of 134 deaths over baptisms, as 
against 48 deaths and 37 baptisms for the Spaniards and Castas. 

36. The total number of ninos an^l ninas was 196; 49 of Span
iards, 72 of castas, and 75 Yaquis and Nijoras. 

37. Ms. Francisco Xavier Vasquez, San Francisco de Asis, July 
29, 1817, "Patron de esta curato Rl. de S. Yldefonso de la Ciene
guilla." AGEMS. 
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In the following decades the Cieneguilla mines continued to 

operate, but gradually declined in population and productivity. In 

1822, 1,589 people lived there, but by 1850 the town lay abandoned.^ 

Cieneguilla as a community succumbed less to the failure of the mines 

than to the opening of the mines elsewhere. People left Cieneguilla 

and nearby communities to work in the Quitovac and other placers in 

the Papagueria in the 1830's and 1840's, and went to the Alta 

California "bonanza" after 1848; leaving the remaining population 

increasingly exposed to raids by Apaches and Seris from Tiburon 

Island.Two final attacks in 1849 led to the final abandonment 

of Cieneguilla, identified at that time as a "poblacion," which 

implied a small community. In June, a band of forty well-armed 

Americans, most likely 49ers on their way to California, sacked 

the curate's house, and in September it was wrecked by a particularly 

destructive Apache i n c u r s i o n . ^  

Cieneguilla was the most important mining community in the 

PimerTa Alta, but others existed. In the 1770's, silver mines 

operated near Arivaca, the former visita of Guevavi mission, and in 

38. Cynthia Radding, "Las Estructuras Socio-Economicas de las 
Misiones de la Pimeria Alta," Noroeste de Mexico 3 (1979), table 
following page 80. 

39. Ms. Francisco Xavier Vasquez to La'zaro de la Garza, 
Cieneguilla, May 31, 1845, AGEMS; and Lorenzo Vasquez to Lazaro de 
la Garza, Guadalupe de Altar, March 23, AGEMS. 

40. Ms. Jose^de Aguilar toJ.azaro de la Garza, Ures, June 9, 
1849, AGEMS; and Francisco Xavier Vasquez to Lazaro de la Garza, 
Cavorca, November 15, 1849, AGEMS. 
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the Santa Rita Mountains east of Tubac. Miners worked gold placers 

at Babocomari near the headwaters of the Altar River.^ In 1814, 

Yaquis worked a gold mine at the site of the abandoned Guevavi 

• • 42 mission. 

In sharp contrast to the rich Sonora mining industry, only 

two minor silver mines operated in southern Baja California. More

over, the two mines in no way matched the productivity and meteoric 

rise and decline of the Cieneguilla mining district. In fact, 

within some twenty years of their establishment royal officials 

considered the mines exhausted, and the crown purchased an interest 

in them from the retired soldier who had founded the mines. 
/ 

Manuel Ocio, retired from the Loreto presidio company, 

engaged in the sale of pearls in the 1740's, and in 1748 established 

a mining camp at Santa Ana, located some twelve leagues from Todos 

Santos.^ Eight years later one Gaspar Pi son opened mines at San 

Antonio at a site some three leagues from Santa Ana.^ 
/ 

The mines caused problems for the Jesuits. Ocio brought 

laborers from Sinaloa, but made no provision for obtaining adequate 

food supplies for the miners. Some supplies did come from Sinaloa 

41. McCarty, Desert Documentary, Pp. 32-33. 

42. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers, p. 239. 

43. Del Barco, Historia Cronica, p. 319; and Engstrand, 
Royal Officer, p. 29, n. 28. 

44. Ibid. 
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by boat, but the miners generally depended on the generosity of the 

missionaries at Santiago and Todos Santos.^ Viceroy Revillagigedo 

(1746-1755) prohibited the use of mission Indians as laborers in the 

mines, yet numbers of Pericues found Santa Ana and San Antonio 

attractive alternatives to continued mission life.46 Furthermore, 

the missionaries had to minister to the spiritual care of the miners. 

Ocio secured a secular priest from Guadalajara for the mines, but 

made no attempt to replace the priest when he left several years 

later.^ 

The mines posed two basic problems for the Jesuits. Settle

ment in the peninsula outside of their control broke their-monopoly 

in Baja California, and they complained of the bad example the 

miners set for the Indians. Secondly, ranches and farms did not 

exist to supply food for the miners, so they depended on supplies 

from Sinaloa or the missions. The Jesuits charged that the Indians 

suffered from hunger because of shortages resulting from the 

supplying of the miners. 

The Jesuit expulsion and the arrival of Jose de Galvez in 

the peninsula brought about a radical transformation in the status 

of the mines. Prior to 1768 Ocio had dominated the mining camps, 

45. Del Barco, Historia Cronica, p. 320; and Engelhardt, 
Missions and Missionaries, Pp. 296-297. 

46. Del Barco, Historia Cronica, p. 326. 

47. Ibid, p. 319. 
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but Galvez purchased the mines from the crown.Joaquin Velazquez de 
• • 

Leon described Ocio's patron relationship with the miners. "The rest 

of the inhabitants of the south," he wrote, 

are squatter^ from the other shore, for the most part inden
tured by Ocio, and number four hundred individuals - men, 
women, and children of all kinds. These people live here 
since they cannot do otherwise and, at our arrival, Ocio had 
them like some captives of Algeria .... He [Ocio] has 
also made a monopoly of all the past, present, and future 
mines so that none of the poor people who work here can work 
any mine except if Ocio gives them permission, and when they 
do it well they give him all the metal for firing, because 
only he has a smelter . . .1 

Despite investment of royal funds, however, the situation in 

the mines deteriorated. As one reform Galvez ordered Santa Ana and 

San Antonio combined into one mining district, and established a 

small community with storage facilities at Bahia Pichilingues near 

La Paz.50 As time proved, the expenditure of funds was made in vain. 

In the early 1770's the mines were considered exhausted and by 1774 

the crown had realized no profit nor received any quinto payments.5^ 

Numbers of people continued to live in the Santa Ana district 

for the remainder of the colonial period, but they probably engaged 

in ranching and farming. The trend was towards a gradual increase in 

the population in the 1780's and 1790*s, although the census takers 

generally lumped the Santa Ana district in with Todos Santos mission. 

48. Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries, p. 467. 

49. Engstrand, Pp. 53-54. 

50. Ibid., Pp. 31 and 56-57. 

51. Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries. Pp. 556, 589. 
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In 1786, 464 people lived in the Real de Santa Ana. By 1804, the 

population at Santa Ana and Todos Santos totaled 703 settlers and 

seventy-nine Indians. 

Table 4.1 The Population of Settlers in the Real de Santa Ana In 
Selected Years**2 

1786* 1790 1798 1800 1802 1804 

Real de Santa Ana 464 501 353 

Santa Ana and Todos 
Santos 504 703 703 

*May have included Indians as well. 

The mining camps established in the Pimeria Alta were generally 

communities which attracted large numbers of people for short periods 

of time; but then declined once the miners had exhausted the easily 

exploited veins or placers, or new opportunities opened elsewhere. 

This in turn contributed to an instability in the settler population 

in the region, but also sparked the development of a support industry 

geared to supplying the miners with food and leather products used in 

mining. Settlers established ranches and farms to supply the mines, 

52. Figure for 1786 from Ms. Jos^ Joaquin de Arrillaga, 
Loreto, March 26, 1787, "Estado que Manifiesta^en numero de vasallos 
y Avitantes que tiene el Rey en esta Jurisdicion," BLUC; for 1790 from 
Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries, p. 589; for 1798 from Ms. Anonymous, 
No Date, "Estado que manifiesta el numero dejfndios y Gente de Razon 
existentes en dicha Jurisdicion segu el Padron de fin de '98," 
California State Library, Sacramento; for 1800 from Ms. Vincente Belda, 
January 28, 1801, "Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo en dicha Provincia, sus progresos en los Anos de 1799 y 
1800," AGN, Provincias Internas 19; for 1802 from Ms. Rafael Arvina, 
May 6, 1803, "Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo en dicha provincia, sus progresos en los anos de 1801 y 
1802," AGN, Misiones 3; and for 1804 from Ms. Miguel Gal lego, O.P., 
January 1, 1805, "Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo en dicha Provincia: sus progresos en los anos de 1804 
y 1804," AGN, Misiones 2. 
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and the missions found a ready outlet for any agricultural surpluses. 

The mines in Baja California, on the other hand, were short

lived, and the crown purchased a white elephant when it bought out 

Ocio. The two communities, however, served as a nucleus for non-

Indian settlement in the peninsula. Galvez' distribution of land 

beginning in 1768 probably arose from the need to supply the nearby 

mines. The mines failed to prosper, but the settlers remained. 

Next we will examine ranching and farming communities. 
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Ranching and Farming Communities 

Settlers probably first established ranches and farms in the 

Pimeria Alta to supply the mines in the northern Opateria, and then 

found a market in the mines established in the Altar Valley in the 

1730's. One of the earliest centers of non-Indian settlement in the 

Pimeria Alta was the section of the Santa Cruz River located between 

Guevavi and Soamca missions, and also known as the San Luis Valley. 

Settlers established several cattle ranches, and relied, in part, 

on Yaqui and Opata workers.^ In May of 1738, for example, Ignacio 

Keller, S.J., buried Diego Romero who died in his house at Santa 

Barbara. Romero had served as Godfather to Indians baptized at 

Soamca mission as early as 1732.^ 

Some settlers simply squatted, but at least one estate had 

legal title to its land. The hacienda de labor of Santa Barbara, 

containing two labores located on both sides of the Santa Cruz River, 

was sold twice in the 1750's.5^ 

Haciendas continued to exist in the San Luis Valley in the 

mid 1760's, and the population of Santa Barbara and Buenaventura 

53. Kieran McCarty, "Franciscan Beginnings on the Arizona-
Sonora Desert, 1767-1770," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Catholic 
University of America, 1973. 

54. Ms. Santa Maria Soamca Baptismal and Burial Registers, 
CPA. 

55. Ms. Gabriel Antonio de Vildosola, Santa Rosa de Corode-
guachi, October 28, 1756, Special Collections, University of Arizona 
Library (hereinafter cited as SCUA). 
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totaled 154 in 1763.^6 After 1764, however, the vecinos abandoned 

the region because of increased Apache raiding. The removal of the 

Sobaipuri Pima from the San Pedro Valley facilitated Apache penetration 

into the Santa Cruz Valley, and the tempo of raiding increased. In 

1764, the settlers living in the San Luis Valley successfully 

petitioned Tubac presidio commander Juan Bautista de Anza for 

permission to evacuate the area.57 Writing about 1764, Jesuit 

missionary Juan Nentvig noted that "The Santa Barbara, Buenavista, 

and San Luis Ranches . . . are deserted."58 

A second area of ranching and farming settlement was within 

the jurisdiction of San Ignacio de Caborica mission on the Magdalena 

River: the villages of Santa Ana, San Lorenzo, Ymuris, and Terrenate. 

The earliest of the settlements were Santa Ana and San Lorenzo which 

existed by 1739 and 1740 respectively, and perhaps in the 17201s.59 

y / / 

56. Pedro Tamaron y Romeral, Demostracion Del Vastisimo 
Obi spado De La Nueva Vizcaya (Mexico, D.F., 1937), p. 30?^ 

57. Dobyns, Spanish Colonial Tucson, Pp. 17, 22. 

58. Nentvig, Rudo Ensayo, p. 126. 

59. Ms. San Ignacio de,Caborica Baptismal Register, CPA; and 
Cynthia Redding, "La acunujlacion originaria de capital arario en 
Sonora: la comunidad indigena y la hacienda en Pimeria Alta y Opateria, 
1768-1868," Noroeste de Mexico No. 5. (1981), p. 24. 
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/ 

Ymuris, a former Pima settlement, was depopulated of Indians in the 

1790's, and Terrenate had been settled by 1801, if not before. 

Settlers supported themselves by producing surpluses for sale 

in both the mines and presidios. One document, for example, states 

that Terrenate presidio received supplies of corn, wheat, beans, 

and chickpeas from two missions, San Ignacio and Cocospera, and the 

village of Santa Ana.^ 

The population of Santa Ana remained low in the eighteenth, 

but then increased in the nineteenth century. The population growth 

probably was in response to the "pacification" or establishment of 

a semblance of peace with the various Apache groups in the 1790's, 

and an expansion in mining activity after 1800. 

Franciscan missionary Josef Perez prepared the first complete 

census of the Magdalena River villages in 1801, and identified each 

person's ethnicity, age and family relationship. The largest group 

at all four villages were the mulattoes, a total of 260 people, and 

fifty-two people claimed to be "Spaniards" or more probably Creoles. 

A number of Indians had also settled in the communities; Yumas, 

Opatas, Yaquis and Papagos. 

60. In the 1801 census of^San Ignacio mission and its visitas, 
Franciscan Josef Perez noted that Ymuris had been depopulated of 
Indians. Ms. Josef Perez, O.F.M., San Ignacio, December 31, 1801, 
"Padrqp de los Naturales . . . ," AGEMS. The 1797 report does not 
list Ymuris as an Indian village, so it was depopulated prior to 1797. 
Ms. Francisco Yturralde, O.F.M., "Visita de las Misiones . . . ," 
Franciscan Archive, Rome. 

61. Teodoro de Croix, Arizpe, December 23, 1780, "Review of 
the Report by Adjutant inspector Roque de Medina on Santa Cruz Presi
dio," AGI, Audiencia de Guadalajara 272. Courtesy of Mardith Schuetz. 
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Table 4.2 Population of the Magdalena River Communities by Identified 
Ethnic Group in 1801 

Village European Spaniard Mulatto Yaqui Yuma Opata Papaqo 

Santa Ana 1 16 88 4 2 

San Lorenzo 6 40 2 11 

Ymuris 30 65 5 

Terrenate 67 

Total 1 52 260 9 4 1 ]_ 

Ethnic identification, however, should be handled with care. 

A priest's judgment was subjective, and an individual or family could 

be stigmatized by being identified as a casta or Indian in a census. 

Perez, for example, was somewhat inconsistent in the 1801 census. He 

identified all of the inhabitants of Terrenate as mulattos, yet saw 

Spaniards, mulattos and Indians at Santa Ana, Ymuris and San Lorenzo. 

The mission censuses prepared after 1800 contain the population 

of settlers in the jurisdiction of San Ignacio mission, which included 

not only Santa Ana, Terrenate, San Lorenzo, and Ymuris, but those 

settlers living in the mission pueblos. The documents, however, give 

only a total population figure for the entire district, and do not 

break it down by village. From a total of 306 in 1801, the population 

of settlers increased by 79% to 1,471 in 1820. 



Table 4.3 

Pueblo 

Settler Population of the San Ignacio District, 1801-1820^ 

1801 1802 1804 1806 1813 1818 1819 1820 

Santa Ana 105 

San Lorenzo 46 

Terrenate 47 

Ymuri s 95 

San Ignacio 44 

Magdalena 8 

408 512 609 1300 1470 1471 

62. The 1801 figures are ̂ rom Ms. Josef Perez, O.F.M., San 
Ignacio, December 31, 1801, "Padrofi de los Naturales . . . , "AGEMS; 
for 1802 from Ms. Francisco Mayano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, May 18, 1803, 
"Informe de las Misiones que los Religiosos del Colegio de la Santa 
Cruz de Queretaro . . . AGI, Audiencia de Mexico 2736; for 1804 
from Ms. Francisco Mayano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, February 5, 1805, "Informe 
de las misones que los religiosos del Colegio de la Santa Cruz de 
Querelaro . . . , " AGI, Audiencia de Mexico 2736; for 1806 from Ms. 
Francisco Moyano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, January 5, 1807, "Noticia de las 
Misipnes que ocupan lc^s Religiosos del Colegio de la Santa Cruz de 
Quertaro de la Pimeria Alta en dha Provincia, sus progreses en los 
anos be 1805 y 1806 . . Af 37/829, Mexico, D.F.; for 1813 from 
Ms. Francisco Moyano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, January 3, 1814, "Padrones 
de las Misiones de la Pimeria Alta en la Provincia de Sonora, con 
distincion de castas, estados, sexos, edades, hecho en diciembre del 
ano de 1813," BLUC; for 1818 from Ms. Jose Perez, O.F.M., Oquitoa, 
December 3J, 1818, "Estado Espiritual y Temporal de las Misiones de 
la Pipieria Alta," AGN, Misiones 13; for 1819 from Ms. Faustino 
Gonzalez, O.F.M., Cavorca, January 4.J.820, "Estado Espiritual y 
Temporal de las Misiones dePimeria'Alta," AGN Misiones 3; and for 
1820 from Ms. Faustino Gonzalez, O.F.M., Cavorca, January 4, 1821, 
"Estado de las Misiones de la Pimeria'Alta," AGEMS. 
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The San Ignacio district was one of the heaviest settled areas 

of the Pimeria Alta at the time of independence. An 1818 census noted 

that the mission "has in its charge 5 villages of settlers [and] 3 

ranches in the space of 17 leagues. The names of two of the ranches 

survive in the extant baptismal registers, Santa Marta, and Las 

Restritas.64 

Land tenure in the eighteenth century was somewhat important, 

but not necessarily critical. As we have noted, some hacendados 

had legal title to their land, but the bulk of the settlers squatted 

on the land they used. Moreover, as long as the settler population 

remained relatively small there was no major problem with the 

missions over land. With the continued Indian population decline 

and the growth in the number of vecinos in the region in the early 

nineteenth century, however, land tenure became a point of conflict. 

To acquire land settlers could file a denuncia against 

" u nused" lands, and claim them in their own names.Mission Indians 

might have a claim by right of prior use, but with reduced numbers 

were unable to exploit such lands. The situation was ripe, then, for 

a conflict over land, and the first instance of attempted denuncia 

63. Ms. Jose Perez, O.F.M., Oquitoa, December 31, 1818, 
"Estado Espiritual . . . ," AGN Misiones 13. 

64. Ms. Santa Maria^ Magdalena Baptismal Register, CPA. 

65. Cynthia Redding, "La acumulacion originaria de capital 
agraria en Sonora," p. 28. 
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occurred in the San Ignacio district. Settlers laid claim to "vacant" 

lands at Ymuris, but San Ignacio missionary Josef Perez defended the 

lands by arguing that five Indian families continued to live at the 

village and that at least one Indian had planted crops there. Perez 

further stated that the mission had grazing lands near Ymuris.^ 

A second missionary took steps in 1806 and 1807 to prevent 

any future denuncias against mission lands. Tumacacori missionary 
/ 

Narciso Gutierrez had Indian officials of his mission petition for 

the granting and surveying of a fundo legal of 5,770 acres and an 

estancia, and lay claim to lands purchased by the Jesuits prior to 

1767.67 

In contrast to the Pimeria Alta, few ranches and farms 

existed in Baja California prior to mission secularization in the 

18201s and 1830's, and the few that had been established belonged 

to soldiers and retired soldiers. Soldiers and settlers generally 

acquired land through grant, not capital investment, and in some 

cases the government gave lands from suppressed missions to individuals 

of small groups in a form of stewardship. It was not until the 

government secularized the missions that a large amount of land became 

available for ranches and farms. 

66. Ibid., p. 34. 

67. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers and Reformers, Pp. 206-208. 
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In 1768 and 1794 the government ordered several missions 

depopulated, and granted the land in a stewardship. In 1768, Felipe 

Romero received the lands of San Luis Gonzaga mission with the 

stipulation that he maintain a way station for travelers.*58 

Similarly, when the governor closed Guadalupe in 1795 Luis Aguilar 

and several other families obtained lands with the provision that 

they maintain the ex-mission church. In 1857, eleven heads of 

household operated ranches at ex-Guadalupe mission. 

The southern Cape was one region in the peninsula with 

sufficient water and arable land to successfully practice agriculture. 

The missionaries there, for example, had the Indians produce both 

sugar and rice.70 By the time of the Jesuit expulsion, however, few 

Indians remained in the region, and in 1768 Galvez embarked on a 

colonization scheme which involved the distribution of land to 

settlers who in turn could supply the nearby mines with food. 

Galvez also ordered the missions repopulated with Indians from less 

productive villages.^ 

68. Engelhardt, Missions and Missionaries, vol. 1, p. 350. 

69. Ibid., Pp. 575-576; and Aschmann, "Central Desert," p 213. 
• 

70. At Todos Santos, for example, Visitador Ignacio Lizasoain 
reported in 1762 "that [the mission] hgs its good sugar mill and 
planting lands." Ms. Ignacio Lizasoain, "Noticia . . . y In the 
1790's agricultural production at Todos Santos and San Jose del Cabo 
included aguaardiente and panocha, both made from sugar, and rice. 
Ms. "Mission Statistics," BLUC. 

71. David Pinera Ramirez, "The Beginning of Secular Coloni
zation in Baja California," The Journal of San Diego History 23:1 
(Winter, 1977), Pp. 80-88. 
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• 
Between 1768 and 1770, Galvez and others made fourteen grants 

in the Cape, six in the Todos Santos district, two around Santiago 
/• 

mission, and three each at San Jose del Cabo and the San Antonio 

mining district. Five soldiers received land, one recipient worked 

as the mayordomo at Todos Santos, two were Indians, and the 

profession of five was not specified. Of fourteen grants, four 

recipients had previously used the land.72 

The men who received the grants were generally long time 

residents in the peninsula, and at least five had a connection with 

the military. Within the group, however, were two interesting 

characters. Ignacio Harris, the son of an Englishman and Indian 

woman, worked as a mayordome at Todos Santos, and the Filipino 

Guillermo Chino may have come to the peninsula on the Nao de 

Filipinas and jumped ship.73 

The Cape continued as the center of non-Indian settlement in 

the peninsula for the last decades of the eighteenth century and 

the first years of the nineteenth. Counting the Real de Santa Ana, 

632 settlers lived in southern Baja California in 1800 out of a 

total of 1,165 people. Four years later it had increased to 980 in 

the Cape and 1 ,548 in the peninsula.^ 

72. Ibid. 

73. Ibid. 

74. Ms. Vicente Belda, O.P., "Noticia de las Misiones," 
A6N, Provincias Internas 19. 
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In Baja California limited land and a smaller market retarded 

growth of the settler population, and, with the exception of the 

southern section of the peninsula, it was not until mission secular

ization that the government distributed quantities of land and 

confirmed titles. Moreover, most ranches in the peninsula probably 

operated on a smaller scale than in the Pimeria Alta, and involved 

less capital investment. 

Presidios As Centers Of Settlement 

In the course of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries the Spanish government provided for the defense of the 

Pimeria Alta by establishing three presidios, which the government 

relocated following enactment of military reform legislation in 

1772; Terrenate (1743), Altar (1752), and Tubac (1753). As one 

aspect of the reform the government ordered the relocation of Tubac 

presidio to Tucson c. 1776, and Terrenate occupied several sites 

after 1772.75 People settled at the presidios for two reasons; to 

seek protection from hostile Indians, and to find a ready market for 

agricultural surpluses.76 The settlers living at Tucson, for example, 

reportedly supported themselves in the 1790's by selling food to the 

75. For a general history of the development of the presidio 
system see Max Moorhead, The Presidio Bastion of the Borderlands 
(Norman, 1975); and for presidios in the PimerTa ffTta, Kessell, Mission 
of Sorrows; Kessell, Friars, Soldiers and Reformers; and Dobyns, 
Spanish Colonial Tucson. 

76. Moorhead, The Presidio, p. 222. 
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soldiers.77 The initial nucleus of settlement came from the families 

of soldiers stationed at the presidios. 

The government generally encouraged settlement at the 

presidios, and it hoped that the garrisons could eventually be 

suppressed or relocated and defense responsibilities left to retired 
/ 

soldiers and settlers organized into militia companies. Jose Marin, 

for example, proposed the closing of the presidios located in Nueva 

Vizcaya in the late seventeenth century with the provision that 

militia companies assume local defense.The 1772 reglamento 

stipulated that settlers living at the presidios that were to be 

relocated receive house lots and arable lands, and in Sonora the 

government was to sell arms at cost and provide Opata workers free 

of cost.80 Following the removal of the presidio company from Tubac 

in the mid 1770's, the settlers remained and formed a militia 

company bolstered by a detachment of twelve to fourteen soldiers from 

Tucson.81 In 1787, the government stationed a company of Pima 

soldiers at Tubac, and attempted to strengthen the position by 

attracting settlers with offers of land.82 

77. Ms. Pedro de Arriquibar, Tucson, August 6, 1796, SCUA. 

78. Moorhead, The Presidio, p. 222. 

79. Ibid., Pp. 222-223. 

80. Ibid., p. 225. 

81. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers and Reformers, Pp. 128,132-133. 

82. Ibid., p. 163. 
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The question of how many people lived at a given presidio 

at any point in time is difficult to answer. There are few extant 

censuses of the presidios, and some documents only give an indication 

of population size. A series of reports from the late 1760's report 

on the size of the militia companies formed at the three presidios 
* * 

in the Pimeria Alta. Bernardo de Urrea at Altar and Elias Gonsales 

at Terrenate listed thirty-eight and forty-three men respectively 

capable of bearing arms; and De Anza of Tubac provided enough 

information to calculate the settler population at 178 plus twenty-

seven servants, fifteen of whom were married.*^ other complete 

censuses, which are listed in the following table, indicate a 

growing population at the presidios in the eighteenth century.84 

83. Ms. Bernardo de Urrea, Altar, March 21, 1767, "Padron de 
el vezindario que^existe^oy en esta Real Prez " AF 33/905; 
Ms. Francisco Elias Gonzalez, Terrenate, April 6, 1767, "Padron 
yndibidual del vesindario de este dho Presidio," AF 33/905; and Ms. 
Juan Baptista de Anza, Tubac, April 2, 1767, "Padron que forma para 
la quenta del Becindaria que existe en este Real Presidio de San 
Ygnacio de Tubac . . . AF 33/905. 

84. Troop strengths at the Sonora Presidios varied in the 
18th and early 19th centuries, as demonstrated in the following 
table: 

Presidio 1766 1774 1779 1785 1796 1817 

Tubac 50 
Tucson 84 68 105 92 
Altar 51 78* 90 
Terrenate 51 

* including ten scouts. 



Table 4.4 Settler Population of the Pimeria Alta Presidios in 
Selected Years 

Presidio 1764a 1766b 1774c 1779 1796/1797 1822d 

Terrenate 411 115 

Altar 285 92(f) 800 2645 

Tubac 421 178 

Tucson 395 
aT includes the soldiers and their families. 
b. plus 27 servants, 15 of whom were married, but excluding the 

soldiers and their families. 
c. includes the families of 10 soldiers. 
d. population of the Altar district. 

One set of documents from the mid 1770*s provides us with a 

good geographical look at a presidio community, and an idea of the 

composition of the population: ethnicity, place of origin, occupation, 

and relative wealth. The Terrenate garrison totaled fifty-one 

officers and men in 1774, and the population of settlers living at 

the presidio was 115.85 

The bulk of the soldiers stationed at Terrenate in 1774 came 

from communities in Sonora. Sixteen (32%) were natives of the 

presidios of Fronteras and Terrenate, and Janos presidio in Chihuahua. 

Others came from mining camps, San Juan Bautista and the Real de la 

Campana being two, or from haciendas and ranches in Sonora. Of 

those soldiers who originated outside of Sonora, at least two (4%) 

85. Ms. Bonilla, "Revista." 
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were from Sinaloa, and four (8%) from Chihuahua (Nueva Vizcaya). 

The presidio company, therefore, was recruited from Sonora or 

surrounding provinces, and some 1/3 from established presidios.86 

As noted above, the population of settlers at Terrenate 

totaled 115 in twenty-four families. The data provided in the report 

focuses on the vecinos, the heads of household. Ten of the twenty-

seven vecinos served in the presidio garrison, six identified them

selves as laborers-farmers, four worked as day 1aborers-jornaleros, 

one was a carpenter, one a tailor, and two were itenerant merchants-

viandantes. Antonio Bonilla identified the ethnicity of the vecinos. 

Six claimed to be Spaniards, although few Spaniards and Creoles 

probably reached the northern Sonora frontier, two Indians lived at 

the presidio - one from Fronteras presidio and the second from Central 

Mexico, one Negro, three mulattoes, one mestizo, one lobo, and thir

teen coyotes. As was the case with the soldiers, most of the vecinos 

were native Sonorans, some 22 (81%) of the total. Two came from 

Nueva Vizcaya, one was a native of Sinaloa, one Central Mexican 

Indian and a seventy-eight year old Negro identified himself as a 

87 
native of Goa, possibly the Portuguese settlement in India. 

86. Ms. "Estado de los Soldados de esta comparria con distin-
cion de Nombres, edad, patria, robusto, calidad, y circumstancias de 
cada uno," from Bonilla, "Revista." 

87. Ms. Antonio Bonilla, Terrenate, June 4, 177.4, "Estado 
General Del Vecindario Del Presidio de S. Felipe de Jesus de Guevavi 
ajias Terrenate empadronado y revistado por mi el Capitan de ^nfanter-
ia Ayudante Inspector de los Presidios internos de Nueva Esparia Don 
Antonio Bonilla," from Bonilla, "Revista." 
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Bonilla recorded data from which the relative wealth of the 

vecinos can be calculated, based upon three categories; the number of 

houses, land, and livestock. The settlers owned twenty-two houses 

and twenty labores (farming plots), but very few animals; fifty-

two horses, three mules, thirteen oxen, six cows, six burros, 

twenty sheep, and five pigs. The coyote Juan Christoval Lizondo 

was perhaps the wealthiest vecino, owning one house, one "pedazo 

de tierra," three horses, four oxen, three cows and twenty sheep. 

The military obligation of the settlers is indicated by a listing 

of the arms each one possessed.®® 

Bonilla wrote a description of the presidio which clearly 

defines settlement patterns. The presidio proper, identified as 

the "upper barrio" or ward, occupied a small hill of whitish stone 

named the Cerro de San Mateo. Major buildings in the "upper barrio" 

included the captain's house, the small chapel which occupied the 

entrance hall of the captain's house, and the guardhouse. 

At the foot of the hill was the "lower barrio," with "houses 

and shacks [located] without proper order of streets." Planting 

fields surrounded the hill, and settlers depended on water drawn 

from the Terrenate River for irrigation. "Thus the soldiers like 

the settlers," Bonilla wrote, 

have in the proximity of the Presidio their pieces of 
land on which they plant corn, and some vegetables, 
and the second [named group] also works fertile lands 
washed by the Las Nutrias River about one and a half 

88. Ibid. 
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leagues distant from Terrenate. On the lower slope of 
the Cerro de San Mateo there was a marsh injurious to 
the health, since it caused watery tertial illnesses 
[possibly malaria] every year, but Captain Don Joseph 
Antonio Vildosola obligated the troops and settlers to 
open a ditch draining the pestilential water from said 
marsh with which they removed that harm, and obtained 
the increase [of land with] a good piece of planting 
land, and this was divided between two widows and a 
soldier.89 

Settlers found security from Indian attack at the presidios, 

and a ready market for agricultural surpluses. The families of 

soldiers formed the nucleus of the settlement, but others came on 

an individual basis or with government encouragement. The pattern 

observed at Terrenate seems to indicate that most of the soldiers 

and settlers came to the presidios from Sonora, or neighboring 

provinces. 

In the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

the Jesuits and the Viceregal government established two presidios 

in Baja California: Loreto (1697) and San Jose del Cabo (1736). 

Furthermore, a squad of some seventeen to thirty-one soldiers served 

in the escolta of the Dominican missions in the northern part of 

the peninsula.^ 

89. Ibid. 

90. Dunne, Black Robes In Lower California, Pp. 41, 297. 
Following the 1734 uprising the Viceregal government authorized the 
establishment of a thirty man garrison at San Jose''del Cabo, but 
twenty soldiers served at La Paz and Santiago missions. At the same 
time the Loreto garrison increased to thirty, but most were assigned 
to the individual mission as escoltas or escorts. 

91. Meigs, Dominican Mission Frontier, p. 81. 
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Of the two presidios only Loreto had a large settler popula

tion, the families and descendants of soldiers, and later farmers and 

ranchers. In an 1806 report California governor Jose Joaquin de 

Arrillaga attributed population growth at Loreto to the commander's 

decision to allow settlers to live at the presidio. According to the 

report the population more than doubled from some 300 to 650, and the 

settlers established six new ranches and three orchards. Although 

Arrillaga's numbers don't match census figures, a major pattern is 
• 

clear. As was the case in the Pimeria Alta, settlers found a ready 
go 

market for agricultural surpluses at the presidios. 

As was the situation in the Cape region, the non-Indian 

population gradually grew at Loreto over the course of the eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries. Reporting in 1700, Salvatierra 

recorded a population of seventy Christians living at the struggling 

community, including a handful of Spaniards, several mulattoes, 

ten Indian warriors from Sinaloa, and five "Philippinos Pampangos."^3 

Sixty-two years later the population of Loreto presidio totaled 

274 in fifty-two families, and over the next forty years the numbers 

increased by 40% to 456.®^ 

92. Ms. Jose Joaquin de ArriVlaga, Monterey, July 18, 1806. 
In Ms. "Ano de 1803 Californias. Jose Marcelino Bravo y otros pobla-
dores de la Villa de Branciforte sobre mudarse al sitio de los 
corralitos distante 6 leguas de esta," AGN Jesuitas 1. 

93. Ms. Venegas, "Empressas Apostolicas," paragraph 565, page 
179. 

94. Ms. Lizasoai'n, "Noticia de la Visita General . . . ." 
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In Baja California fewer people settled at Loreto presidio, 

but did so for economic reasons. No threat of Indian raiding forced 

them to seek protection under the presidio walls, but they saw a 

chance to sell agricultural surpluses. Isolated from the mainland, 

the peninsula experienced little inter-tribal warfare, but at the 

same time attracted few settlers. In contrast to the Pimeria Alta, 

the settlers in Baja California did not have to fear death at the 

hands of hostile Indians, but found opportunities to acquire land 

limited by the mission monopoly over the best lands. Furthermore, 

many settlers in the peninsula were retired soldiers and their 

descendants, and as such life around the presidio possibly had an 

added attraction. 

Settlement in the Missions 

Settlement in mission villages was a development which 

appeared fairly late in the Pimeria Alta, and never involved large 

numbers of people. The Jesuits maintained a tight enough control 

over the villages to exclude vecinos-Spanish law forbade the settle

ment of gente de razon in Indian villages, although, as with much 

Spanish legislation, it was not always followed. It was only after 

the Jesuit expulsion in 1767 that settlement in the mission villages 

became a viable option for the non-Indian population of northern 

Sonora. 

The Bourbon reforms of the eighteenth century not only 

attempted to bring the colonies under tighter crown control, but 
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sought to integrate the Indian populations of the frontier provinces 

into the colonial society and economy. The implication for Sonora 

was the increased use of mission Indians in the mines, haciendas, 

and farms operated by the settlers, and the division of Indian lands 

among the non-Indian population. Numbers of Indians, especially 

Yaquis, already worked in the mines, but the success of the 

regional economy, many felt, depended upon the availablity of 

abundant Indian labor.95 

/ 

In 1750, visitador Jose Antonio Rodriguez Gallardo proposed 

that Spaniards and castas be allowed to settle in the missions. The 

rationale behind Rodriguez Gallardo's proposal was to break the 

isolation of the Indians under the Jesuit system, and "civilize" 

them by bringing them into closer contact with the gente de razon. 

Once prepared for life outside of the missions, the Indians could 

pay tribute to the crown.9® 

It was only in the late 17601s and early 1770's, however, 

that the government instituted change. The Quereteran Franciscans 

who replaced the exiled Jesuits in northern Sonora received 

instructions from their superiors to allow Indians to trade with the 

gente de razrin, or live among them,9? Buenavista presidio commander 

95. Evelyn Hu-DeHart, Missionaries, Miners and Indians, 
Pp. 5, 50. 

96. Ibid., Pp. 88-89. 

97. Kieran McCarty, O.F.M., A Spanish Frontier in the Enlight
ened Age, Franciscan Beginnings in Sonora ariiTArizona, 1767-177UT 
(Washington, D.C., 1981), p. 12. 
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Lorenzo Cancio advocated a program of settlement and inter-marriage 

of Spaniards and castas with the Yaqui of Southern Sonora, and the 
QO 

distribution of land and water rights as inducements. The King's 

visitor general Jose de Galvez decreed the distribution of mission 

lands to the Indians and Spaniards on June 23, 1769, and stipulated 

99 that the Indians pay tribute. 

Sonora governor Francisco Crespo, in writing to Viceroy 

Antonio Bucareli, further advocated the distribution of land among 

Indians and settlers, and the assignment of communal lands for the 

support of the priests and the repair of the churches. Crespo claimed 

that the decadence of the missions resulted from the Jesuits' 

opposition to settlement of gente de razon in the missions, and the 

Indian population would disappear if settlers continued to be barred 

from the missions. The ultimate beneficiaries of Crespo's plan 

would be the Indians, who would learn "greater subordination to their 

respective superiors, [and] much increase in all good discipline in 

place of leaving the Indians to be ministers of their depraved 

ideas J^ 

Whereas the population of settlers living in the missions 

remained relatively low, there was an observable increase in the 

numbers in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The 

98. Hu-DeHart, Missionaries, Miners, and Indians, Pp. 94-95. 

99. Ibid., p. 98. 

100. Ms. Francisco Crespo to Antonio Maria Bucareli, 
Horcasitas, February 20, 1776, AGN, Provincias Internas 246. 
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difficulty, however, is trying to distinguish between those people 

who occupied farms and ranches in the mission jurisdiction, as was 

the case of San Ignacio mission, or actually lived in the mission 

village. Short term fluctuations at some missions may have resulted 

from the methods used in recording the population, or may have 

reflected an influx of people to a mission to participate in a major 

construction project.' In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries a number of Franciscans in the Pimeria Alta undertook 

church renovations or construction projects. In 1803, for example, 

Fr. Narciso Gutierrez organized the construction of a church at 

Tumacacori, but suspended work because of a shortage of funds. 

Construction resumed at the end of the Spanish period, and the church 

was useable by 1822.^ Population fluctuations may have resulted 

from the comings and goings of people working on the church. 

The bulk of the people who settled in the missions, however, 

practiced agriculture or ranching, and by the end of the colonial 

period there was a shift in agricultural patterns. When the 

Spaniards arrived in the region the Pima raised cotton as well as 

tepari beans, and squash.^2 jhe Spaniards introduced wheat and a 

variety of fruits and vegetables, and by 1818, if not before, wheat 

was the most important grain grown around the missions. The 1818, 

101. Kessell, Friars, Soldiers, and Reformers, Pp. 202, 253-
254. 

102. Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologia, p. 51. 
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1819, and 1820 reports list agricultural production, and corn 

appeared at eleven of fourteen villages - seven of eight cabeceras. 

Furthermore, corn production was small when compared with wheat. 

In the three years the missions produced an average of 1,981 fanegas 

of wheat (a fanega roughly equals 2.6 bushels), 104 of corn and 90 

of beans, as shown in the following table. 

Table 4.5 Agricultural Production in the Pimeria Alta Missions in 
Fanegas, 1818-1820103 

Mission Wheat Corn Beans Chickpeas Lentils 

Oquitoa 775 38 17 21 15 

Tubutama 890 8 22 5 8 

Saric 800 15 9 0 5 

Tumacacori 481 12 75 4 0 

Bac 1040 102 75 17 33 

Coc'ospera 411 92 29 9 10 

San Ignacio 479 0 28 5 5 

Caborca 1066 46 16 1 0 

Total 5942 313 271 62 76 

Settlers living in the missions contributed to the high wheat 

production, but the "wheat revolution" also resulted from shifts in 

the regional economy in which both Indian and settler participated. 

103. For 1818 from Ms. Jose Perez, Oquitga, December 31, 1818, 
AGN, Misiones 13; for 1819 from Ms. Faustino Gonzalez, O.F.M., 
Cavorca, January 4, 1820, AGN Misiones 3; and for 1820 Ms. Faustino 
Gonzalez, O.F.M., Cavorca, January 4, 1821, AGEMS. 



Agriculture shifted from self-sufficiency to production for a 

regional market economy that had developed around the mines J^ 

Wheat was in demand, and corn remained a secondary crop produced 

primarily for Indian consumption. 

Whereas small numbers of settlers actually settled in the 

Pimeria Alta missions, few chose to reside in the Baja California 

establishments. In the southern region of Baja California and 

around Loreto presidio non-Indian settlement was associated with 

other settlement patterns, and it was only in the missions north 

of Loreto that non-Indians lived in the missions in any numbers. 

Moreover, those who lived in the missions were soldiers and their 

families, and the total number of people did not exceed more than 

150. By about 1800, however, the nucleus of several farming 

villages began to form at a few well watered missions, and 

following mission secularization these villages experienced growth 

The following table presents data on the size of the non-Indian 

population north of Loreto at the turn of the nineteenth century 

(See also Appendix 14). 

104. For a discussion of the development of the regional 
market economy see the writings of Cynthia Radding de Murrietta: 
"The Function of the Market In Changing Economic Structures in the 
Mission Communities of Pimeria Alta, 1768-1821TAm 34:2 (October 
1977), Pp. 155-169; "Las Estructuras Socio^Economicas De Las 
Misiones De La Pimeria Alta," Noreste De Mexico 3 (19/9); and "La 
acumulacion originaria de capital agrario en Sonora: la comunidad 
indigena y la^hacienda en Pimerici Alta y Opateria, 1768-1868," 
Noreste de Mexico 5 (1981). 
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Table 4.6 Non-Indian Population of the Missions North of Loreto 
In Selected YearslOS 

Mission 1798 1800 1804 

San Fran. Javier 39 41 8 

Mulege 20 16 22 

Comondu 4 8 20 

All Others 58 65 62 

Total 121 132 112 

Jose Gabriel de Arce was a typical soldier-settler in Baja 

California. Born in the Villa de Sinaloa about 1727, Arce enlisted 

in the Baja California military in 1749. Arce married twice in the 

peninsula, and sired at least eleven children between 1761 and 1792. 

During the course of his military career Arce was stationed at five 

missions; Guadalupe (1752-1761), Comondu, San Ignacio, Santa 

Gertrudis, and San Fernando Velicata (1774-1785). Following his 

retirement from the army in 1785, Arce spent fifteen years working 

for the Dominicans as a mayordomo at San Fernando, Rosario, and 

Santo Domingo missions.^ 

105. For 1798 from anonymous, "Estado que manifiesta. . . 
for 1800 from Vicente Bel da, "Noticia de las Misiones . . and for 
1804 from Miguel Gall egos, "Noticias de las Misiones . . . ." 

106. Rudecinda La Buglio, "La Familia De Arce De Baja 
California," Antepasados 11 (1977), Section 111, Pp. 55-61. 

« 
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Mulege'was typical of an ex-mission developing into a small 

farming community following Mexican independence and mission 

secularization. The 1804 census, for example, listed a mere 

twenty-two gente de razon there. Forty-three years later, however, 

an American officer serving with the United States occupation forces 

in the peninsula estimated a population of 1,000 in the San Ignacio 

jurisdiction (San Ignacio, Mulege, and Comondu.)^ Some people 
./» 

settled in Mulege, but a significant percentage of growth can be 

attributed to natural reproduction. From 1822 to 1854 the priests 

stationed at Mulege baptized 407 people. Between 1822 and 1828 they 

recorded thirty-two, or an average of 4.6 per year. In 1828 the 
• 

priests dropped the convention of identifying gente de razon and 

"neofito." From 1822 to 1825 they identified fourteen settler 

children and only one Indian child. 

107. Henry W. Halleck, The Mexican War In Baja California The 
Memorandum of Captain Henry W. Halleck, edited by Doyce B. Nunis, Jr. 
(Los Angeles, 1977), p. 131, note 11. The 1847 report estimated a 
population of 10,800 in the section of the peninsula south of San 
Ignacio and some 200 Indians: 

Jurisdiction Population 
San Jose" del Cabo 3,000 
Santiago 1,300 
San Antonio 1,000 
Todos Santos 1,500 
La Paz 2,000 
San Ignacio 1,000 
Loreto 1,000 

North of San Ignacio lived 2,000 settlers and 1,000 Indians. The 
population of the entire peninsula, then, was 12,800 settlers and 
some 1,200 Indians. 
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Baptisms between 1833 and 1854 totaled 375 (there are no 

recorded baptisms in 1846), or an average of 17.9 per year. Only 

one Indian, the child of "Gentiles de Sn Visente" from northern Baja 

California is specifically identified J 08 Burials from 1822 to 1839 

totaled a mere twenty-one, leaving an excess of eighty-one baptisms 

in those years J 09 
r 

Growth at Mulege resulted, in part, from natural increase 

among soldier-settlers like Arce and their descendants, and probably 

was typical of increases in the settler population. Yet there is 

one instance in the mission in the southern sections of the peninsula 

of a royal policy which, when it failed, necessitated the settlement 
• 

of gente de razon at one mission, Todos Santos. In 1768, Galvez 

ordered the relocation of some 700 Guaicura from the desert north of 

La Paz to Todos Santos, one of the prime agricultural sites in the 
/ 

peninsula. The main purpose of Galvez1 program was to provide a 

sufficient farm labor force, and produce agricultural surpluses to 

feed the nearby mines. In their home missions, Dolores and San Luis 

Gonzaga, the Guaicura retained a considerable degree of freedom, 

and continued to depend on hunting and gathering to support themselves. 

Once moved to Todos Santos, however, the Franciscans imposed an alien 

labor regime enforced by corporal punishment, which in turn caused 

disaffection among the Indians. Furthermore, a measles epidemic in 

108. Ms. Santa Rosalia de Mulege Baptismal Register, GLUSF. 

109. Ms. Santa Rosalia de Mulege' Burial Register, GLUSF. 
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1769 killed at least 300 people and possibly more. The net result was 

insubordination among the Guaicura which took the form of theft and 

destruction of mission property, and mass withdrawal from the mission. 

To remedy the situation Galvez ordered the hiring of "servants" to 

work the land if the Indians proved incapable of doing so.1^0 

A 1774 census provides detailed information on the forty-

seven servants and their families living at Todos Santos and two 

nearby ranches. Twenty-five servants and their families lived at 

the mission. Five men were heads of households, and five were still 

single. The wives of two Indians working at Todos Santos 

were on the mainland. Thirteen and eight servants and their 

families respectively lived at Santa Genobeda and Triunfo ranches. 

Furthermore, the servants had servants working for them, four heads 

of household and a total of nine people.^ 

The families of married men with children tended to be large. 

Juan Antonio Castro, for example, had nine children aged eight 

months to sixteen years, and Salbador de Castro, possibly Juan 

Antonio's brother, had four. The fertility of the settlers contrasts 
1*1 O 

with the mission Indians who had few children.1 ,e-

110. Ms. Robert H. Jackson, "A Comparative Demographic 
Analysis of the Pimeria Alta and Baja California Missions." 

111. Ms. JoseSalcedo, O.P. and Josef Armento, O.P., "Padron 
de los^sirvientes Espanoles, Mulatos e Yndios existentes en esta 
Mission de Nra Sra Del Pilar, o de Todos Santos y en sus ranchos de 
Ganado," AGN, Provincias Internas 166. 

112. Ibid. 
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An 1813 census of the same mission not only shows a reduced 

Indian population, only fifty-five remained, but also a number of 

"Mayordomos and Servants" who continued to work there. Forty-seven 

are identified as gente de razo'n, and five were Yaquis from southern 

Sonora. Two men, the mestizo Manuel Selgado and the "free Indian" 
s 

Ignacio Garcia worked as foremen, and the rest were probably laborers. 

Until the end of the colonial period the missionaries had to hire 

1 1 3  non-Indian laborers and foremen to oversee the workers. 

Whereas non-Indian settlement in the Pimeria Alta missions 

involved relatively large numbers of people and contributed to the 

regional economy through the sale of agricultural surpluses, settled 

penetration into the Baja California establishments was haphazard 

and, with the exception of the Loreto area and the southern Cape, 

involved soldiers and retired soldiers and their families. 

The Indian population of the Cape missions faced near extinc

tion by the time of the Jesuit expulsion, and this region became 

the focus of non-Indian settlement. We have already seen the first 

distribution of land grants after 1768 in the Cape. The colonization 

of the area north of Loreto, on the other hand, began in earnest 

after about 1830 with the secularization of the missions and the 

distribution of land. 

^ 113. Ms. Jacinto Tiol, 0.P,., Todos Santos, December 31, 1813, 
"Padron de las Almas de esta M[isio]n Formado en 31 de Dizre de 1813," 
BLUC. 
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Pimeria Alta Settler Population c. 1821 

There are enough data to make a fairly accurate estimate of 

the size of the settler population in the Pimeria Alta at independence, 

following a period of demographic growth in the second half of the 

eighteenth and first decades of the nineteenth century. For Baja 

California there is no reliable census material until the 1840's, 

but the number of settlers in 1821 probably did not exceed 2,000. 
y '  

In the western Pimeria the population of the cieneguilla 

mines totaled 1,589 in 1822, and that of Altar 2,645 in the same 

year. The question remains, however, what does the population figure 

for Altar embrace? If it does not include the missions of the Altar 

Valley and Caborca missions and its visitas, then the population of 

settlers in the western Pimeria can be increased by 556. The 

minimum figure, accepting the Altar population as including the 

Altar Valley and Caborca complex, would be 4,234, with a maximum 

of 4,790. 

The 1820 mission census records a population of 1,616 

settlers in the San Ignacio-Cocospera area, and 119 in the Santa 

Cruz Valley. This excludes, however, Tuba, Santa Cruz, and Tucson 

presidio. An 1831 census of the three settlements recorded a total 

of 193 settlers and 272 soldiers and their families at Tucson, 303 

settlers at Tubac, and 506 settlers and 221 military personnel and 

their families at Santa Cruz J14 Assuming a growth rate of 10% or 

114. Anonymous, 1831, Census of Tucson, Tubac and Santa Cruz, 
ACQ. "Cartas de Sonora," 11, Document 128, Courtesy of Kieran McCarty. 
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less between 1821 and 1831, the population of the settlements would 

have been in the neighborhood of 1,350 in 1821. With this estimate 

the population of the San Ignacio district and the Santa Cruz Valley 

totaled some 3,085 settlers c. 1820-1821. 

Table 4.7 Estimated Settlers and Indian Population in the Pimeria 
Alta, 1820-1822 

Pueblo Settler Population Indian Population 

Cieneguilla 1,589 

Altar 2,645 

Caborca and visitas 134 366 

Saric 100 18 

Tubutama and visitas 132 37 

Oquitoa and visitas 190 134 

San Ignacio and visitas 1,471 47 

Cocospera 145 94 

Tumacacori 75 121 

Bac and visita 44 310 

Tucson presidio 418 

Tubac 270 

Santa Cruz 654 

Total 7,867 1,127 

Giving a margin of error of 600i, the settler population of 

the Pimeria Alta numbered some 7,900 people at independence, while 

only 1,127 Indians remained in the missions. The net result of 
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missionization and Spanish colonization in northern Sonora was a 

drastic shift in population and social change. By the end of 

the Spanish period the Pimeria Alta had become a mestizo society 

with a small remnant Indian population living in the missions. 

The situation in Baja California was similar in that only 

a small Indian population remained, but the civilian society, 

retarded by factors enumerated above, had only begun to develop by 

1820. It was only with mission secularization and the distribution 

of land after 1830 that social and economic change really began 

in most of the peninsula. The southern portion of Baja California 

and the Loreto area were fairly well developed, but the rest of 

the peninsula generally lagged behind until the 1830's and 1840's. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

The ultimate goal of the mission system in northwestern 

New Spain was two fold; to assimilate the Indians to the dominant 

Hispanic culture and religion, and prepare the frontier for civilian 

settlement. In the larger historical context the frontier provinces 

served as a buffer for the more populous and economically important 

core areas of New Spain, and this goal could be more easily achieved 

by having a docile Indian population and a significant number of 

settlers. 

A number of factors modified the course of frontier 

development, such as geography and the continued hostility of 

Indians outside of the Spanish system, but the success or failure 

of Spanish colonialism in remolding frontier society can be judged 

on the basis of the criteria established above. Central New Spain 

served as the model or master plan for social restructuring, where 

a subdued Indian population provided wealth through labor and 

tribute for a small Spanish elite. 

Indian assimilation or incorporation into Spanish society 

through the missions must be considered a failure, and thus one 

aspect of social restructuring. The program of converting the 

Indians and imparting a degree of Spanish culture worked well enough, 

but the demographic realities mitigated against the successful 

completion of the process. 

161 
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The Indians were extremely susceptible to newly introduced 

Euro-Asiatic diseases, and recurring epidemics exacted a heavy toll 

on the populations. The concentration of the Indian population into 

smaller numbers of villages served to facilitate the spread of disease. 

Severe depopulation resulted, and reached levels in excess of 70% 

in both the Pimeria Alta and Baja California. 

While Indian mortality remained high, the birth rate in no 

way matched the death rate. Missionaries maintained population 

levels in the missions only by recruiting non-Christian Indians from 

areas outside of mission control. Furthermore, infant mortality 

was high and gentiles recruited into the missions had a low survival 

rate. In Alta California, for example, Sherburne Cook and Woodrow 

Borah documented infant mortality reaching 584 per 1000 population 

during the first five years of life at six missions, and 287 per 

1000 population for the first year of life, higher than most 

contemporary societies. Moreover, the median period of survival 

for gentiles at the six missions was 11.6 years J 

The one constant in the mission experience in the two regions 

studied here was high disease related mortality. Geographical and 

human factors differed in the two areas as did the form the process 

of conversion took, but the course of depopulation was pervasive. 

Within some one hundred years the Indian population faced virtual 

1. Cook and Borah, Essays In Population History, vol. Ill, 
Pp. 220, 239-240. 
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extinction, and the survivors were absorbed into the mestizo groups 

following Mexican independence as the lowest social group. 

The one basic difference between the demographic patterns in 

the two regions was the presence in the desert west of the Pimeria 

Alta missions of a "pool" of non-Christian Indians, Papagos, recruited 

into the missions throughout the colonial and early national periods. 

The Jesuits and Franciscans maintained population levels in the 

face of high mortality. Furthermore, depopulation in the Pimeria 

Alta was not as high as in Baja California because the missionaries 

in the first named region extended their efforts to the Papago, 

but did not convert the entire group. Significant numbers remained 

outside of the missions and sustained contact with disease, and as 

such survived in larger numbers retaining much of their own culture. 

The situation in Baja California was very different. Once 

the missionaries had incorporated the local gentile population into 

the missions, no other source of recruits existed to repopulate 

them later. The result was a steady decline in the population of 

the missions. 

The missionaries achieved more success in pacifying the 

Indians and preparing the way for civilian settlers in both areas, 

but a number of factors limited settlement. Mining and support 

industries developed in Sonora, but raiding by Apaches and other 

hostile Indians disrupted the economy at times. Within the Pimeria 

Alta farms and ranches existed, but mining was the key industry. 
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The most successful mines were the Cieneguilla placers, and at one 

time Cieneguilla was the most populous community in Sonora. Other 

less successful mines requiring more capital investment also 

operated at different times in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. 

The development of a mining industry in turn stimulated the 

growth of farming and ranching enterprises, and provided a market 

for mission agricultural surpluses. Moreover, by the time of 

Mexican independence the mission economy had shifted to producing 

wheat for a regional economy. 

During the colonial period the social structure of Sonora 
«•» 

changed. From an Indian rancheria society, Sonora was transformed 

over the course of a century into a largely mestizo society 

dominated by a Creole elite, and the Indians became a minority. 

Settlers had usurped or occupied most valuable Indian land, and 

the missionaries guaranteed the little that remained only by 

obtaining legal title in the name of the Indian villagers. 

Indians were left with the option of either remaining in the 

missions or integrating into the local labor force. 

Geography in Baja California was the dominant factor in 

limiting civilian settlement. Missions controlled the best watering 

sites and much of the labor, and, with the exception of the extreme 

south, there was little attraction for settlers. Aside from two 

short-lived mining settlements and a land distribution scheme 

designed to settle farmers near the mines to supply miners with 
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food, settlement in the peninsula largely involved soldiers and 

their descendants. Nuclei of communities developed, but it was only 

after mission secularization and the subsequent distribution of land 

that settlement bagan in earnest. After about 1830 the non-Indian 

population grew, and the remnant Indian population increasingly became 

marginalized. 

Within the larger historical context, demographic 

patterns in the missions of northwestern New Spain differed from 

those among the Indian populations of the core areas of New Spain. 

Both regions experienced frightful mortality from Euro-Asiatic 

diseases, but the Indians of central Mexico actually increased in 

numbers in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 

after reaching an equilibrium with the new disease organisms. 

Large enough numbers of Indians survived in the urban societies of 

central New Spain to enable such diseases as smallpox and measles 

to become established as endemic childhood diseases. Furthermore, 

the survivors of the sixteenth century demographic disaster had 

built up a degree of immunity, and the late eighteenth century saw the 

introduction of new technologies to combat smallpox, one of the greatest 

killers of Indians. Epidemics continued to occur throughout the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but claimed fewer lives among 

a smaller population. 

The smaller Indian populations of northwestern New Spain 

on the other hand, never recovered from high disease related 
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mortality. The new diseases did not become established in an endemic 

childhood form, and epidemics periodically spread from central 

Mexico to Sonora and Baja California. Recurring epidemics generally 

carried off the children born since the last outbreak, negating 

any "rebound" from earlier episodes. A low birth rate among 

Indians living in the missions only exacerbated the situation. 

Resulting Indian depopulation was an accident of missionization, 

but Spanish colonization in northwestern New Spain brought about 

the disappearance of unique Indian cultures. 
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Appendix 1: Population of the Pimeria Alta Missions in 1801-1802 by Ethnic Group 

Pueblo 
Upper 
Pima Yaqui Yuma Opata Apache 

Gila 
Seri Pima 

Cocomar- Jalche-
icopa don 

Gente, 
de Razon 

Tumacacori 65 1 10 2 29 

Cocospera 65 9 1 7 16 

San Ignacio 41 12 3 6 44 

Magdalena 64 1 1 8 

Terrenate 67 

Ymuris 5 95 

San Lorenzo 1 2 1 46 

Santa Ana 4 2 105 

Seric 19 6 1 1 8 

Tubutama 23 13 6 2 3 117 

Santa Teresa 17 

Atf 48 2 12 2 2 131 

Oquitoa 51 4 3 4 

Bac 113 11 2 1 31 

Tucson 239 7 

Caborca 181 10 32 8 5 71 

Pitiqui 85 3 4 2 9 

Bisanic 87 4 1 25 

Total 1099 63 95 28 6 7 8 5 2 806 



Year 

1774 

1775 

1776 

1777 

1778 

1779 

1780 

1781 

1782 

1783 

1784 

1785 

1786 

1787 

1788 

1789 

1790 

1791 

1792 

1793 

1794 

1795 

1796 

1797 

1798 

1799 

1800 

1801 
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Indian Recruitment As Related to Population at Rosario 
Mission, 1774-1829. 

Gentile Natal Excess of 
Baptisms Baptisms Baptisms or Burials Pop. 

84 0 

412 7 +385 207 

80 17 + 29 564 

17 10 - 58 

14 14 - 39 

10 18 - 32 

15 11 - 7 

8 13 - 24 

31 14 - 32 251 

13 15 + 8 

21 7 - 5 

17 17 + 4 

17 21 + 17 328 

29 17 + 26 

5 19 - 13 

16 17 - 13 

18 15 - 1 338 

25 17 + 14 347 

41 16 + 44 

6 20 + 6 390 

2 12 - 21 

22 12 + 2 323 

6 5 - 15 320 

8 11 - 3 334 

0 8 - 9 300 

7 7 + 7 293 

3 1 - 34 256 

0 5 - 2 255 

0 4 - 5 255 
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Appendix 2--Continued 

1803 0 3 - 3 

1804 1 3 - 33 

1805 1 6 - 33 

1806 0 3 - 6 

1807 0 11 - 4 

1808 0 5 - 18 

1809 0 9 - 13 

1810 0 5 - 5 

1811 0 3 - 7 

1812 0 1 - 10 

1813 0 5 - 8 

1814 0 5 - 5 

1815 1 4 - 7 

1817 1 3 - 1 

1818 0 2 - 11 

1819 0 3 + 1 

1820 0 0 - 6 

1821 0 2 - 5 

1822 0 0 - 1 

1823 0 1 + 1 

1829 

Sources: Ms. Nuestra Senora del Santisimo Rosario Baptismal and 
Burial Registers, SAC, Meigs, Dominican Mission Fronter, 
p. 168; and Jackson, "Epidemic Disease . . . ." 



1777 

1778 

1779 

1780 

1781 

1782 

1783 

1784 

1785 

1786 

1787 

1788 

1789 

1790 

1791 

1792 

1793 

1794 

1795 

1796 

1797 

1798 

1799 

1800 

1801 

1802 

1803 
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Indian Recruitment as Related to Population at Santo 
Domingo Mission, 1775-1829. 

Gentile 
Baptisms 

Natal 
Baptisms 

Excess of 
Baptisms or Burials Pop 

2 0 + 1 

1 2 - 1 

18 7 + 21 

50 6 + 48 

22 3 + 18 

9 8 + 10 

6 4 - 40 

16 1 + 11 79 

28 6 + 28 

16 10 + 16 

27 4 + 13 

2 6 - 10 119 

47 4 + 35 

11 4 + 3 

46 4 + 35 

44 5 + 21 205 

86 9 + 80 194 

37 7 + 21 

9 6 - 5 296 

17 2 + 7 261 

58 11 + 59 300 

15 9 - 5 300 

3 6 - 5 300 

2 4 - 4 300 

3 6 - 3 300 

18 8 + 3 315 

3 4 - 25 278 

0 10 + 3 267 

0 7 - 11 257 
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Appendix 3--Continued 

1804 2 7 - 7 

1805 3 16 - 16 

1806 1 4 - 10 

1807 0 6 - 4 

1808 0 10 - 16 

1809 1 11 0 

1810 0 4 - 3 

1811 1 7 - 7 

1812 0 4 - 11 

1813 1 8 + 4 

1814 0 5 - 3 

1815 0 4 - 9 

1816 0 5 + 1 

1817 1 4 - 14 

1818 0 2 - 8 

1819 0 1 - 3 

1820 1 2 - 6 

1821 3 3 - 3 

1822 0 2 - 3 

1823 0 3 + 3 

1827 0 4 - 1 

1828 0 2 - 5 

1829 

267 

214 

194 

73 

Sources: Ms. Santo Domingo Baptismal and Burial Registers, SAC; 
Meigs, Dominican Mission Frontier, p. 168; and Jackson, 
"Epidemic Disease . . . 



Appendix 4: Population Estimates of Selected Pimeria Alta Pueblos, 1691-1702 

Pueblo 1691* 1694 1697 1699 1700 1701 1702 

San Ignacio 70 (f) 

Saric 180 

Oquitoa 100 

Bac 800+ 900 1000 

Magdalena 120 

Tupo 300 

Altar Valley 

Bosna 100 

Oacuc 20 

Tubutama 400 332 

Santa Teresa 90 

Gutubar 30 

Busanic 100 

Tucubavia 400 

Comae 120 

Remedios 90 

Coafspera 150 150 

San Lazaro 70 

Bugota (Soamca) 200 

Cuituabag (north of Tucson) 200 (f) 

San Clemente (north of Tucson) 100 

Diaur and 4 Tucson Area villages 800 

Tumacacori 150 

Guevavi 80 90 

Bacuancos 90 





Bacuancos 90 

Dyuat 200 

Cuytoabagum 300 

Actum 1200 

Adid 800 

Sonoydog (Sonoyta) 

Busanic 

280 200 200 

500+ 

* f indicates families. 

Sources: Bolton, Historical Memoir, Pp. 118-120, 205-209, 232-233, 245, 276, and 279; 
and Ernest J. Burrus, S.J., Kino and Manje Explorers of Sonora and Arizona 
(Rome and Saint Louis, 1971), Pp. 167-170, 182-183, 190-191, 198-199, 215-217, 
and 252. 
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i 
Appendix 5: Population of the Plmerla Alta Missions In Selected 

Years 

I 
Pueblo 1720* 1723 1729 1730 1744 1754 1761 1766 1768 1772 1774 1779 1784 1795 
Dolores 51 (f) 116 31 29 10 I f )  
Remedtos 26 12 (f) 

Cocospera 75 74 u (f) 133 147 133 78 43 
San Ignaclo 150 (f) 300 77 94 22 If) 200 322 204 149 128 183 15 
Vimirls 63 SO 33 ( f )  150 98 53 40 30 17 36 
Magdalena 77 63 14 (f) 12 (f) 107 97 92 57 46 
Soaraca 1000 200 114 135 

Caborca 1000 223 556 302 564 211 73 (f 115 215 
Pltlquf 313 269 132 310 20 2 68 (f 192 
Blsanl 178 235 117 271 122 43 (f 230 
Ati 65 142 118 146 90 96 41 (f 77 103 
Oqultoa 118 131 114 127 90 105 49 (f 45 
Tubutama 1000 131 368 173 167 52 93 14 ( f  33 66 
Santa Teresa 81 152 90 61 49 15 (f 56 
Sarlc 212 136 141 157 59 ( f  82 46 
Agulmurl 67 82 58 
Busanlc 253 38 24 

Arizona 17 

Guevavl 23 I f )  20 (f) 101 82 53 
Arlbac 27 (f) 

Sonolta 22 (f) 91 139 110 
Tumacacorl 10 (f) 199 122 70 98 95 119 
Calabazas 116 145 77 138 
Bac 400 (f) 309 188 208 160 160 169 119 
Tucson 311 138 300 239 142 78 
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Appendix 5-

1796 1797 

-Continued 

1801 1802 1804 1806 1813 1818 1819 1820 

85 70 82 B6 76 69 89 87 103 94 

40 62 108 113 10R 92 36 49 47 

76 66 

207 236 417 424 422 348 393 362 366 

100 94 

154 92 

47 66 113 111 106 116 

67 58 126 144 134 

98 34 47 41 36 66 25 35 28 37 

22 17 

32 27 25 33 25 21 25 19 • 18 

98 69 78 76 82 83 119 105 123 121 

116 127 363 494 414 505 287 318 310 

278 246 

Sources: 

Population figures for 1723 and 1730 are taken from Gonzalez Rodriguez, Etnologla, Pp. 205-206, and 287-289; for 1729 from Ms. 
Joseph  Agus t ln  de  Campos ,  San  Ygnac lo ,  Hay  3J729 ,  "Faml l l as  de  es ta  H ls lon  de  San  Ygno  N .  P .  de  l os  P lmas  en  3  de  Mayo  de  1729,"  
AGN Archlvo Hlstorlco de Hacienda, Temporal!Jades 17 (hereinafter cited as AGN AHIJ), and Hs. Luis Xavler Velarde, S.J., Dolores, 
Apr i l  20 ,  1720 ,  "Ca tha logo  de  es ta  M iss ion  deMa Sra  de  l os  Do lo res  Hueva  Convers ion  de  P lmas  A l tos  desde  1 °  de  Hov iembre  de  1725 
en q. fue el ultimo, hasta la fha del presente," AGN AIIH TemporalIdades 17; for 1744-Bac from a manuscript report preserved 1n 
the manuscript collection M-M 1716, BLUC, andfor Guevavl, San Ignaclo, and Soamca/rom reports 1n MC; for 1754 from Hs. Joseph de 
Urera, S.J., "Hueva Estado de las Hislones decsta Provlncia de la ComparTfa de Jesus de Nueva Esparia," W. B. Stevens Collection, 
Un ive rs i t y  o f  Texas  a t  Aus t in ,  167  (he re ina f te r  c i t ed  as  WBS) ;  f o r  1761  f rom Jackson ,  "Las t  Jesu i t  Censuses  .  .  fo r  1766 
from AGM Aim TemporalIdades 17, Legajo 32; for 1768 from "Padrones que de Sonora formados ano de 1768," Archlvo del Coleglo de 
Santa Cruz de Querftaro, Cela.ya, Mexico,, K. 7, Legajo 14 (hereinafter cited as ACQ); for 1772 from three reports from AGN 
Provlnclas Internas 81: Francisco Garces, O.F.M., San Francisco Xavler del Bac, December 1, 1772». Estcban de Salazar, O.F.M., 
San  Pedro  y  San  Pab lo  de  Tubu tama,  November  3 ,  1772 ,  and  Jose  So le r ,  O .F .M. ,  San  F ranc isco  de l  A t f ,  November  4 ,  1772 ;  f o r  1774 
from anonymous, "Estado de la Poblaclon de las Hislones de la Sonora ordenado segun el decreto del Exmo Sr. Vlrrey en este aTio de 
1774," the Clvezza collection, Rome (hereinafter cited as CCR); for 1779 from Pedro de Fueros, Altar, July 5, 1779, contained In 
Roque de Hedlna, "Documents pertaining to therevlew of the Presidio del Altar," Archlvo General de las Indlas. Audlencia de 
Guadalajara Legajo 272 (hereinafter cited as AG1), courtesy of HardUh Schuetz; for 1784 from Antonio de los Reyes, September 15, 
1784, "lnforme General . . . AGN Hislones 14; for 1795 from Jose Saenz Rico, Altar, September 25, 1795, Jose Saenz Rico, Altar, 
September 25, 1795, and Mariano Urrea, Tucson, November 1, 1795, all AF 36/802, and Nicolas Merran, Tubac, October 15, 1795, AF 
36/800; for 1796 from Alfred Whiting, editor, "The Tumacacorl Census of 1796," The Klva vol 1.9 (1953), Pp. 1-12, Ms. Yturralde, 
Tubutama, November 4, 1796, BLUC, and Juan deSantlstlban, O.F.H., Cocospera, September9, 1796, "Padrdn de las Famlllas Y Almas 
de Yndlos y de Razo'n que exlsten en esta Hlslon de Sn T1ago de Cocospera en 9 declembre de 1796," fiGEHS; for 1797 from Hs. 
Francisco Tturralde, O.F.H., September 5 to October 30, 1797, "Vlslta de las Hislones de la Plmeria Alta," ACQ; for 1801-1802 
the Individual mission padrones cited In notef46; for 1B02 from Hs. Francisco Hollano, O.F.H., Oqultoa, Hay 18, 1603, "Notlcta de 
l as  H is lones  que  ocupan  l os  Re l lg losos  de l  Co leg lo  de  l a  San ta  Cruz  de  Quere ta ro  .  .  .  , "  AGI  Aud lenc ia  de  Mex ico  2736 ;  f o r  1 004 
from Ms. Francisco Moyano, O.F.H., Oqultoa, February 5, 1805, "Notlcla de las Hislones que ocupan los Rellglosos del Coleglo de 
la Santa Cruz de Queretaro . . . AGI, Audlencia de Hexlco 2736; for 1806 from Hs. Francisco Hoyano, O.F.H., Oqultoa, January 5, 
1807, "Notlcla de las Hislones que ocupan losrellglosos del Coleglo de la Santa Cruz de Queretaro. . . AF 37/829; for 1813 from 
Ms. Francisco Moyano, O.F.M., Oqultoa, January 3, 1814, "Padrones de las Mlslones de la Plmeria Alta en la Provlncia de Son
ora. . BLUC; for 181B from Josi Perei, O.F.H., Oqultoa, December 31, 181B, "Estado Fsplrltual Y Temporal de las Hislones de 
la Plmeria Alta de la Provlncia de Sonora . .. ," AGEMS; and for 1820 from Faustlno Gonzalez, O.F.H., Oqultoa, January 4, 1821, 
"Estado de las Mlslones de la Plmeria Alta AGEHS. 





Appendix 6: Epidemics in the Baja California and Pimeria Alta Missions, 1697-1851 

Baja California Pimeria Alta/Sonora 

Year(s) Disease(s) Year(s) 

1697-98 Smallpox 1709-10 
1709-10 Smallpox 1712-13 
1718 Smallpox 1723 
1721 1 1725 
1723 Smallpox 1728-29 
1728-32 Measles, Dysentery 1737 
1742 ? 1742 
1744-45 ? 1746 
1748-49 Measles, Dysentery 1749 
1752-53 ? 1750-51 
1754-56 ? 1756 
1758-59 ? 1762 
1762-63 Smal1 pox 1764 
1764-65 Smallpox (?) 1766 
1768-70 Smallpox, Measles 1770 
1772-73 Typhus (?) 1781 
1776-77 ? 1799 
1780 ? 1805 
1781-82 Smallpox 1816-17 
1788-89 ? 1826 
1796-97 ? 1831 
1800-01 Typhus/Typhoid 1833-34 
1805-06 Measles 1843 
1808 Smallpox (?) 1851 

Disease(s) 

Smallpox 
Smallpox (?) 
Smallpox 

? 
Measles 
Smallpox 

? 
? 

Measles 
Smal1 pox 

Smallpox 
Smallpox 
"peste" 
Measles 
Smallpox 
Smal1 pox 
Measles 
Smal1 pox 
Measles 
Smallpox 
Cholera (?) 
Smal1 pox 
Cholera 

Source: Taken froip Robert H. Jackson, "A Comparative Demographic Analysis of the Baja California 
and Pimeria Alta Missions," unpublished manuscript, 1981. 



Appendix 7: Average Family Size At Selected Pimeria Alta and Baja California Missions 

Pimeria Alta Baja California 

Year Mission Pop. Families A.F.S. Year Mission Pop. Families A.F.S 

1729 San Ignacio 77 27 2.9 1755 Mulege 294 80 3.7 

1729 Dolores 31 9 3.4 1755 Comondu 387 109 3.6 

1729 Remedios 26 7 3.7 1755 San Ignacio 1012 240 4.2 

1729 Cocospera 75 21 3.6 1755 Santiago 232 60 3.9 

1761 Cocospera 133 52 2.6 1755 Dolores 624 160 3.9 

1761 Guevavi 101 31 3.3 1755 Sta. Gertrudis 1586 400 4.0 

1761 Ati 142 46 3.1 1762 San Ignacio 800 250 3.2 

1761 Caborca 556 163 3.4 1762 Santiago 198 50 4.0 

1768 Tubutama 167 41 4.1 1768 Purisima 152 51 2.7 

1768 Caborca 564 132 4.3 1768 Sta. Gertrudis 1360 377 3.0 

1768 Ati 146 37 3.9 1768 San Borja 1640 441 2.9 

1797 Tumacacori 69 19 3.9 1774 Purisima 175 60 2.9 

1797 San Ignacio 40 10 4.0 1774 Sn. Fernando 256 64 4.0 

1797 Tubutama 34 8 4.3 1782 Mulege 75 20 3.9 

1797 Bac 116 35 3.3 1782 Sn. Fernando 642 179 3.6 



Appendix 8: Actual Family Size At Selected Pimeria Alta and Baja California Missions 

Pimeria Alta Baja California 

Year Mission Family Size: 2 3 4 5 6 7 Year Mission Family Size: 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1766 Bac 17 17 11 1 1 1773 
/ 

Comondu 42 22 17 2 3 

1766 Tucson 10 5 11 8 1773 Mulege 19 10 8 5 1 

1768 Bac 22 17 11 1 2 1773 
/ 

Purisima 28 18 4 2 

1768 Guevavi 9 2 2 1773 San Ignacio 47 29 10 2 

1768 Tumacacori 10 8 2 1 1773 Santa Gertrudis 127 60 31 8 2 

1768 Sonoita 12 2 2 3 1774 Loreto 19 16 7 2 4 1 

1796 Tubutama 12 3 1 1774 Santa Gertrudis 107 73 35 10 3 

1796 Cocospera 6 5 2 5 1774 San Fran. Xavier 32 25 11 12 2 

1801 Bac 18 11 7 2 1774 Guadalupe 16 13 12 5 1 

1801 Saric 7 1774 
/ 

Santa Maria 70 36 14 1 
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Appendix 9: CrudeyBirth and Death Rates per 1000 Population At 
Tumacacori and Rosario Missions 

Tumacacori Rosario 

Year Bi rths Deaths Pop. Births Deaths Pop 

1774 163 51 98 

1775 34 179 207 

1776 30 113 564 

1782 56 303 251 

1784 42 11 95 

1786 64 64 328 

1790 44 101 338 

1791 46 78 347 

1795 17 67 119 37 101 323 

1796 112 163 98 16 79 320 

1797 15 174 69 33 73 334 

1798 27 53 300 

1799 24 27 293 

1800 4 152 286 

1801 64 128 78 20 27 255 

1802 66 66 76 15 40 255 

1803 13 26 234 

1804 73 122 82 13 58 225 

1806 16 52 191 

1808 25 131 199 

1813 67 119 
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Appendix 9 (Continued) 

1818 95 105 

1819 114 123 

1820 99 121 



Appendix 10: Baptisms Recorded By Ethnic Group at San Miguel de Sahuaripa , 1781--1824 

Year Indio Yaqui SDan. 
Mes
tizo Mulato Lobo Coyote 

Mor-
isco 

Tres-
albo Moreno Pardo Neqro Unspec 

1781 1 2 

1782 12 5 6 3 2 2 

1783 5 3 5 2 1 2 2 1 1 

1784 9 8 2 4 4 3 

1785 5 1 2 1 

1786 6 4 4 2 1 2 

1787 2 4 15 1 

1788 11 1 4 10 1 1 1 

1789 5 2 10 2 

1790 1 2 1 

1791 5 1 7 11 1 

1792 4 9 4 3 

1793 1 6 2 2 2 

1794 7 14 2 7 7 2 1 

1795 4 6 1 1 

1796 2 1 11 3 8 3 1 1 

1797 5 10 2 11 2 1 

1798 3 8 3 2 

1799 1 6 6 1 1 6 1 

1800 1 3 4 10 1 

1801 5 8 2 7 8 1 

1802 2 7 4 1 1 2 1 

1803 3 14 4 1 2 3 

1804 12 14 1 4 7 2 

1805 7 1 6 2 1 6 4 1 3 

Opa-
ta 

00 
CO 





• WW I ( w I— • 

1805 7 1 6 2 1 6 4 T ™ 3 

1806 3 12 1 4 8 1 
1807 6 16 2 15 1 3 
1808 6 26 1 12 3 
1809 6 26 15 3 
1810 4 21 2 27 7 

1811 4 12 1 13 6 
1812 8 12 4 2 23 7 
1813 12 21 3 21 11 
1814 20 2 28 6 12 18 4 
1815 14 18 23 11 13 

1816 10 18 21 1 7 1 1 

1817 6 13 27 16 2 

1818 11 14 27 10 2 4 2 

1819 12 14 30 11 2 6 3 

1820 6 11 34 9 1 2 
1821 13 9 34 6 3 4 
1822 11 12 39 15 5 1 
1823 14 14 35 7 1 4 1 
1824 9 17 20 9 23 

Source: Ms. San Miguel de Sahuaripa Baptismal Register, Sahuaripa Parish Archive, Sahuaripa, 
Sonora (hereinafter cited as SPA). 





Appendix 11: Baptisms by Ethnic Group at Nacosari (Includes Real de Basochuca), 1705-1737 

Year Indio Opata Yaqui Nijora Jumano Apache Span. Mestizo Mulato Coyote Unspec. 

1705 4 1 1 
1706 10 2 2 
1707 7 3 1 
1708 8 3 2 1 
1709 6 4 1 
1710 1 2 1 
1711 6 10 2 
1712 11 1 3 3 2 1 
1713 4 1 6 2 1 1 
1714 5 8 4 
1715 14 1 4 5 2 2 1 
1716 6 1 1 
1717 11 5 2 
1718 8 1 
1719 1 1 1 
1724 3 1 
1725 1 3 
1726 5 1 2 
1728 1 1 
1729 2 1 
1730 1 6 5 5 
1731 4 1 1 3 
1732 2 
1737 3 4 1 

Source: Ms. Nacosari Baptismal Register, APA. 



Appendix 12: Baptisms By Ethnic Group At the Real de San Jose de los Mulatos, 1806-1812 

Tara-
Year Span. Mulato Coyote Mestizo Negro Yndio Opata humara Apache Unspec. Yaqui 

1806 1 

1807 35 4 11 4 2 1 12 

1808 26 10 6 3 2 1 1 12 

1809 28 16 6 10 5 4 13 

1810 13 19 8 10 1 18 4 

1811 10 26 1 3 1 17 1 

1812 10 18 1 2 1 8 13 2 

Source: Ms. San Jose de los Mulatos Baptismal Register, SPA. 



Appendix 13: Population of Settlers Living in the Pimeria Alta Missions 

Mission 1774 1779a 1795 1796 1801 1802 1804 1806 1813 1818 1819 1820 

Tumacacori 19 3 29 102 82 80 33 35 73 75 

Cocospera 9 92 16 20 26 16 21 36 26 145 

San Ignacio 174 44 408 512 609 1288 1300 1470 1471 

Magdalena 16 8 

Ymuris 10 95 

Saric 7 1 (f) 13 8 5 5 80 .41 55 81 100 

Tubutama 22 14(f) 111 84 117 68 76 207 91 130 150 132 

Ati* 52 130 131 149 155 146 105 

Oquitoa 10(f) 4 163 194 190 

Bac 58 31 37 29 44 54 37 62 44 

Caborca 25 5(f) 35 71 75 105 114 95 175 149 134 

Pitiquito 8 7(f) 9 

Bisani 25 

a. (f) indicates families. 

# After 1800 Ati and Oquitoa alternated as the cabecera of the mission embracing the two villages 
This accounts for the difference in the table between 1813 and 1818. 

Sources: Population figures for 1774 from Ms. Anonymous, 1774, "Estado de la Poblacion de las 
Misiones de la Sonora, 1774," CCR; for 1779 from Ms. Marques de Croix, Arizpe, 
December 23, 1780, AGI Audiencia de Guadalajara Legajo 272; for 1795 from Ms. Juan 
Franco, Santa Cruz, September 12, 1795, AF 36/802, and Ms. Josef Saenz Rico, Altar, 
September 25, 1795, AF 36/802, and Ms. Manuel de Urrea, Tucson, November 10, 1795, 
AF 36/802; for 1796^from Ms. Francisco Yturralde, Tubutama, November 4, 1796, 
"Padron de esta Mision^le S. Pedro y S. Pablo de Tubutama . . . BLUC, and Alfred 
F. Whiting, "The Tumacacori Census of 1796;" for 1801 from the individual mission 
censuses in AGEMS; for 1802 from Ms. Francisco Moyano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, May 18, 1803, 
AGI Audiencia de Mexico 2736; for 1804 from Ms. Francisco Moyano, O.F.M., Oquitoa, 
February 5, 1805, AGI Audiencia de Mexico 2736; for 1806 from Ms. Francisco Moyano, 
O.F.M., Oquitoa, January 5, 1807, AF 37/829; for 1813 from Ms.,, Francisco Moyano, 
O.F.M., Oquitoa, January 3, 1814, BLUC; for 1818, from Ms. Jose Perez, O.F.M,, 
Oauitna. December 31, 1818, AGN Misiones 13; for 1819 from Ms. Faustino Gonzalez, 

O.F.M., Cavorca, January 4, 1820; and for 1820 from Ms. Faustino Gonzalez, 





^.xssirirsii: 
O.F.H., Cavorca, January 4, 1820; and for 1820 fro* Ms. Faust,no Gonzalez, 
O.F.M., Cavorca, January 4, 1821, AGEMS. 
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Appendix 14: Population of Soldiers and Settlers Living in the Baja 
California Missions 

Mission 1794 1796 1798 1799 1800 1802 1804 1806 1808 

Loreto 326 372 401 456 456 669 528 

San Francisco 
Xavier 36 37 39 9 41 8 8 7 5 

• 
Mulege 2 39 20 13 16 22 22 18 

/ 

Comondu 14 4 4 7 8 20 3 7 

Purisima 7 5 9 6 5 4 4 13 7 

Guadalupe 4 

Santiago 26 

San Ignacio 6 4 6 1 1 9 6 

San Jose del Cabo 54 150 114 239 128 277 277 60 367 

Todo: Santos and 
Santc ^na 357 801 1051 615 504 703 703 379 627 

Sant; -ertrudis 8 4 5 5 7 

San Francisco 
de Borja 6 3 6 5 5 5 2 

San Fernando 4 4 3 5 5 

Rosario 1 2 1 

Santo Domingo 8 6 7 1 1 10 7 

San Vicente 1 7 8 7 12 12 7 6 

San Miguel 4 22 17 24 5 19 

Santo Tomas 8 6 8 5 5 3 

San Pedro Martir 2 1 5 

Santa Catalina 2 

1. Does not include Santa Ana 
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Appendix 14 (Continued) 

Sources: For 1794, Ms. Cayetano Pallas, O.P., March 28, 1795, 
"Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo . . . AGN Provincias Internas 1; for 
1796 from Ms. Cayetano Pallos, O.P., December 31, 1796, 
"Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo . . . ," AGN Californias 29; For 1798, 
from Ms. Diego de Borica, April 29, 1799, "Noticia de 
las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de Santo 
Domingo . . . AGN Californias 29; for 1799, from 
Ms. Vicente Bel da, January 2, 1800, "Noticia de las 
Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de Santo Domingo . . ., 
AGN Provincias Internas 19; for 1800, from Ms. Vicente 
Belda, January 28, 1801, "Noticia de las Misiones que 
ocupan los Religiosos de Santo Domingo . . . ," AGN 
Provincias Internas 19; for 1802, from Ms. Rafael Arviria, 
May 6, 1803, "Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los 
Religiosos de Santo Domingo . . . ," AGN Misiones 2; 
for 1804 from Ms. Miguel Gal lego, January 1, 1805, 
Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de 
Santo Domingo . . . ," AGN Misiones 2; for 1806 from 
Ms. Miguel Gallego, December 31, 1806, "Noticia de las 
Misiones que ocupan los Religiosos de Santo Domingo . . ., 
AGN Californias 2; and for 1808 from Ms. Ramon Lopez, 
Feburary 25, 1809, "Noticia de las Misiones que ocupan 
los Religiosos de Santo Domingo . . . ," AGN Provincias 
Internas 19. 



Appendix 15: Livestock it Selected Ploierla Alt* Missions 

Year Mission Cattle Sheep Goats Oxen Horses Mules Burros 

1737 Guevavl 240 150 50 8 16 10 

1737 Bac 240 150 50 14 2 

1737 Dolores 7 yokes 388 2 1 

1737 Remedlos 572 83 11 1 
1737 Cocospera 1328 443 12 2 
1748 Caborca 172 247 104 4 yokes 61 15 
1761 Guevavl 970 1270 15 yokes 109 27 
17S1 Soamca 40 

1761 San Igiucio 4000 - 1000 - ,100 

1761 Atf 257 628 67 10 yokes 62 25 45 
1761 Sarlc 100 448 52 15 yokes 31 

1761 Susanlc SoeM 4 yokes 

1767 Tubutama 600 1260 18 yokes 449 75 
1767 Atf 1000 131 42 
1767 Oqultoa 992 23 
1767 Sarlc 500 1340 40 127 '17 
1767 Caborca 400 782 10 223 45 
1767 P111qui to 348 18 

1767 Bljanl 325 10 

1767 San Ignaclo 47 1000 28 32 4 
1767 Imurls 600 8 

1767 Magdalena 12 

1767 Bac 387 1030 41 38 160 13 
1767 Guevavl 700 1660 68 24 115 24 
1767 TUMUCOH 23 17 23 
1767 Soamca 762 1370 25 ' 163 93 
1767 Cocosperi 30 105 67 195 12 

1778 San Ignaclo 300 300 50 8 yokes 30 8 

177* Cocospart 200 200 10 4 yokes 13 

1778 Santa Ana 20 20 56 33 86 16 

1818 Oqultoa 3050 408 - 406 68 20 

1818 Tubutama 3000 700 - 500 16 15 

1818 Sarlc 300 800 - 60 12 10 

1818 Tumacacorl 5000 2500 - 600 89 15 

1818 Bac 7000 1186 - 243 42 10 

1818 Cocospera 2095 790 - 208 11 5 

1818 San Ignaclo 2000 990 - 110 5 4 

1818 Caborca 700 500 - 454 11 n 
1819 Oqultoa 2000 500 - 200 20 15 

1819. Tubutana 3000 •"•
J O
 

0
 

1
 

200 12 30 

1819 Sarlc 500 800 - 60 12 15 

1819 
• 

Tunacicorl 6000 1200 - 600 64 20 

1819 Btc 5600 984 - 319 57 14 

1819 
0 

Cocospera 1800 568 - 182 13 8 

1819 San Ignaclo 1600 1000 - 100 6 

1819 Caborca 450 412 - 230 10 11 

1820 Caborca 570 421 - 330 9 30 

1820 Oqultoa 1900 40n - 200 21 16 



Appendix 15—Continued 

1820 Tubutama 2000 •
 

s
 
0
 

1 200 8 20 

1820 Sarlc SOO - 700 - *7 12 15 

1820 Tunacacorl 5500 - 1080 - 590 60 20 

1820 Bac 5700 - 700 - 220 50 14 

1820 Cocospera 870 - 145 - 206 9 8 

1820 San Iqnaclo 1400 - 893 - 116 5 

Sources: Kessell. Mission of Sorrows. PP- 194-205; Ms. "Entrega de la M1s1ort y Partldo de la 
L1rap1a ConcepciSn de Caborca, que por orden del P. Vor Carlos de Roxas Mzo el P Sor 
Jacobo Sedelmayor a el P Bartholome Saenz en 29 de Nove de 1748," WBS #1744; Ms. 

Gaspar Stiger, November 12, 1?37, (Entrega de Oolores Mission), WBS #1744; Ms. 
"Entrega de la Mission del At1, la que hlze al Pe Rector Luis Vivas Hnto de 
Tubutama en de Mayo de 1761," UBS #1744; Ms. "Entrega de la Mission 
del Sarlc que hlzo el Pe Rr Luis Vivas al Pe Miguel Gerstner JHS," UBS #1744-, 
Jackson, "Last Jesuit Censuses . . . Ms. Anonymous, 1767, Apunte particular 
de los blenes y efectos que exlsten en cada M1ss1tfn, y Pueblos de vlslta de 
ellas. Nota Todos los numeros que senalan e Ganado cabrlo, es macho [man], y 
hembra, / los de el Ganado Mayor se entlenden de hierro arrlba; y de las lleguas, 
Potros, Mulas, Machos Serreros, lo mlsmo," AF 33/704; Ms. Pedro Corbalan, 
September 30, 1778, "Estado que manlflesta el numero de Poblaslonescorrespond-
lentes a esta Jurlsdlclon dlstancias y rumbos de la capital, blenes que posean 
sus habitantes, y lo demas que se expresa en las cavlllas," AF 34/736; Ms. 
Perez, "Estado Esp1r1tual . . . ," AGN M1siones 3; Ms. Faustlno Gonzalez, 
"Estado Espirltual . . . AGEMS; and Ms. Faustlno Gonzalez, "Estado de las 
M1siones . . . AGEMS. 
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